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Instructions for tablet
Automatically fulfilled by tablet
Automatically fulfilled by tablet with possibility to correct
TABLET
For all questions (not to be read, unless stated otherwise):
77: Not applicable
88: No answer
99: Don’t know
** Necessary answers (as opposed to complementary/optional ones)
 = Go to…
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Date of interview: __ / __ / 2016
Starting time: __:__
 Second slot of interview  Tablet: to enable duplicate time information
 Third slot of interview  Tablet: to enable duplicate time information

INTRODUCTION
I would like first of all to confirm with you some key pieces of information:
1)

You are born in CoS
1. Yes  continue
2. No  discard
2) You have lived in LDC for a period of at least 3 months
1. Yes  continue
2. No  discard
3) You went to live in LDC for the last time in: (year of last migration)
Year: __________ If < 1996  discard
If => 1996  continue
4) You returned to CoS in: (year of last return)
Year: __________ If < 2000  discard
If => 2000  continue

“During the interview we will ask you about dates for some crucial events in your life. To help you remember
we can use at any moment a visual summary like this one (show an example of a grid filled in for a fictional
person). Let me know at any point whether you would like to consult it.

A. SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS
A1) (Do NOT ask) The respondent is:
1. A man
2. A woman
A2) What is your date of birth?
(If doesn’t know) In which year were you born?
(If doesn’t know either) What age you turned in your last birthday
Day: __ Month: ____ **Year: _____
(Age: ___) [Tablet: calculate and input year]
Tablet: Use information to frame Visual Aid (year at 15 up until 2016)
A3) Up until you were 15 years old…
[ROM, SEN] …in which municipality and region of CoS did you live or spend most time?
Interviewer, input first province, and then municipality.
A3a) Complete list of regions
A3b) Complete list of municipalities (by region)
0. Never in CoS in those years
0. Never in CoS in those years
Tablet: Interviewer to start typing names to browse list, first for province. Based on the selected
province, filter and show municipalities (otherwise repeated across regions)
[UKR] …in which city/district, and in which region, did you live or spend most time?
Interviewer, input first province, and then municipality.
A3a) Complete list of cities/districts
A3b) Complete list of cities/districts (by region)
0. Never in CoS in those years
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0. Never in CoS in those years
Tablet: Interviewer to start typing names to browse list, first for province. Based on the selected
province, filter and show municipalities (otherwise repeated across regions)
[ARG] …in which province of CoS did you live or spend most time?
A3b) Complete list of provinces [Tablet: Interviewer to start typing names to browse list]
0. Never in CoS in those years
A4) [A6] Would you say that, in that time, the place where you lived was a...? (Read options)
1. Large City
2. Medium size city
3. Small city / town
4. Village or rural area (e.g. farm)
Apply: if lived in CoS at 15 [A3)≠0]
A5) [A7] Thinking of the rich and poor areas in CoS at that time, would you say that your neighbourhood was
one of the... (Read options)
1. Rich
2. Average
3. Poor
A6) [F24] Thinking about the situation of the household where you lived when you were 15, would you say
that at that time you had sufficient to cover your basic needs? (Read options)
1. More than sufficient
2. Sufficient
3. Sometimes sufficient, sometimes not
4. Insufficient
A7) [F2]Is your father alive?
1. Yes A9)
2. No A8)
8. Father unknown / unknown whereabouts  A10)
99. Don't know  A9)
Apply: if father no longer alive [A7)=2]
A8) [F3]In which year did he die (or how old were you at that time)?
**Year: ______  A9)
(Age: ______) [Tablet: calculate and input year]  A9)
8. Father unknown / unknown whereabouts  A10)
99. Don´t know  Did he die before you were 15?   A9)
Do NOT apply: if father unknown [A8)=8]
A9) [F4] What is/was his country of birth?
1. CoS
2. Other (Specify): List of countries [Tablet: Interviewer to start typing names to browse list]
8. Father unknown / unknown whereabouts
99. Don’t know
A10) [F12]Is your mother alive?
1. Yes A12)
2. No A11)
8. Mother unknown / unknown whereabouts  A13)
99. Don't know  A12)
Apply: if mother no longer alive [A10)=2]
A11) [F13]In which year did she die (or how old were you at that time)?
**Year: ______  A12)
(Age: ______) [Tablet: calculate and input year]  A12)
8. Mother unknown / unknown whereabouts  A13)
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99. Don´t know  Did she die before you were 15?   A12)
Do NOT apply: if mother unknown [A11)=8]
A12) [F14] What is/was her country of birth?
1. CoS
2. Other (Specify): List of countries [Tablet: Interviewer to start typing names to browse list]
8. Mother unknown / unknown whereabouts
99. Don’t know
A13) [F21] How many sisters have you had in total? Take into account ALL sisters, even if they are not from the same father
or mother and even if they are deceased
A14) [F22] How many brothers have you had in total? Take into account ALL brothers, even if they are not from the same
father or mother and even if they are deceased
A15) [F23] Are you the first-born of the family?
A13) Sisters

A14) Brothers

Nr:__

Nr: __

* Filter 1
If father known
[(A7) ≠ 8, 99)] AND [A8)≠ 8,
99)] AND (A9)≠ 8, 99)]
If father unknown
[(A7) = 8, 99)] OR [A8)= 8,
99)] OR (A9)= 8, 99)]

 A16)A17)
AND mother known
[(A10) ≠ 8, 99)] AND [A11)≠ 8,
99)] AND (A12)≠ 8, 99)]
AND mother ALSO unknown
[(A10) = 8, 99)] OR [A11)= 8,
99)] OR (A12)= 8, 99)]

A16) [F5] What was your father’s level of education
(at the time when you were 15)? Highest attended level
(Spontaneous answer)
1. No schooling  A17)
2. Primary education
3. Secondary education  * Filter 2
4. Higher education
8. Unknown whereabouts  A18)
99. Don't know  A17)
Apply: if A16)=1, 99
A17) [F6] Did he know how to read and
write?
1. Yes
2. No
99. Don’t know

 * Filter 2

A15) First-born
1. Yes
2. No

 A18)A19)
 A28)

A18) [F15] What was your mother's level of
education (at the time when you were 15)? Highest
attended level (Spontaneous answer)
1. No schooling  A19)
2. Primary education
3. Secondary education  * Filter 2
4. Higher education
8. Unknown whereabouts  A28)
99. Don't know A19)
Apply: if A18)=1, 99
A19) [F16] Did she know how to read and
write?
1. Yes
2. No
99. Don’t know

 * Filter 2

* Filter 2
If father alive by the time ego was 15 [A7)=1] OR [A8)>A2)+15] AND known
[A7)A8)≠ 8 or 99] AND [A17) ≠ 99]
If father deceased by the
AND
time ego was 15 [(A8) <=
Mother alive by the time ego was 15 [A10)=1] OR
A2)+15] OR [clicked 'before [(A11)> A2)+15)] AND known [A10)A11) AND A12) ≠ 8 or
15' in A8)) OR unknown
99] AND [A19) ≠ 99]

 A20)
A23)


A24)A27)
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[A7)A8) OR 0= 8 or 99] OR
[A17) = 99]

AND
Mother ALSO deceased by the time ego was 15
[(A11)<= A2)+15) OR [clicked 'before 15' in A11)]
OR unknown [A10)A11) OR A12)= 8 or 99] OR [A19)
= 99]

A20) [F7] Did your father work when you were
about 15 years old?
1. Yes  A21)
2. No  A23)
8. Unknown whereabouts  A24)
99. Don’t know  A23)

 A28)

A24) [F17] Did your mother work when you were
about 15 years old?
1. Yes  A25)
2. No  A27)
8. Unknown whereabouts  A28)
99. Don’t know  A27)

Apply: if father worked when ego 15
(A20)=1)
A21) [F8]What was his professional situation? (Read
options)
(WORKING INDEPENDENTLY)
1. Employer (hiring employees on a regular basis)
2. Self-employed (without employees)
(WORKING FOR SOMEONE ELSE)
3. Working for someone else
4. Assistance in family business or farm
5. Inter/trainee/apprentice
(COOPERATIVE)
6. Member of a cooperative

Apply: if mother worked when ego 15
(A24)=1)
A25) [F8]What was her professional situation? (Read
options)
(WORKING INDEPENDENTLY)
1. Employer (hiring employees on a regular basis)
2. Self-employed (without employees)
(WORKING FOR SOMEONE ELSE)
3. Working for someone else
4. Assistance in family business or farm
5. Inter/trainee/apprentice
(COOPERATIVE)
6. Member of a cooperative

A22) [F9/NEW] In terms of skills, you would define
the work he did as… (Read options)
1. Low-skilled work
2. Skilled manual work
3. Skilled non-manual work/professional
4. Higher-level occupation (e.g. manager, director,
professional)

A26) [F9/NEW] In terms of skills, you would
define the work she did as… (Read options)
1. Low-skilled work
2. Skilled manual work
3. Skilled non-manual work/professional
4. Higher-level occupation (e.g. manager, director,
professional)

Apply: if mother not working at ego's 15 or
unknown (A24)=2, 99)
A23) [NEW] Has/did your mother ever worked (at
A27) [NEW] Has/did she ever worked (at least for 1
least for 1 year in total in her life)? (Spontaneous
year in total in her life)? (Spontaneous answer)
answer)
By work we mean any activity (producing or distributing
By work we mean any activity (producing or distributing
goods or services) for the market (economic exchange,
goods or services) for the market (economic exchange,
including the public administration or economic exchange in
including the public administration or economic exchange in
communist systems). We understand housework is also work,
communist systems). We understand housework is also work, but
but for the purposes of the study we need to differentiate these
for the purposes of the study we need to differentiate these two.
two.
1. Yes
1. Yes
2. No
2. No
99. Don't know
99. Don't know

A28)

A28)

A28) [A8] Which ethnic group would you say you belong to? (Spontaneous answer)
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ARG [DROP]

ROM

SEN

UKR

1. Romanian
2. Hungarian
3. Roma
4. German
5. Other

1. Wolof
2. Mandingue
3. Pular
4. Serer
5. Diola
6. Soninké
7. Other

1. Ukrainian
2. Russian
3. Romanian
4. Moldovan
5. Poles
6. Other

A29) [A9] Do you consider yourself as belonging to a religion or religious denomination? If yes, which one?
(Spontaneous answer)
ARG
ROM
SEN
UKR
0. None
1. Catholic
2. Jew
3. Evangelical
4. Mormon
5. Jehovah
Witness
6. Orthodox
7. Muslim
8. Hindu
9. Buddhist
10. Other

0. None
1. Orthodox
2. Roman
Catholic
3. Greek
Catholic
4. Protestant
5. NeoProtestant
(Pentecostal, Baptist,
Adventist, a.s.o.)
6. Jew
7. Muslim
8. Other

0. None
(MUSLIMS)
1.Khadre
2.Layène
3.Mouride
4.Tidiane
5.Just Muslim
6.Other Muslim
(CHRISTIANS)
7.Catholic
8.Protestant
9.Other Christians
(OTHER
RELIGIONS)
10. Jew
11. Buddhist
12. Animist
13. Other

0. None
1. Roman Catholic
2. Greek Catholic
3. Protestant
4. Orthodox
5. Orthodox Kiev Patriarchate
6. Orthodox Moscow
Patriarchate
7. Ukrainian Autocephalous
Orthodox Church
8. Jew
9. Muslim
10. Hindu
11. Buddhist
12. Other

A29a) [A9a/NEW] Regardless of whether you belong to a particular religion, how religious would you
say you are? (Read options)
1. Not at all religious
2. Little religious
3. Quite religious
4. Very religious
A30)
[A10] What language(s) did you speak at home when you were a child (mother tongue)? (Spontaneous answer ;
Multiple answer)
ARG [DROP]
ROM
SEN
UKR
1. Romanian
2. Hungarian
3. Roma
4. English
5. French
6. German
7. Russian
8. Spanish
9. Italian
10. Other

1. French
2. Wolof
3. Sérère
4. Peul/pulaar
5. Mandingue
6. Soninké
7. Diola
8. Other

1.Ukrainian
2.Russian
3.Romanian
4.Polish
5.Others
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A31) [A11] Besides your mother tongue, which other languages do you speak now?(Spontaneous answer; Multiple
answer)
(EU LANGUAGES)
9. French
18. Polish
(NON-EU
1. Bulgarian
10. German
19. Portuguese
LANGUAGES)
2. Croatian
11. Greek
20. Romanian
25. Russian
3. Czech
12. Hungarian
21. Slovak
26. Ukrainian
4. Danish
13. Irish
22. Slovenian
27. Chinese
5. Dutch
14. Italian
23. Spanish
28. Other African
6. English
15. Latvian
24. Swedish
languages
7. Estonian
16. Lithuanian
29. Other
8. Finnish
17. Maltese
Tablet: Interviewer to pick from list
NO limit in number of entries – Allow option to ADD as many rows as necessary

Apply: for each language, except African or Other [A31)=1-27]
A31a) [A11a] What would you say is your level of proficiency in (language)? (Read options)
A31a) Proficiency level (Read options)
Language
1. Excellent (speak, read and write fluently)
1
2. Good (can interact with complex sentences, but not fluent)
3. Poor (can interact in a simple way; limited vocabulary)
2

Language

1. Excellent (speak, read and write fluently)
2. Good (can interact with complex sentences, but not fluent)
3. Poor (can interact in a simple way; limited vocabulary)

Tablet: NO limit in number of entries – Enable option to ADD as many rows as necessary
Enable option to go BACK to A31) and then A31a) at this point if memory refreshed
A32) [A12] What is the highest level of education you have attended? (Spontaneous answer)
0. None
 A32a)
1. Literacy class  A32a)
2. Primary education
3. Lower secondary education
4. Upper secondary education
5. Post-secondary non-tertiary education
A32b)
6. Short-cycle tertiary education
7. Bachelor’s or equivalent level
8. Master’s or equivalent level
9. Doctoral or equivalent level
Apply: if no primary studies (A32) = 0-

Apply: if primary studies or more (A32)=2-9)

1)
A32a) [A13] Can you read and write?
1. Yes
2. No

 A46)

A32b) [A12a] Have you completed this level?
1. Complete
2. Incomplete
Apply: if secondary education (A32)= 3-4)
A33) [A14] Was it general or vocational/technical
education?
1. General
2. Vocational/technical
99. Don't know



* Filter 3
Apply: If higher education (A32) = 5-9)
A34) [A15] In what field was it? (Spontaneous answer; read options
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only if uncertain)
1. Education
2. Arts and Humanities (incl languages)
3. Social sciences, journalism and information
4. Business, administration and law
5. Natural sciences, mathematics and statistics
6. Information and Communication Technologies
7. Engineering, manufacturing and construction
8. Agriculture, forestry, fisheries and veterinary
9. Health and welfare
10. Services (incl. personal, hygiene, security & transport)



* Filter 3
* Filter 3
If primary studies but NOT completed

[A32)=2 AND A32b)=2]
A46)
If more than primary [A32)>2] or primary

completed [A32)=2 AND A32b)=1]
A35)
A35) [D4] Did you undertake an official procedure in (LDC) for the recognition of (any of) your studies in
(CoS)? (Spontaneous answer)
1. Yes  A37)
2. No  A36)
3. [Do not read] Not needed, automatically recognized  A39)
4. [Do not read] Not needed/applicable, all foreign diplomas  A40)
Apply: If did NOT apply for recognition
(A35)=2)
A36) [D8]Why did you not apply? (Spontaneous
answer)
0. No need, it was automatically recognized
1. Not relevant for the type of jobs I did / could
find
2. I thought it would be difficult to apply/obtain
3. I did not know about such a possibility
4. There was no such procedure
6. Other

A39)

Apply: If applied for recognition (A35)=1)
A37) [D5] For which level? (Spontaneous answer; if
various, code the highest)
1. Primary education
2. Lower secondary education
3. Upper secondary education
4. Post-secondary non-tertiary
education
5. Short-cycle tertiary education
6. Bachelor’s or equivalent level
7. Master’s or equivalent level
8. Doctoral or equivalent level
A38) [D6]Was your application successful (were
these studies officially recognized)? (Spontaneous
answer)
1. Yes  A38a)
2. No, due to problems with documentation
from Cos  A39)
3. No, for other reasons  A39)
4. Still in process  A39)
Apply: if successful application
(A38)=1)
A38a) [D7] In which year did you obtain this
recognition?
Year of recognition: _____
 A39)

Do NOT apply: if all degrees foreign [(A35)=4]
A39) [A16] Have you got any foreign diploma(s)? You may have obtained it abroad or by studying at distance or in CoS
with a foreign institution
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1. Yes  A40) [Automatically ticked and skipped if all degrees foreign (A35)=4)]
2. No  A46)
Apply A40)A42): if any foreign diploma [A39)=1] and proceed LEVEL BY LEVEL
A40) [A17] For which level(s) have you obtained a foreign diploma? (Spontaneous response; Multiple response)
A40a) [A17a] In which year did you obtain this diploma?
A40b) In which country?

A40) Level(s)

A40a)
Year
obtained

A40b) [NEW]Country

1
.

1. Primary education
Year:
1. LDC
2. Lower secondary education
____
2. Another country: Pick from
3. Upper secondary education
list of countries [Tablet: Interviewer
4. Post-secondary non-tertiary
to start typing names to browse
list]
education
5. Short-cycle tertiary education
6. Bachelor’s or equivalent level
7. Master’s or equivalent level
8. Doctoral or equivalent level
9.Other diplomas outside official
curricula
Tablet: NO limit in number of entries – Enable option to ADD as many rows as necessary

A41) [D9]Did you undertake an official procedure for the recognition of your foreign diploma(s) in
(CoS)?
1. Yes  A43)
2. No  A42)
Apply: If did not undertake process (A41) =2)
A42) [D14] Why not? (Spontaneous answer)
0. No need, automatically recognized
1. It is not relevant for the type of jobs I did /
could find
2. I thought it would be difficult to apply/obtain
3. I did not know about such a possibility
4. There was no such procedure
5. Other

 A46)

Apply A43)to A45): If undertook process
(A41)=1)
Do NOT apply: if only 1 foreign diploma
[A40)] and fulfill automatically [A43)=A40)]
A43) [D10] For which level? (Spontaneous answer; if various,
code the highest)
1. Primary education
2. Lower secondary education
3. Upper secondary education
4. Post-secondary non-tertiary education
5. Short-cycle tertiary education
6. Bachelor’s or equivalent level
7. Master’s or equivalent level
8. Doctoral or equivalent level
A44) [D11]Was your application successful (were
these studies officially recognized)? (Spontaneous answer)
1. Yes  A45)
2. No  A46)
3. Still in process  A46)
A45) [D12]In which year did it get recognized?
Year of recognition: _____
 A46)

A46) [A18] What was/were your nationality/nationalities at birth?
Birth nationality 1: (List of all possible nationalities)
Birth nationality 2: (List of all possible nationalities)
Tablet: Only 2 – Interviewer to start typing names to browse list
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A47) [A19] And have you ever changed it or acquired a new nationality?
1. Yes  A48)
2. No  A52)
* Apply A48)-A51): If acquired new nationality (A47) = 1)
A48) [A20] Which nationality/ies did you obtain?
A49) [A21] In which year did you obtain (A48) Ac.Nationality 1)? And (A48) Ac.Nationality 2)?
A50) [A22] On what official basis did you obtain (A48) Nationality 1)? And (A48) Nationality 2)? (Read
options)

A48)Nationality

A51)

A49)Year
obtained

Acquired
nationality 1

(List of all possible
nationalities)
[Tablet: Interviewer
to start typing names to
browse list]

Year: ____

Acquired
nationality 2

(List of all possible
nationalities)

Year: ____

A49) Legal basis
1. Naturalisation by residence
2. Marriage
3. Birth of a child
4. From parents
5. Nationality recovery through
ancestry
6. Special services/discretionary
7. Other
1. Naturalisation by residence
2. Marriage
3. Birth of a child
4. From parents
5. Nationality recovery through
ancestry
6. Special services/discretionary
7. Other

[A23] What were the main reasons why you applied for this/these nationality/ies? (Read options;
multiple answer)
Apply: if more than one reason given in [A51)]
A51a) [NEW] And of these, which one was most important?

A51)
Acqui
red
nationality
1

Acqui
red
nationality
2

A52)

1. Identity/sentimental reasons (it's my country/too)
2. Practical reasons (related to living in the country: voting rights,
etc)
3. To ensure I can stay or return to (country1) anytime
4. To facilitate migration to other European countries
5. To facilitate future migration of my children
6. [Do not read] Other
1. Identity/sentimental reasons (it's my country/too)
2. Practical reasons (related to living in the country: voting rights,
etc)

3. To ensure I can stay or return to (country2) anytime
4. To facilitate migration to other European countries
5. To facilitate future migration of my children
6. [Do not read] Other

)

A51a













[A24] Are you applying or planning to apply for any other nationality in the next years? (Read options)
1. Yes, currently in the process of applying A53)
2. Yes, planning to apply but has not started the process A53)
3. No  RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY
* Apply A53)A54): If planning to acquire new nationality [A52) =1-2]
A53) [A25] Which one(s)?
Planned nationality 1: (List of all possible nationalities)
Planned nationality 2: (List of all possible nationalities)
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A54) [A26] What are the main reasons why you are applying/thinking to apply for this/these
nationality/ies? (Read options; Multiple answer)
Apply: if more than one reason given in [A54)]
A54a) [NEW] And of these, which one was most important?

A54)
Planne
d
nationality 1

Planne
d
nationality 2

etc)

1. Identity/sentimental reasons (it's my country/too)
2. Practical reasons related to living in the country (voting rights,
3. To ensure I can stay or return to (country1) anytime
4. To facilitate migration to other European countries
5. To facilitate future migration of my children
6. [Do not read] Other
1. Identity/sentimental reasons (it's my country/too)
2. Practical reasons (related to living in the country: voting rights,

etc)
3. To ensure I can stay or return to (country1) anytime
4. To facilitate migration to other European countries
5. To facilitate future migration of my children
6. [Do not read] Other

)

A54a
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B. RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY
Now we will talk about the different countries where you have lived for at least 3 months since the age of 15.
Usually people end up living for long periods in one same place. If at some point of your life that was not the
case and you were frequently changing places (for instance going to one country for a few months and then
coming back to CoS) please let me know when we come to that period so that we take note
A55)

Did you live in (CoS) when you were 15?
1. Yes  A4)
2. No, lived abroad  ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia.
A55a) [NEW] In which country?
Pick from list of countries [Tablet: Interviewer to start typing names to browse list]
Instructions
1. Enter ountry of residence at 15
In which country did you live at 15?  Enter A57)
2. Then ask about next country
What was the next country where you lived for 3 months or more?
In which year and month (if you remember) did you move there?
For which of these 4 reasons (or other) did you move? You can pick up to 2.
[If Repeated sequence] Please refer these reasons to the initial move of this period
3. Repeat until reaching current stay in CoS

A56) Sequen
ce
[Automatical
ly generated,
with possibility to
correct if
needed]
1

A57)

Country

0. CoS

A58) Year and month
of arrival

A59) Reason (up to 2) (Read
options)

Year at 15
(from A2))

1. Another
 Pick from list of
countries
2

0. CoS
1. Another
 Pick from list of
countries
9. Repeated sequence
1. Pick from list of
countries
2. Pick from list of
countries

Month:___
**Year:____
(Age:____) [Tablet:
calculate and input
year]
 Current (no
further moves)

1. For work/economic
reasons
2. For studies
3. For family reasons
4. For political/religious
reasons
5. Other

Tablet: NO limit in number of entries – Allow option to ADD as many rows as necessary
Information automatically fed into Visual Aid
* Filter 4
If multiple exits from CoS ending in EU countries
[A56)A58)]
If one single exit from CoS ending in EU countries
[A56)A58)]

A60)
LAST
MIGRATION
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A60)
[NEW] When you migrated to (1st EU country) in (year of that migration), did you have someone
close to you (such as parents, siblings or best friends) who had already lived (for 3 months or more) in
Europe at some earlier point?
1. Yes
2. No
99. Don’t know



LAST MIGRATION
We would like to go now more into detail about your migration to (LDC) in (year of last migration).
Particularly the reasons for migrating are frequently much more complex than any label we can give. So
could you explain me, now in your own words…
A61)

[B5] What made you…
If direct migration from…
… CoS to LDC
leave (CoS) and migrate to (LDC) in (year of last migration)?
… CoS to another country
migrate to (LDC) in (year of last migration)?
This time we would like you to be as specific as possible. And you can give up to 2 reasons (Answer not
to be prompted, wait for a spontaneous reaction of a respondent) (Tick up to 2 sub-categories)
Tablet: show reason for last migration [A59)]
Reason last migration:
_________
[Tablet: SHOW main options only, and open subcategories when one picked; SAVE only sub-categories]
FAMILY REASONS
STUDY REASONS
1.1. Family pressure to migrate
3.1. To complete my studies
1.2. To get married /seek spouse
3.2. To start new studies
1.3. To reunify / stay / be with my family in (LDC)
3.3. To do a study exchange
1.4. To take care of the family in (LDC)
3.4. To take an internship/training course
1.5. I got separated/divorced
3.5. To take a language course / to learn the
1.6. To provide my children the opportunity to
language
study/work/ live in Europe
3.6. Other
1.7. Other
3.88. Doesn't answer
1.88. Doesn't answer
3.99. Don't know
1.99. Don't know
LIFESTYLES & TASTES
FINANCIAL / WORK REASONS
4.1. Lifestyle/social behaviours (dislike here/
2.1. Lack of employment in (CoS)
like abroad)
2.2. End of work contract / termination of job in (CoS)
4.2. People are not friendly here
2.3. Job precariousness, low pay in (CoS)
4.3. Discrimination in (CoS)
2.4. Dissatisfaction with my job at (CoS)
4.4. Not the right environment for my family
2.5. For career advancement /improve career prospects
4.5. Try something new (adventure /
2.6. Got a good job offer in (LDC)
interesting / learn…)
2.7. My firm/employer required/offered me to go
4.6. Other
2.8. Business not doing well in (CoS)
4.88. Doesn't answer
2.9. To start/continue/check on a business abroad
4.99. Don't know
2.10. Prospects of better living standard abroad
2.11. Other
5. OTHER
2.88. Doesn't answer
5.1. Health problems
2.99. Don't know
5.2. War / conflict
5.3. Political reasons
5.5. Wanted to get away from personal
problems
5.6. Other
5.88. Doesn't answer
5.99. Don't know
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A62)
[J10]All things considered, are you satisfied with your decision to migrate to (LDC) in (year of last
migration)? (Read options)
1. Completely satisfied
2. Pretty satisfied
3. Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
4. Pretty unsatisfied
5. Completely dissatisfied
A63) [B6] At the moment of migrating in (year of last migration), how long did you think you would stay in
(LDC)? (Spontaneous answer; but if respondent doubts, read options)
1. Less than 3 months
2. Between 3 and 12 months
3. More than 12 months (not for good)
4. Permanently/for good
5. (Do not read) I had no plan or idea (I did not know)
A64) [B7] Would you say that this migration was a decision made by yourself alone or with the participation
of others? (Read options)
1. Entirely by me
2. Entirely by others
3. By both me and others
A65) [B9] Did you finance this migration journey to (LDC) on your own or with the participation of others?
(Read options)
1. Entirely by me
2. Entirely by others
3. By both me and others
* Filter 5
If one single exit from CoS ending in EU
countries [A56)A58)]
If multiple exits from CoS ending in EU
countries [A56)A58)]

A66)
AND no one with European
experience at first EU migration
[A60)=2 or 99]
AND had someone with European
experience at first EU migration
[A60)=1]

A66)
* Filter 6

Apply: if one single exit CoS-EU, or multiple but had no one with European experience at first EU
stay
A66)
[NEW] When you went to (LDC) in (year of last migration), did you have someone close
to you (such as parents, siblings or best friends) who had already lived in Europe at some
earlier point?
1. Yes
2. No
99. Don’t know
* Filter 6
If multiple stays in EU [A56)A58)]
If only one stay in EU (i.e. last stay in LDC) [A56)A58)]

A67)A69)
A70)A71)
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Apply if multiple stays in EU [A56)A58)]

Apply if only one stay in EU [A56)A58)]

Taking into account all your migrations
to/across Europe…

A67) [B12] Have you ever had a contract, job offer or
placement agreement (including for study or
volunteer program) for some of your destinations
before migrating there?
1. Yes  A68)
2. No  A68)
99. Don't know  LAST RETURN
A68) [NEW] Of which type? (Read options; Multiple
response)
1. Job-related  A69)
2. Study/volunteering LAST RETURN
99. Don't know  LAST RETURN

A70) [B12] At the moment of migrating to (LDC) in
(year of that migration), did you have a contract,
job offer or placement agreement (including for
study or volunteer program) in LDC before
migrating there in (year of last migration)?
1. Yes  A71)
2. No  A71)
99. Don't know  LAST RETURN
A71) [NEW] Of which type? (Read options; Multiple
response)
1. Job-related  * Filter 7
2. Study/volunteering  LAST RETURN
99. Don't know  LAST RETURN

Apply: if some job-related [A68)=1]
A69) [NEW] In which migration? (Multiple response;
Show table below)
Tablet: show all pairs of exit-destination countries
involving an EU country as entry country [A58)A57)]
Y
Country of
EU

ear
exit
country of
destination
Y
Country of
EU

ear
exit
country of
destination
Y
Country of
EU

ear
exit
country of
destination
 * Filter 7

Job-related contract/offer/agreement at LDC [A68)=1 or A71)=1]
* Filter 7
If only one stay in LDC
[A56)A58)] with job-related
offer [0=1]
If multiple stays in LDC or
EU [A56)A58)]

A72)A77)
AND only one
with job-related
offer [A69)]
AND more than
one with job-related
offer [A69)]

A72)A77)
Tablet to select earliest of these dyads

Thinking on the first of these
migrations with job-related offers,
between (country of exit and EU country
of destination) in (year)…
A72)A77)

A72) [B13] Was that a formal agreement/written contract, or was it just a verbal promise?
1. Formal agreement/written contract
2. Verbal promise
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A73) [B18] What was the activity of the (firm/organisation/institution) where you were supposed to
work with this contract/agreement? (E.g. construction, manufacturing, transportation, IT, financial and
insurance activities, professional, scientific, and technical activities, care work, agriculture)
A - Agriculture, forestry and fishing
B - Mining and quarrying
C - Manufacturing
D - Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply
E - Water supply; sewerage; waste management and remediation activities
F - Construction
G - Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles
H - Transporting and storage
I - Accommodation and food service activities
J - Information and communication
K - Financial and insurance activities
L - Real estate activities
M - Professional, scientific and technical activities
N - Administrative and support service activities
O - Public administration and defence; compulsory social security
P - Education
Q - Human health and social work activities
R - Arts, entertainment and recreation
S - Other services activities
T - Activities of households as employers; undifferentiated goods - and services - producing
activities of households for own use
U - Activities of extraterritorial organisations and bodies
A74) [B19] What was the size of this (firm/organisation/institution) approximately? (Spontaneous
answer; but if respondent doubts, read options)
0. Firm not specified at the time/unknown
1. Only myself
2. Less than 5
3. Between 5-10
4. Between 11-50
5. More than 50
A75) [B14] From whom did you get this contract/promise? (Spontaneous answer; but if respondent doubts, read
options)
0. My employer at that time  A77)
1. Directly from the new employer  A77)
2. Agent of government
3. Recruitment company
 A76)
4. Friends/relatives  A77)
5. Other (specify)  A77)
Apply: if from public or private recruiter agent [A75)=2, 3]
A76) [B15] Was this (the government of / a company in)… (Read options)
1. LDC
2. CoS
3. [Do not read] Both
4. Another country
5. International organization / transnational firm
99. Don't know
A77) [B17] Did you finally take up the job as planned? (Spontaneous answer)
1. Yes
2. No
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LAST RETURN
* Filter 8
If multiple stays at CoS after first
migration [A56)A58)]
If multiple stays at CoS after first
migration [A56)A58)]

Thinking now of your last return to (CoS) in (year of last
return)
A78)
I would like to ask you now about your return to (CoS) in
(year of last return)
A78)

A78) [B20] Could you explain in your own words what were the main reasons for returning to (CoS) in (year
of last return)? Please, be as specific as possible. You can give up to 2 reasons (Answer not to be prompted, wait
for a spontaneous reaction of a respondent) (Tick up to 2 sub-categories)
Tablet: show reason for last migration [A59)]
Reason last return: _________
[Tablet: SHOW main options only, and open subcategories when one picked; SAVE only sub-categories]
FAMILY REASONS
ADMINISTRATIVE/DOCUMENTS REASONS
1.1. Family pressure in (CoS) to return
4.1. Visa expired / Non-renewal of residence/work
1.2. Family pressure in (LDC) to return
permit
1.3. To get married, seek spouse
4.2. Expulsion/readmission/removal
1.4. To reunify / stay / be with my family
4.3. Spouse/family couldn’t get visa to join me / got
1.5. To take care of the family in (CoS)
expelled
1.6. I got separated or divorced
4.4. To renew documents/legal matters
1.7. Easier access to (better) education for my children 4.5. To benefit from facilitated return program
1.8. Other
4.6. Other
1.88 Doesn't answer
4.88 Doesn't answer
1.99 Don't know
4.99 Don't know
FINANCIAL / WORK REASONS
2.1. End of work contract/termination of my job in
(LDC)
2.2. Lack of employment in (LDC)
2.3. Job precariousness, low pay in (LDC)
2.4. Dissatisfaction with my job at (LDC)
2.5. For career advancement /improve career
prospects
2.6. Got a good job offer in (CoS)
2.7. My firm/employer required/offered me to go to
(CoS)
2.8. Business not doing well in (LDC)
2.9. To start/continue / check on a business in (CoS)
2.10. Retirement
2.11. I must collect / have better pension benefits in
(CoS)
2.12. I completed requirements to be able to transfer
pension rights
2.13. Lack of financial resources to stay in (LDC)
2.14. Low cost of living in (CoS) / high costs of living
in (LDC)
2.15. Prospects of better living standard in (CoS)
2.16. Other
2.88 Doesn't answer
2.99 Don't know
STUDY REASONS
3.1. Finalisation of my studies in (LDC) / Couldn't
finish studies
3.2. To complete my studies
3.3. To start new studies
3.4. To take an internship/training course
3.5. Other
3.88 Doesn't answer

EMOTIONAL REASONS
5.1 This is my place / I belong here
5.2. Wanted to make a contribution to my country
5.3. Homesickness: missed family / friends / food /
lifestyle…
5.4. Other
5.88 Doesn't answer
5.99 Don't know
LIFESTYLES & TASTES
6.1. Lifestyle/social behaviours (dislike abroad/ like here)
6.2. People are not friendly abroad
6.3. Felt mistreated / discriminated
6.4. Not the right environment for my family
6.5. Other
6.88 Doesn't answer
6.99 Don't know
OTHER
7.1. Health problems
7.2. War / conflict
7.3 Political reasons
7.4. Wanted to get away from personal problems
7.5. Already lived a long time abroad
7.6. Run out of options
7.7. Other (Specify): ___________
7.8. Other
7.88 Doesn't answer
7.99 Don't know
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3.99 Don't know
A79) [J11]And all things considered, are you satisfied with your decision to return to CoS in (year of last
return)? (Read options)
1. Completely satisfied
2. Pretty satisfied
3. Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
4. Pretty unsatisfied
5. Completely dissatisfied
A80) [B21] At the moment of returning in (year of last migration), how long did you think you would stay in
(CoS)? (Spontaneous answer; but if respondent doubts, read options)
1. Less than 3 months
2. Between 3 and 12 months
3. More than 12 months (not for good)
4. Permanently/for good
5. (Do not read) I had no plan or idea (I did not know)
A81) [B22] Would you say that your return to (CoS) was a decision made by yourself alone or with the
participation of others? (Read options)
1. Entirely by me
2. Entirely by others
3. By both me and others
A82) [B24] Did you finance this return journey to (CoS) on your own or with the participation of others? (Read
options)
1. Entirely by me
2. Entirely by others
3. By both me and others
[NEW] Would you mind telling me if any of the following persons (related to you) were living in…
A83) (CoS),
A84) and/or in (LDC) when you returned to (CoS) in (year of last return)? Let’s start with (1st option shown by
tablet)…

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Parents / father / mother
Siblings / brother(s) / sister(s)
Partner
Minor children
Adult children
Other persons close/important to you

A83) Living in
CoS
a) 1.Yes 2.No
b) 1.Yes 2.No
c) 1.Yes 2.No
d) 1.Yes 2.No
d) 1.Yes 2.No
e) 1.Yes 2.No

* Filter 9
If one single exit from CoS ending in EU countries [A56)A58)]
If multiple exits from CoS ending in EU countries [A56)A58)]

A84) Living in
LDC
a) 1.Yes 2.No
b) 1.Yes 2.No
c) 1.Yes 2.No
d) 1.Yes 2.No
d) 1.Yes 2.No
e) 1.Yes 2.No

A85)
(RE)MIGRATION INTENTIONS

A85) [NEW] At the time of your return to CoS in (year of last return), did you have someone close
to you (such as parents, siblings or best friends) who had already gone through the experience
of returning to CoS from Europe?
1. Yes
2. No
99. Don’t know
(RE)MIGRATION INTENTIONS
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(RE)MIGRATION INTENTIONS

A86) [B27] Would you wish to migrate again out of (CoS) in the next 3 years?
1. Yes
2. No
A87) [B28] (Taking into consideration that sometimes people's wishes go in one direction and life takes
them in another one) How likely or unlikely is it that you will (indeed) migrate out of (CoS) in the next 6
months? (Read options)
1. Very likely  A90)
2. Quite likely  A90)
3. Quite unlikely  A88)
4. Very unlikely  A88)
5. No chance  A88)
Apply: if unlikely to leave in 6 months [A87) = 3, 4, 5]
A88) [B29] And how likely or unlikely is it that you could leave in the next 2 years? (Read Options)
1. Very likely  A90)
2. Quite likely  A90)
3. Quite unlikely  A89)
4. Very unlikely  A89)
5. No chance  A89)
Apply: if unlikely to migrate [A87)= 3,4,5 AND
A88) = 3,4.5]

Apply A90)A92): if likely to migrate [A87)= 1,2
OR A88) = 1,2]

A89) [B30] What are the main reasons why it is unlikely A90) [B31] What are the main reasons why you are
that you will move abroad? We would like you
likely to move abroad? We would like you again to
again to be as specific as possible. You can give
be as specific as possible. You can give me up to 2
me up to 2 reasons (Answer not to be prompted, wait for a
reasons (Answer not to be prompted, wait for a spontaneous
spontaneous reaction of a respondent) (Tick up to 2 subreaction of a respondent) (Tick up to 2 sub-categories)
categories)
[Tablet: SHOW main options only, and open
[Tablet: SHOW main options only, and open
subcategories when one picked; SAVE only sub-categories]
subcategories when one picked; SAVE only sub-categories]
0. Same as A61)
0. Same as A78)
FAMILY REASONS
FAMILY REASONS
1.1. Family pressure to migrate
1.1. Family pressure to stay in (CoS)
1.2. To get married /seek spouse
1.2. To stay / be with my family
1.3. To reunify / stay / be with my family abroad
1.3. To take care of family members (parents, minor
1.4. To take care of the family abroad
children…)
1.5. I got separated or divorced
1.4. Easier access to (better) education for my children
1.6. To provide my children the opportunity to
in (CoS)
study/work/live in Europe
1.5. Other
1.7. Other
1.88. Doesn't answer
1.88. Doesn't answer
1.99. Don't know
1.99. Don't know
FINANCIAL / WORK REASONS
2.1. Lack of employment / difficult to find
employment abroad
2.2. Job precariousness, low pay abroad
2.3. Easier access to labour market in (CoS)
2.4. Have a job/job offer in (CoS)
2.5. I have / am starting a business in (CoS)
2.6. Retirement
2.7. I must collect/I have better pension benefits in
(CoS)
2.8. Lack of financial resources to migrate
2.9. Low cost of living here / high costs of living there
2.10. Have a satisfactory/better living standard here
2.11. Other

FINANCIAL / WORK REASONS
2.1. Lack of employment in (CoS)
2.2. End of work contract / termination of my job
2.3. Job precariousness, low pay in (CoS)
2.4. Insatisfaction with my job at (CoS)
2.5. Got a good job offer abroad
2.6. My firm/employer requires/offers me to go
abroad
2.7. Not to lose contact / chances with former /
recurrent employers abroad
2.8. Business not doing well in (CoS)
2.9. To start/continue/check a business in (LDC)
2.10. Retirement
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2.88. Doesn't answer
2.99. Don't know
STUDY REASONS
3.1. To complete my studies
3.2. Other
3.88. Doesn't answer
3.99. Don't know
ADMINISTRATIVE/DOCUMENTS
REASONS
4.1 Legal barriers (difficult to get visa, work permit
etc.) discouraged me
4.2. Visa application rejected / expelled
4.3. Spouse/family couldn’t get visa to join me /
expelled
4.4. To renew documents / legal matters
4.5. Benefit from facilitated return programme that
requires staying in (CoS) for some time
4.6. Other
4.88. Doesn't answer
4.99. Don't know
EMOTIONAL REASONS
5.1 This is my place/I belong here
5.2. Want to make a contribution to my country
5.3. Homesickness: I'd miss family / friends / food /
lifestyle…
5.4. Other
5.88. Doesn't answer
5.99. Don't know
LIFESTYLES & TASTES
6.1. Lifestyle/social behaviours (dislike abroad/ like
here)
6.2. People are not friendly abroad
6.3. Discrimination in other countries
6.4.Not the right environment for my family
6.5. Other
6.88. Doesn't answer
6.99. Don't know
OTHER
7.1. Health problems
7.2. War / conflict
7.3. Political reasons
7.4. My migration didn’t work out as I planned / was
difficult
7.5. Already lived a long time abroad
7.6. Because of my age/stage in life
7.7. Other (Specify): ___________
7.88. Doesn't answer
7.99. Don't know

 MODULE C (PARTNERS & CHILDREN HISTORY)

2.11. I must collect/I have better pension benefits
abroad
2.12. Prospects of better living standard abroad
2.13. Other
2.88. Doesn't answer
2.99. Don't know
STUDY REASONS
3.1. To complete my studies
3.2. To start new studies
3.3. To do a study exchange
3.4. To take an internship/training course
3.5. To take a language course / to learn the language
3.6. Other
3.88. Doesn't answer
3.99. Don't know
ADMINISTRATIVE/DOCUMENTS
REASONS:
4.1 To renew documents/legal matters
4.2. To continue my presence in a facilitated
migration program (seasonal, temporary…)
4.3. Other
4.88. Doesn't answer
4.99. Don't know
EMOTIONAL REASONS
5.1. This is not my place/I don't belong here
anymore
5.2. Homesickness: I miss family / friends / weather
/ food / lifestyle abroad
5.3. Other
5.88. Doesn't answer
54.99. Don't know
LIFESTYLES & TASTES
6.1. Lifestyle / social behaviours (like abroad, dislike
here)
6.2. People are not friendly here
6.3. Discrimination in (CoS)
6.4. Not the right environment for my family
6.5. Try something new (adventure / interesting /
learn…)
6.6. Other
6.88. Doesn't answer
6.99. Don't know
OTHER
7.1. Health problems
7.2. War / conflict
7.3. Political reasons
7.4. My return didn't work out as I planned / was
difficult
7.5. Want to get away from personal problems
7.6. Other (Specify): ___________
7.88. Doesn't answer
7.99. Don't know
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A91) [B32] Where do you intend to migrate?
(Spontaneous answer)
0. Undecided
1. LDC
2. Another country: Pick from list of countries
[Tablet: Interviewer to
start typing names to browse
list]
3. Europe
4. North America
5. Africa
6. Latin America
A92) [B33] For how long do you intend to stay
abroad (approximately)? (Spontaneous answer; but if
respondent doubts, read options)
1. Less than 3 months
2. Between 3 and 12 months
3. More than 12 months (not for good)
4. Permanently/for good
5. (Do not read) I have no plan or idea (I do not
know)

 MODULE C (PARTNERS & CHILDREN HISTORY)
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C. PARTNERS (AND CHILDREN) HISTORY _
Now we would like to collect some basic information about your family life, meaning the partners and the
children you have had.
C1)

Do you currently have a partner?
1. Yes  C2)
2. No  * FILTER 11
CURRENT PARTNER
C2) Have you...
C2a) [G2] lived together with your current partner
C2b) [G4]...and/or got married?
C2a)
Cohabitation
1. Yes
2. No

C2b) Marriage
1. Yes
2. No

* Filter 10

If no
cohabitation
[C2a)=2]

“This partnership then does not yet
meet the criterion for inclusion in the
study. This is not to say it’s not an
important one, of course. It’s just for
methodological reasons (we need to set
one single criteria for everyone)”
 Correct C1)=2 [eliminate

AND no marriage [C2b)
= 2]

record]
If
cohabitation
[C2a)=1]

AND marriage [C2b) =1]
AND no marriage [C2b)

 * Filter 11
 C3)
 C3)

AND marriage [C2b) =1]

 C3)

= 2]

C3) In which year did you...
C3a) [If C2a)=1] [G3] start living together
C3b) [If C2b)=1] [G5]... and/or got married?
C3a) Cohabitation
C3b) Marriage
date
date

Year: _____

[Not shown or asked, automatically
produced by tablet for internal purposes]
C4) [G6] Chosen start (earliest
date between cohabitation and
marriage)

0. Same year
[C3a)]
Year: _____

Year: _________
[If: (C3a)<C3b)) = C3a)
If: (C3a)> C3b) = C3b)
If: (C3a)= C3b) = C3a)]
Tablet: Information automatically fed into Visual Aid [Start-End relationship]
C5)

[G7] In which country was he/she born?
0. CoS
1. Another country: Pick from list of countries [Tablet: Interviewer to start typing names to browse list]
99. Don't know

C6)

[G8] In which country was he/she residing when you started your relationship?
0. CoS
1. Another country: Pick from list of countries [Tablet: Interviewer to start typing names to browse list]
99. Don't know
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C7)

[G11] Have you had any children with him/her who are currently alive?
1. Yes  C8)
2. No  * FILTER 11
CHILDREN WITH CURRENT PARTNER
Apply C8)C11): if any child with current partner (C7)=1)

C8) [G12] How many in total?
Nr children with current partner: ____ [Tablet to create as many corresponding events]

Could you tell me (for each of these children and starting by the eldest one..?)
Table format allowing
PA_CHA
PA_CHB

EITHER vertical or
horizontal data entry
sequence
C9) [G13] Name/
nickname
C10) [G14] Sex

____________

____________

1. Male
1. Male
2. Female
2. Female
C11) [G15] Year of birth
**Year of birth: _____
**Year of birth: _____
(Age at last birthday:
(Age at last birthday:
____)
____)
[Tablet: calculate and
[Tablet: calculate and
input year]
input year]
Tablet: Information automatically fed into Visual Aid [Birth of alive children]
* Filter 11
If has a current
partner [C1)=1]
If does NOT have
a current partner
[C1)=2]

PA_CHB

____________
1. Male
2. Female
**Year of birth: _____
(Age at last birthday:
____)
[Tablet: calculate and
input year]

Before this relationship, have you had other
partner(s) with whom you have lived (for at least 6
months) or to whom you have got married? [If yes]
How many?
Have you ever had a partner with whom you have
lived (for at least 6 months) or to whom you have got
married? [If yes] How many?

 C12)

C12) Nr of former partners: ___ [Tablet: Enable as many corresponding events (and transitions to “next partner”)]
* Filter 12
If Nr former partners
=0
[C12)=0]
If Nr former partners
=1
[C12)=1]
If Nr former partners
>1
[C12)>1]

 * Filter 14
 C13)C25)
“Starting with the most recent one, could you tell
me…"
 C13)C25)

FORMER PARTNERS
[Not shown or asked, automatically produced by tablet for internal purposes (to keep track of Nr former
partners)]
C13) Interview sequence: __
C14) Name/nickname: _____________
C15) In which year did you...
C15a) [G3] start living together
C15b) [G5]... and/or got married?
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C15a) Cohabitation
date

Year: _____

C15b) Marriage
date

[Not shown or asked, automatically
produced by tablet for internal purposes]
C16) [G6] Chosen start (earliest date
between cohabitation and
marriage)
Year: _________
[If: (C15a)< C15b)) = C15a)
If: (C15a)> C15b) = C15b)
If: (C15a)=C15b) = C15a)]

0. Same year
[C15a)]
Year: _____

9. We did not
live together

9. We did not live
together

* Filter 13

If no
cohabitation
[C15a)=9]

AND no marriage [C15b)
= 9]

AND marriage [C15b)
≠9]
If
cohabitation
[C15a) ≠9]

“This partnership then does not yet meet
the criterion for inclusion in the study. This is
not to say it’s not an important one, of course.
It’s just for methodological reasons (we need
to set one single criteria for everyone)”
 Eliminate record
Discount 1from nr partners
 TRANSITION
 C17)

AND no marriage [C15b)

 C17)

AND marriage [C15b)

 C17)

=9]
≠9]

C17)

[G7] In which country was he/she born?
0. CoS
1. Another country: Pick from list of countries [Tablet: Interviewer to start typing names to browse list]

C18)

[G8] In which country was he/she residing when you started your relationship?
0. CoS
1. Another country: Pick from list of countries [Tablet: Interviewer to start typing names to browse list]
99. Don't know

C19) [G9] How did the relationship end? (Spontaneous answer)
1. He/she deceased
2. We separated
3. We got divorced
C20) [G10] When did that happen?
Year: ____
C21)

[G11] Have you had any children with this partner who are currently alive?
1. Yes  C22)
2. No  * Filter 14
Tablet: Information automatically fed into Visual Aid [Start-End relationship]
CHILDREN WITH THIS PARTNER
Apply C22)C25): if any child with this partner (C21)=2)

C22) [G12] How many in total?
Nr children with this partner: ____ [Tablet to create as many corresponding events]

Could you tell me (for each of these children and starting by the eldest one..?)
Table format allowing
PB_CHA
PB_CHB

PB_CHB
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EITHER vertical or
horizontal data entry
sequence
C23) [G13] Name/
nickname
C24) [G14] Sex

____________

____________

____________

1. Male
1. Male
1. Male
2. Female
2. Female
2. Female
C25) [G15] Year of birth
**Year of birth: _____
**Year of birth: _____
**Year of birth: _____
(Age at last birthday:
(Age at last birthday:
(Age at last birthday:
____)
____)
____)
[Tablet: calculate and
[Tablet: calculate and
[Tablet: calculate and
input year]
input year]
input year]
Tablet: Information automatically fed into Visual Aid [Birth of alive children]
If more partners left
[Nr former partners – Interview sequence > 0]
If NO more partners left
[Nr former partners – Interview sequence = 0]
* Filter 14
If no children
mentioned above
[C7)≠1] AND
[C21)≠1]
If at least 1 child
mentioned above
[C7)=1] OR [C21) = 1]

C26)

TRANSITION
Next partner C13)C25)

“The partner before this one…”
(Show Visual Aid to respondent to check trajectory)
* Filter 14

Have you had any children who are
currently alive? [If yes] How many?
Have you had any other children

(outside of the relationships discussed) that we have

not mentioned yet (who are currently
alive)? [If yes] How many?

 Enter Nr children
born to partners not
mentioned
[If none = 0]

Nr of children born to partners not mentioned: ___
[Tablet: Enable as many corresponding events (and transitions
to “next child”)]

* Filter 15
If Nr children born to partners not mentioned = 0
[C26)=0]
If Nr children born to partners not mentioned = 1
[C26)=1]
If Nr children born to partners not mentioned > 1
[C26)>1]

 MODULE D ACTIVITY HISTORY
 C27)C29)
"Starting with the eldest one…"
 C27)C29)

CHILDREN WITHOUT PARTNERS
Tablet format allowing
vertical or horizontal data
entry sequence, as well as
editing
C27) [G13] Name/
nickname
C28) [G14] Sex

P00_CHA

P00_CHB

P00_CHB

____________

____________

____________

1. Male
1. Male
2. Female
2. Female
C29) [G15] Year of birth
**Year of birth: _____
**Year of birth: _____
(Age at last birthday:
(Age at last birthday:
____)
____)
[Tablet: calculate and
[Tablet: calculate and
input year]
input year]
Tablet: Information automatically fed into Visual Aid [Birth of alive children]

1. Male
2. Female
**Year of birth: _____
(Age at last birthday:
____)
[Tablet: calculate and
input year]
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D. ACTIVITY HISTORY
We will now talk about what you have been doing since age 15. I would like to ask you about the periods when
you were studying, working, or none of these (for 3 months or more).
Instructions
1. What did mainly do (study, work, none of these) at age 15 and until when
When you were 15, and were living in (country), what did you mainly do (study, work, none of these)?
 Enter activity (D1))
Until when did you continue (studying/ doing this job/in that situation) as your main activity?
 Enter end date D3)
[If period steps into another country stay] Ok, but just to keep an order we will first
discuss the period that you studied/worked/were in this situation in (country)

 Continue with specific questions per type of period
2. Repeat step 1 for following periods, until reaching CURRENT activity
[If "REPEATED SEQUENCE" or “VARIOUS COUNTRIES” period]
What did you mainly do in each of these countries (for the whole period)?

-

Tablet:
Coun
GENERATE automatically as many periods as period stays try at 15
of 3 months or more [A57)A58)]
[from
EXCEPT if 3 or more consecutive stays <1 year-long A57)]
[=”VARIOUS COUNTRIES”], which are to be grouped in
one single period
SHOW at the top the countries and the dates of entry
ACT
01

D1) [C2] Type of activity
1. Studying
2. Working
3. Not working nor studying
4. (Do not read) Working and studying
 Sometimes people combine different activities at the same time. For
instance, study and work. We will discuss only whichever you
consider to be your MAIN ACTIVITY in the different
periods of your life. The main activity usually is the one taking
the most time. Please do ask at any moment if you have any
doubts.
 By 'work' we mean the production of services or good for the
market, and it can be of different types:
- performed for others or independently (so including self-employment)
- paid or unpaid
- formal or informal
- performed at home or somewhere else
 [If +1 job at the same time] We will take note of the fact that you were
multi-employed
 [If 1st period = studying] If you started working before finishing your
studies and this became your main activity at the time, then this is what

Next
["SEQUE
country
NCE" PERIOD]
(year, month
Country
–year,
1
month)
Country
[(from
2
A57) A58)]
ACT 02
ACT
03_a
ACT
03_b

["VARIOU
S" PERIOD]
Country1
Country2
Country3
Country 4

ACT 04
ACT 05
ACT 06
ACT 07
…
Country
Country 1:
1:
1.Studying
1.Studyin
2.Working
g
3.Not working
2.Workin nor studying
g 3.Not
4. (Do not
working nor
read) Working
studying
and studying
4. (Do not
read) Working
Country 2:
and studying
1. Studying
2. Working
Country
3. Not
2:
working nor
1.
studying
Studying
4. (Do not
2.
read) Working
Working
and studying
3. Not
working nor
Country 3:
studying
1. Studying
4. (Do not
2. Working
read) Working
3. Not
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and studying

we will note

working nor
studying
4. (Do not
read) Working
and studying

Tablet:
enable
separate
follow-up for
both countries
Country 4:
[
1. Studying
* FILTER
2. Working
16], starting
3. Not
with Country1 working nor
and continuing studying
with Country
4. (Do not
2
read) Working
and studying

D2) [C1, C9]Start time
**Year:____
(Age:____) [Tablet: calculate and input year]
Month:___

at
15

Year
age
[A2)]

Year/M
onth from
ACT 01
[D3)]

Tablet:
enable separate
follow-up for 1st
and last stay [
* FILTER
16], starting
with first
country and
continuing with
last one
Year/Mo
Year/Mont
nth
when h
when
sequence
“various
period starts countries”
[A58)]
period starts
[A58)]

D3) [C3, C12]End time
0. Current
**Year:____ [Tablet: feed into next ACT D2), to be
corrected if needed]
(Age:____) [Tablet: calculate and input year]
Month:___
Duration (if can't remember dates)
Nr years: ____ [Tablet: calculate and input year]
Nr months: ____ (if < 1 year)
 JOB CHANGE. We leave it up to you to decide what is a new
job [If doubts] A change of job is usually given by a change in the
employer, on your main tasks or level of responsibility (which
sometimes happen also with the same employer).
Tablet: if an activity lasts for a period that covers various
countries, the interviewer will enter this date in "END DATE" and
the tablet will automatically generate the periods:
E.g. "Studying until 2012" (=covers origin country and
one stay abroad)  Tablet will fulfill TYPE OF ACTIVITY for
the two periods, START TIME and END TIME for the first
(=year of migration); START TIME for the second (=year of
migration) and END TIME for the second (declared ending
year=2012)
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* Filter 16
If Studying [D1)= 1]
If Working [D1)= 2]
If none [D1)= 3]
If both [D1)= 4]

 D4)D5)
 D6)D18)
 D19)D21)
 D4) AND THEN  D6)D18)
STUDY PERIODS
Apply D4)D5): if studying (D1)=1)

D4) [C4] Could you tell me which educational levels did you attend during this period,
starting with the first one? (Spontaneous answer; Multiple answer)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.



Same
ACT 1



as Same
ACT 2

as

Literacy class

Early childhood education 
Primary education

Secondary education

Post-secondary non-tertiary education 
Tertiary education

Master’s or equivalent level

Doctoral or equivalent level

Entry exams (e.g. civil service, professional exams) 
Other diplomas outside official curricula 

* Filter 17
If Tertiary, Master's,
Doctoral or Entry exams
mentioned
[D4)= 6, 7, 8]
If none of these mentioned
[D4)≠6, 7, 8]

 D5)


TRANSITION

Apply: if D4) = 5,6,7,8
D5) [C5]Did you have any income of your own (other than your parents' support) during
these years in (read active options)? (Read options; Multiple answer)
Tablet to show only those that apply (from D4))
D5a) Tertiary education
0. None
[Enable if D4) = 6]
1. Scholarship
2. Income from job or paid internship
3. Subsidy (e.g. unemployment, disability,
orphan, etc.)
4. My own savings
D5b) Master's degree
[Enable if D4) = 7]

D5c) Doctorate
[Enable if D4) = 8]

0. None
1. Scholarship
2. Income from job or paid internship
3. Subsidy (e.g. unemployment, disability,
orphan, etc.)
4. My own savings
0. None
1. Scholarship
2. Income from job or paid internship
3. Subsidy (e.g. unemployment, disability,
orphan, etc.)
4. My own savings



Same
ACT 1



Same
ACT 1



Same
ACT 1



as Same
ACT 2



as Same
ACT 2



as Same
ACT 2

TRANSITION
If current activity
[D3)=0]

 SELF-EMPLOYMENT
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as

as

as

If NOT current activity
[D3)≠0]

Next period in SAME country

Next period in ANOTHER
country, with SAME activity
Next period in ANOTHER
country, with UNKNOWN
activity

What did you start doing then (as your main activity, for 3
months at least)? (Did you study, work, or none of these)?)
When was this?
 Next period [D1)-D21)]
So in (year of next international migration) you went to
(country of migration) and continued studying, right?
 Next period [D1)-D21)]
So in (year of next international migration) you went to
(country of migration). What did you do then (as your main
activity, for 3 months at least)? (Did you study, work, or
none of these?) When was this?
 Next period [D1)-D21)]

WORK (JOB) PERIODS
Apply D6)D18): if working (D1)=2)
Tablet: If "REPEATED SEQUENCE" period: for each country, enable 2 sub-periods: 1st and last job
If "REPEATED SEQUENCE" period: for each country, ask for 1st and last job in the period considered
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D6) [C11] What is/was your main occupation? (Title of the job, main tasks)
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
D7) [NEW] In terms of skills, you would define the work you do/did as… (Read
options)
1. Low-skilled work
2. Skilled manual work
3. Skilled non-manual work / professional
4. Higher-level occupation (e.g. manager, director)
D8) [C10]What is/was your professional situation? (Read options)
(WORKING INDEPENDENTLY)
1. Employer (hiring employees on a regular basis)  D9)
2. Self-employed (without employees)  * FILTER 18
(WORKING FOR SOMEONE ELSE)
3. Working for one employer  D10)
4. Working for various employers (part-time, per hour jobs, odd jobs)  D11)
5. Assistance in family business or farm  D12)
6. Inter/trainee/apprentice  D12)
(COOPERATIVE)
7. Member of a cooperative  D12)

 Same as
ACT1

 Same as
ACT1

 Same as
ACT1

 Same
as ACT2

 Same
as ACT2

 Same
as ACT2

If conditions changed across time, refer to time when left job/changed activity

Apply: if Employer (D8)=1)

Apply: if working for one
employer (D8)=3)

D9) [C34] How many employees do/
did you have (excluding yourself)?
(Spontaneous answer)
1. Less than 5
2. 5-10
3. 11-50
4. More than 50

D10)[C29]Did you have workers
under your supervision or
command?
1.Yes
2.No

Apply: if various (per-hour)
employers (D8)=4)

Apply: if family aid or
trainee (D8)=5,6)

D11) [C25]For how many employers?
(Spontaneous answer; read options if in
doubt)
1. Two
2. 3-5
3. More than 5

D12)[C26]Did you receive a
regular salary? (Spontaneous
answer)
1. Yes
2. During some periods
3. No

 * FILTER 18

To clarify:
Although we understand that these jobs may have
been very different, we would like you to consider
which of these is/was your MAIN job or
employer. We would like you to answer all
coming questions having this job/employer in
mind





If
If
D8)=ACT1
D8)=ACT2
 Same as
 Same
ACT1
as ACT2

 * FILTER 18

 * FILTER 18

If respondent is unclear: The main job is
usually the one to which you dedicate
the most time or that provides your
main income.
If additional criteria needed:
Additionally, you can also consider the
most stable (working for a longer
time)

 * FILTER 18
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* Filter 18
If job in CoS OR
job in LDC in the year
before last return, or
year of last return
Otherwise

If working for
someone else
[D8)= 3-6]
Otherwise
[D8)≠ 3-6, 7]
 TRANSITION

 D13)

TRANSITION

If job conditions varied within the period analyzed, refer the answer to the moment when you
left the job/stopped the activity
Apply: if working for someone else [D8)= 3-6]
D13) [NEW]Is/was this a full-time or part-time job?
1. Full-time
2. Part-time (=>20h/week)
3. Part-time (<20h/week)

 Same as
ACT1

 Same
as ACT2

Do NOT apply and fill automatically (=1) if family business [D8)=5]

D14) [C27]Who is/was your main employer? (Spontaneous answer)
1. A family business/member
2. A private company
3. A public institution
4. Private household (domestic work or care)
5. An NGO or Third Sector organisation (co-operative, trade union, church...)
6. An International Organisation
7. Other
D15)

[C30]Did/do you have a formal contract? (Spontaneous answer)
1. Yes, all the time D16)
2. Not always D16)
3. No  * Filter 19

Apply: If had a contract (D15)=1,2)
D16) [C31]Is/was this a fixed-term contract, or an indefinite one?
1.Temporary / fixed-term
2.Indefinite
* Filter 19
If job held in CoS within the 12 months
before last exit from CoS [A58)]
If job held in LDC within the 12 months
before last RETURN [A58)]
If 1st job/self-employment after year of
last return [D3)=0]
If current job [D3)=0]
Otherwise

 Same as
ACT1

 Same as
ACT1

 Same as
ACT1

 Same
as ACT2

 Same
as ACT2

 Same
as ACT2

 D17)D18)
 D17)D18)
 D17)D18)
 D17)D18)

TRANSITION

Apply D17)D18): if current job / first after return / year before last migration
/ year before last return or later
D17) [C32]Does/did this job correspond to your educational level (at the
time)? (Read options)
1. Yes
2. No, it was below my educational level
3. No, it was above my educational level
D18) [C33]How satisfied are/were you with this job in terms of:
D18a) Salary
1. Very satisfied
2. Pretty satisfied
3. Not very satisfied
4. Not satisfied at all

 Same as
ACT1

 Same as
ACT1

 Same
as ACT2

 Same
as ACT2
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D18b) Relations with your boss

1. Very satisfied
2. Pretty satisfied
3. Not very satisfied
4. Not satisfied at all
D18c) Other job conditions
1. Very satisfied
(schedule, atmosphere...)
2. Pretty satisfied
3. Not very satisfied
4. Not satisfied at all
TRANSITION
If current activity
 SELF-EMPLOYMENT
[D3)=0]
If NOT current
Next period in SAME
What did you start doing then (as your main activity, for 3
activity [D3)≠0]
country
months at least)? (Did you study, work, or none of these)?)
Next period in
ANOTHER country, with
SAME activity
Next period in
ANOTHER country, with
UNKNOWN activity

When was this?
 Next period [D1)-D21)]
So in (year of next international migration) you went to
(country of migration) and continued working, right?
 Next period [D1)-D21)]
What did you do then primarily (as your main activity, for
3 months at least)? (Did you study, work, or none of these?)
When was this?
 Next period [D1)-D21)]

INACTIVE PERIODS
Apply D19)D21): neither working nor studying (D1)=3)
If "REPEATED SEQUENCE" period: for each country, ask for 1st and last situation in the period considered
D19) [C7]Which of the following best describes your situation during this
period? (Read options; Only one answer)
(NOT IN SITUATION TO WORK)
1. Retired
2. Permanently disabled
 D21)
3. On leave (sick, maternity...)
(OTHER SITUATIONS)
4. Looking for a job  D21)
5. Taking care of home/family  D20)
6. Other  D20)

 Same
as ACT 1

 Same
as ACT 2

 Same
as ACT 1

 Same
as ACT 2

 Same
as ACT 1

 Same
as ACT 2

[Interviewer: if the situation changed, e.g. from a maternity leave to quitting the job to take
care of family or to unemployment (looking for a job), create a separate period]
[Tablet: facilitate a correction of end date at this point]
If circumstances varied within the period analyzed, refer the following answers to the
moment when this inactivity period ended
Apply: if taking care of home/family or other [D19)=5-6]
D20) [C8] Which of the following best describes the reason why you did
not work during this period (Read options; Only one answer)
(WISH)
1. I do/did not want to work
2. I wanted to care for child(dren) or other family members
(OTHERWISE)
3. I cannot/could not find an adequate job
4. My partner or family does/did not want me to work
5. I can/could not arrange childcare/care for dependents/housework
6. Other
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D21) [C5]Did you have any income of your own, other than family
support, during this period (of inactivity)? (Read options; Multiple answer)
0. None
1. Income from job or paid internship
2. Subsidy (e.g. unemployment, disability, orphan, etc.)
3. Scholarship
4. My own savings
TRANSITION
If current activity
[D3)=0]
If NOT current
activity [D3)≠0]

 SELF-EMPLOYMENT
Next period in SAME
country
Next period in
ANOTHER country, with
SAME activity
Next period in
ANOTHER country, with
UNKNOWN activity

What did you start doing then (as your main activity, for
3 months at least)? (Did you study, work, or none of these)?)
When was this?
 Next period [D1)-D21)]
So in (year of next international migration) you went to
(country of migration), still without working or studying ,
right?
 Next period [D1)-D21)]
What did you do then primarily (as your main activity,
for 3 months at least)? (Did you study, work, or none of
these?) When was this?
 Next period [D1)-D21)]

Information automatically fed into Visual Aid [D1)D2)D3)]



SELF-EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITIES
* Filter 20
If has had ONE self-employment activity (either
as employer, self-employed)
(D8)= 5,6)
If has had MORE than one self-employment
activity (employer, self-employed)
(D8)= 5,6)

In your activity history, you have
mentioned that you were (self-employed /
employer ) between (year of start) and (year of
end)…
 D22)D28)
In your activity history, you have
mentioned some self-employment activities. I
would like to ask you a few questions about
this/these activities. Starting with your
(current/most recent one)… [Use details shown
by tablet below]
 D22)D28)
Tablet: start with most recent one in
retrospective order

If has not had self-employment activities
(D8)≠ 5,6)

 MODULE 0 SKILLS
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QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED ABOUT EACH
SELF-EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITY
ACT NN
Country; Start -End time [D1)D3)]
Occupation; type of work [D6)D7)]

Tablet: after 1st
activity

If job conditions varied within the period analyzed, refer the answer to the moment when you left the
job/stopped the activity
D22)

[C36] In what type of place are/were these activities usually carried out?
(Spontaneous answer; read if in doubt)
1. Specific business premises
2. At client's or customer's premises
3. At home
5. Driving or travelling around
6. In a stall (or van as stall)
7. Street vendor or similar (on foot)
8. Other

D23) [C39] How did you obtain the money to start and develop your business?
(Spontaneous answer, read if in doubt; Multiple response)
0. I did not need funds
(PERSONAL FUNDS)
1. Inheritance or gift
2. Money that I made abroad
3. Personal funds (other savings, sale of assets)
(LENDED)
4. From family members or friends abroad
5. From family members or friends in CoS
6. A loan from (bank, micro-credit institution, mutual insurance fund)
7. Public aid (state, region, NGO, foundation…)
8. Other
D24) [C40] Did you obtain a licence, permit or registration for this activity? I will read
you what are the most common situations... (Read options)
0. It wasn't required
1. Yes, I did
2. No, I could not afford it
3. No, due to administrative issues
4. No, due to other reasons

 Same as previous
one

 Same as previous
one

 Same as previous
one

D25) [C38] Why did you become self-employed (in this occasion)? (Spontaneous answer;
Multiple answers) (If respondent needs clarifications, read the categories)
(PERSONAL PREFERENCE)
1.1. I WANTED to be self-employed

 Same as previous
one

(NO CHOICE)
2.1. I could not find a suitable job as employee
2.2. My employer asked me to become self-employed
2.3. Other reasons leaving no choice
(OPPORTUNITY/CIRCUMSTANCES)
3.1. It is the usual practice in my field
3.2. A suitable opportunity appeared
3.3. I continued the family business
(OTHER)
4.1. Other reasons
Apply: if activity is not current [D3) ACT NN≠0]
D26) [C42] Why did you stop this activity? (Spontaneous answer; Multiple answer)
1. I did not want to do it anymore
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2. It wasn't profitable
3. I sold it to make a profit / get cash
4. I got a waged job
5. To do something else
6. I migrated/returned
7. Other

 Same as previous
one

* Filter 21
If held in CoS within the 12 months
before last exit from CoS [A58)]
If held in LDC within the 12 months
before last RETURN [A58)]
If 1st job/ self-employment after year of
last return [A58)]
If current [D3)=0]
Otherwise

 D27)D28)
 D27)D28)
 D27)D28)
 D27)D28)

TRANSITION

Apply D27)D28): if current activity / first after return / year before last migration / year
before last return or later
D27) [C43] Does/did this job correspond to your educational level? (Read options)
1. Yes
2. No, I worked below my educational level
3. No, I worked above my educational level
D28) [C44] How satisfied are/were you with this activity in terms of:
D28a) Income
1. Very satisfied
2. Pretty satisfied
3. Not very satisfied
4. Not satisfied at all
D28b) Other job
1. Very satisfied
conditions (schedule,
2. Pretty satisfied
atmosphere...)
3. Not very satisfied
4. Not satisfied at all

 Same as previous
one

 Same as previous
one

TRANSITION
If more self-employment activities left
[D8)]
If NO self-employment activities left
[D8)]

 Next self-employment activity
D22)D28)

“Let’s continue with your activity
as…”
 MODULE 0 SKILLS
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E. SKILLS
Thinking back on your whole experience in Europe and on the things that you learned there (if any) either
through courses, work experience, job hunting experience or simply by living there…
E1) [D14] Which type of skills you think you acquired or improved during your time there? I will read you some
possibilities (Multiple response)
E1a) IT skills
1.Yes
(e.g. computer use, internet, social media,
2.No
internet job search…)
E1b) Vocational/technical skills
(e.g. a new technique, tool or way to
work)
E1c) Entrepreneurial skills
(e.g. how to start a business,
accountability, advertising techniques…)

1.Yes
2.No

E1d) Social skills
(e.g. speak in public, interacting with
different cultures, networking...)

1.Yes
2.No

E1e) Language skills
(e.g. new languages, advanced
knowledge)

1.Yes
2.No

1.Yes

E2)

2.No  *
Filter 22

Apply: if language skills
improved (E1e)=1)
E2) [D15] Which languages did you
learn and/or improve? (Multiple
responses)
1. Pick from list of languages
2. Pick from list of languages
Tablet: allow creation of as
many as needed – Interviewer to
start typing to browse list

* Filter 22
If some skill acquired [E1a)E1b)E1c)E1d) OR E1e) = 1]
If NO skills acquired [E1a)E1b)E1c)E1d) AND E1e) ≠ 1]

 E3)E5)
 MODULE 0 INVESTMENTS

E3) [D16] Would you say that these skills and experience acquired/improved abroad (list here all categories selected above)
helped you to find a (better) job/build your own business after your return in (year of last return)?
1. Yes  E4)
2. No  E5)
3. No, I haven’t looked for a job (not applicable)  MODULE 0 INVESTMENTS
Apply: If skills did help (E3)=1) and more than one
mentioned in E1). Activate for each type of skill
mentioned in E1)
E4) [D18] Which ones?
1.Yes
E4a) [Enable if E1a)=1]
IT skills
2.No
1.Yes
E4b) [Enable if E1b)=1]
Vocational/technical skills
2.No
1.Yes
E4c) [Enable if E1c)=1]
Entrepreneurial skills
2.No
1.Yes
E4d) [Enable if E1d)=1]
Social skills
2.No
1.Yes
E4e) [Enable if E1e)=1]
Language skills
2.No

Apply: If skills did not help for job (E3)=2)

E5) [D17] Why not? I will read you some options, let me
know all that apply in your case… (Multiple answer)
1. I looked for another type of job/business
2. That type of job does not exist/is much
less developed in CoS
3. These skills are not appreciated in CoS
4. Other
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F. INVESTMENTS


BUSINESSES

* Filter 23
If was ever
I would like to ask you now about any
self-employed or business experience of yours, other than the
employer
self-employment activities that we have
[D8)=1,2]
already commented. Outside these
If never
self-employed
[D8)=1,2]

activities...
 F1)F2)
 F1)F2)

Business = i.e. activity of producing,
selling or renting any sort of goods and services (for
the market)
If respondent mentions land or real estate,
clarify we’ll talk about these later.
But if they have a farming business or
market activity in that land or premise, it should
be included here (separately from ‘land’ or
‘premise’ per se).

F1) Had you had any business experience, either in CoS, LDC before your return to CoS in (year of
last return?
1. Yes
2. No
F1a) In which country/countries? (Multiple response)
1. Pick from list of countries
2. Pick from list of countries
[Tablet: allow as many options as needed]
F1b) Did you have some business already started/going on in CoS at the time of your return in
(year of last return)?
1. Yes
2. No
F2) And have you started or invested in some (other) business in CoS since (year of last return)?
1. Yes, once
2. Yes, more than once
3. No
* Filter 24
If had a business in
CoS upon return
[F1b)=1]
If did NOT have a
business in CoS upon
return [F1b)=2]

This business you had in CoS at the time of your return...
 F3)
AND did have at some point later,
only once [F2)=1]
AND did have at some point later,
more than once [F2)=2]
AND did NOT have at some point
later [F2)=3]

 F3)F11)
Could you tell me about the first
one…
 F3)F11)
 LAND
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BUSINESSES AFTER RETURN

Tablet: after 1st
business

If job conditions varied within the period analyzed, refer the answer to the moment when you left the
job/stopped the activity
F3) [E2]What was/is the (sector of) activity of this business/professional activity?
(Spontaneous answer)
A - Agriculture, forestry and fishing
B - Mining and quarrying
C - Manufacturing
D - Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply
E - Water supply; sewerage; waste management and remediation activities
F - Construction
G - Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles
H - Transporting and storage
I - Accommodation and food service activities
J - Information and communication
K - Financial and insurance activities
L - Real estate activities
M - Professional, scientific and technical activities
N - Administrative and support service activities
O - Public administration and defence; compulsory social security
P - Education
Q - Human health and social work activities
R - Arts, entertainment and recreation
S - Other services activities
T - Activities of households as employers; undifferentiated goods - and services
- producing activities of households for own use
U - Activities of extraterritorial organisations and bodies

 Same as previous
one

F4) [E3]In which year did you start (owning or investing in) this business?
Year: _____
 Same as previous

F5) [E4]Do you still own or invest in this business?
1. Yes
2. No  F5a)

one

F5a) Since when? Year: ________

 Same as previous
one

F6) [E5] In which country is/was this business located?
0. CoS
1. LDC
2. Other country: List of countries
F7) [E6] In what type of place are/were the business activities usually carried out?
(Spontaneous answer; read if in doubt)
1. Specific business premises
2. At client's or customer's premises
3. At home
5. Driving or travelling around
6. In a stall (or van as stall)
7. Street vendor or similar (on foot)
8. Other

 Same as previous
one

 Same as previous
one

 Same as previous
one

F8) [E8] Do/did you have any employee? If yes, how many? (Spontaneous answer)
1. 1-4
2. 5-10
3. 11-50
4. More than 50
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F9) [E9] How did you obtain the money to start and develop your business?
(Spontaneous answer, read if in doubt; Multiple response)
0. I did not need funds
(PERSONAL FUNDS)
1. Inheritance or gift
2. Money I made abroad
3. Other personal funds (other savings, sale of assets)
(LENDED)
4. From family members or friends abroad
5. From family members or friends in CoS
6. A loan from (bank, micro-credit institution, mutual insurance fund)
7. Public aid (state, region, NGO, foundation…)
8. Other

 Same as previous
one

 Same as previous
one

F10) [C40] Did you obtain a licence, permit or registration for this activity? I will read
you what are the most common situations...
0. It wasn't required
1. Yes, I did
2. No, I could not afford it
3. No, due to administrative issues
4. No, due to other reasons
Apply: if former business [F5)=2]
F11) [E12] Why did you stop (your involvement with) this business? (Spontaneous
answer; Multiple answer)
1. I did not want to do it anymore
2. It wasn't profitable
3. I sold it to make a profit / get cash
4. I had no time for it
5. To do something else
6. I migrated/returned
7. Other

 Same as previous
one

 Same as previous
one

TRANSITION

Have you had or invested in some
other business after this?



 More F3)F11)
 No more  LAND

LAND

F12) At the moment of migrating to (country of 1st migration) in (year of first migration), did you have some land
of your own, or land on which you had clear inheritance rights or was likely to be passed on to you? Please
consider also any land that you or your family may have sold to finance your migration if that was the case
1. Yes
2. No
* Filter 25
If owned land [F12)=1]

F13)F15a)

If did NOT own land [F12)≠1]

F16)
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Apply F13) -F15a): if owned land [F12)=1]
F13) How much land in total approximately?
[ARG] Number of hectares (10.000mts2): ____
[ROM] Number of hectares: ____
[SEN] Number of hectares: ____
[UKR] Number of Ars "sotka" (100 sq meters): ______
F14) Have you personally invested in (any part of) this land after your migration to (country of first
migration) in (year of first migration)? (e.g. mechanization, irrigation system, level terrain, enlargement, pay someone to take
care…)
1. Yes  F14a)
2. No  F15)
3. No, it was sold for my migration  F15)
Apply: if has invested [F14)=1]
F14a) When? (Multiple response, including combinations of "continuously" and years) (If at various points, take note
separately) [Show visual aid for help])
0. [Do not read] Continuously or periodically
1 Year:
______
2 Year:
______
Tablet: NO limit in number of entries - Allow option to ADD as many rows as necessary
F15) Do you or your family still own this land? (Read options)
1. Yes  F16)
2. Yes, but not all of it  F15a)
3. No, not anymore F15a)
Apply: if no longer owning some or all [F15)=2,3]
F15a) Since when (when did you stop owning this land)? (If various landplots given up at
different points, take note separately) [Show visual aid for help]
1

Year:
______

2

Year:
______

Tablet: NO limit in number of entries – Allow option to ADD as many rows as necessary
F16) Have you personally acquired some land after (year 1st migration)? (Read options)
1. Yes, once
2. Yes, more than once
3. No
* Filter 26
If has personally acquired land after 1st
migration, only once [F16)=1]
If has personally acquired land after 1st
migration, more than once [F16)=2]
If has NOT personally acquired land
[F16)=3, 77, 88, 99]

F17)-F22a)
Could you tell me about the first
one…
F17)-F22a)
REAL STATE PROPERTIES
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LAND ACQUIRED DURING/AFTER MIGRATION
Apply F17)-F24a): if has personally acquired land (F16)=1,2)
LAN
LAND
LAND
D_1
_2
_3
 Same
 Same
F17) [E14]In which year did you acquire it?
as LAND 1
as LAND 2
Year: ____
F18) [E17]In which country was this land located? (Spontaneous answer)
1. CoS
2. LDC
3. Another country  Pick from list of countries
F19) How did you acquire it? (Read options; Multiple response)
(PERSONAL FUNDS)
1. Inheritance or gift (land or money to buy it)
2. Money I made abroad
3. Other personal funds (other savings, sale of assets)
(LENDED)
4. From family members or friends abroad
5. From family members or friends in CoS
6. A loan from (bank, micro-credit institution, mutual insurance fund)
7. Public aid (state, region, NGO, foundation…)
8. Other
F20) [E15]Do you still own it?
1. Yes  F21)
2. Yes, but not all of it  F20a)
3. No  F20a)
Apply: if no longer owning some or all of it [F20)=2,3]
F20a) Since when (do you no longer own this land)? (If various
landplots given up at different points, take note separately) [Show visual aid for
help]
1 Year:
______
2 Year:
______

 Same
as LAND 1

 Same
as LAND 2

 Same
as LAND 1

 Same
as LAND 2

 Same
as LAND 1

 Same
as LAND 2

 Same
as LAND 1

 Same
as LAND 2

 Same
as LAND 1

 Same
as LAND 2

Tablet: NO limit in number of entries
- Allow option to ADD as many rows as

necessary
F21)
If current
Do you currently use this land for...?
property
[F20)=1,2]
If former
In the last years you owned this land, did
property
you use it for...?
[F20)=3]
(Read options; Multiple answer)
1. Agriculture/farming for selling in the market
2. Agriculture/farming for self-consumption
3. Building house(s)
4. Renting
5. Other
F22) Have you personally invested in (any part of) this land after acquiring
it? (e.g. mechanization; irrigation system, level terrain, enlargement, pay someone to take
care…)
1. Yes  F22a)
2. No  TRANSITION
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Apply: if has invested [F22)=1]
F22a) When? (Multiple response, including combinations of
"continuously" and years) (If at various points, take note separately)
[Show visual aid for help])
0. [Do not read] Continuously or periodically
1 Year:
______
2 Year:
______
Tablet: NO limit in number of entries - Allow
option to ADD as many rows as necessary
TRANSITION
 REAL ESTATE PROPERTY

If bought only once
[F16)=1]
If bought more than once
[F16)=2]

Did you acquire some
other land after this?


More

 No
more



“In which year did you acquire the
next piece?”
 F17)-F22a)
 REAL ESTATE PROPERTY

REAL ESTATE PROPERTY

F23) At the moment of migrating to (country of 1st migration) in (year of first migration), did you have some
house, apartment or premise that you owned, on which you had clear inheritance rights or was likely to be
passed on to you? Please consider also any property that you or your family may have sold to finance your
migration if that was the case (Read options; Multiple answer)
F23a) House/apartment
F23b) Premise
F23c) [Do not read] Set of dwellings/premises (e.g. building, residential
complex…)
* Filter 27
If owned some property
[F23a)≠0 or 77, 88, 99] OR [F23b) ≠0 or 77,
88, 99] OR [F23c) ≠0 or 77, 88, 99]
And did NOT own any property
[F23a)=0 or 77, 88, 99] AND [F23b) =0 or 77,
88, 99] AND [F23c) =0 or 77, 88, 99]

Nr: ____ 0.
None
Nr: ____ 0.
None
Nr: ____ 0.
None

 F24)F25a)

 F26)

Apply F24)F25a): if owned some property [F23a) AND F23b) AND F23c)≠0, 77, 88, 99]
F24) Have you personally invested in (this property / any of these properties) after your migration to
(country of first migration) in (year of first migration)? (e.g. refurbish house; build new parts; repairs; appliances…)
1. Yes  F24a)
2. No  F25)
3. No, it was sold for my migration  F25)
Apply: if has invested [F24)=1]
F24a) When? (Multiple response, including combinations of "continuously" and years) (If at various points, take note
separately) [Show visual aid for help])
0. [Do not read] Continuously or periodically
1 Year:
______
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2 Year:
______
Tablet: NO limit in number of entries - Allow option to ADD as many rows as necessary
F25) Do you or your family still own this/these properties? (Read options)
1. Yes  F26)
2. Yes, but not all of them F25a) [Tablet: show only if various properties (F23a)+F23b)+F23c)>1)]
3. No, not anymore  F25a)
Apply: if no longer owning some or all of it [F25)=2,3]
F25a) Since when (when did you stop owning this/these properties)? [Show visual aid for
help]
1
1.House/apartment
Year:
2. Premise
______
3. Set of dwellings/
premises
2
1.House/apartment
Year:
2. Premise
______
3. Set of dwellings/
premises
Tablet: NO limit in number of entries – Allow option to ADD as many rows as necessary
F26) Have you personally acquired some house, apartment or premise after (year 1st migration)? (Read options)
1. Yes, one
2. Yes, more than one
3. No
* Filter 28
If has personally acquired some property
after 1st migration, only one [F26)=1]
If has personally acquired some property
after 1st migration, more than one [F26)=2]
If did NOT acquire any property [F26)=3,
77, 88, 99]

F27)-F33)
Could you tell me about
the first property you
acquired (in that time)…
F27)-F33)
 MODULE G PARTNERS

PROPERTIES ACQUIRED DURING/AFTER MIGRATION
Apply F27)F33): if has personally acquired some property [F26)=1,2]
PRO
PROP
P_1
_2
F27) What type of property is/was? (Read options)
1. House/apartment
2. Premise
3. [Do not read] Set of dwellings/premises (e.g. building, residential
complex…)
F28) [E14]In which year did you acquire it?
Year: ____
F29) [E17]In which country or countries was located?
1. CoS
2. LDC
3. Another country  Pick from list of countries

PROP
_3

 Same
as PROP 1

 Same
as PROP 2

 Same
as PROP 1

 Same
as PROP 2

 Same
as PROP 1

 Same
as PROP 2

 Same
as PROP 1

 Same
as PROP 2
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F30) How did you acquire it? (Read options; Multiple response)
(PERSONAL FUNDS)
1. Inheritance or gift (land or money to buy it)
2. Money I made abroad
3. Other personal funds (other savings, sale of assets)
(LENDED)
4. From family members or friends abroad
5. From family members or friends in CoS
6. A loan from (bank, micro-credit institution, mutual insurance fund)
7. Public aid (state, region, NGO, foundation…)
8. Other
F31) [E15]Do you still own it?
1. Yes  F32)
2. No  F31a)

 Same
as PROP 1

 Same
as PROP 2

 Same
as PROP 1

 Same
as PROP 2

 Same
as PROP 1

 Same
as PROP 2

 Same
as PROP 1

 Same
as PROP 2

 Same
as PROP 1

 Same
as PROP 2

Apply: if no longer owning some or all of it [F31)=2]
F31a) Since when (do you no longer own this property)?
Year: ______
F32)
If current
Do you currently use this property for...?
property
[F31)=1,2]
If former
In the last years you owned this property,
property
did you use it for...?
[F31)=3]
(Read options; Multiple answer)
1. Living
2. Other family members living (for free)
3. Business
4. Other family members' business (for free)
5. Renting
6. Other
F33) Have you (personally) invested in (this property / any of these
properties) after acquiring it? (e.g. refurbish house; build new parts; repairs;
appliances…)
1. Yes  F33a)
2. No  TRANSITION
Apply: if has invested [F33)=1]
F33a) When? (Multiple response, including combinations of
"continuously" and years) (If at various points, take note separately)
[Show visual aid for help])
0. [Do not read] Continuously or periodically
1 Year: ______
2

Year: ______

Tablet: NO limit in number of entries - Allow option
to ADD as many rows as necessary
TRANSITION
If bought only one
[F26)=1]
If bought more than once
[F26)=2]

 MODULE G PARTNERS
Did you acquire some
other house, apartment or
premise after this?


More

 No
more

“In which year did you acquire this
one/ the next one?”
 F27)-F33a)
 MODULE G PARTNERS
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G. PARTNERS
* Filter 29
If has a current partner
[C1)=1]
If does not have a current partner but does have
one former partner
[C1)=2] AND [Nr former partners=1]
If does not have a current partner but does have
multiple former partners
[C1)=2] AND [Nr former partners>1]
If does not have current neither former partners
[C1)=1 AND [Nr former partners=0]

Going back to your (current) partner…
 G1)G17)
Going back to your former partner…
 G18)G23)
Going back to your former partners, and
starting with (name/nickname)…
 G18)G23)
 MODULE H CHILDREN

CURRENT PARTNER
G1) [G16] In which year was he/she born?
**Year:____
[Enable if married]
(Age when got married: __)
[Tablet: calculate and input year]
[Enable if cohabitation] (Age when started living together: __) [Tablet: calculate and input year]
G2) [G18] What is or are his/her current nationalities? (Up to 2)
G2a) Nationality partner 1: List of nationalities
G2b) Nationality partner 2: List of nationalities
Apply: if some nationality other than his/her country of birth [(G2a) OR/AND G2b) ≠ C5)]
G3) [NEW] In which year did he/she acquire the (listed nationality)?
[Enable if G2a) ≠ C5)]
Year: _____
Nationality partner 1
99. Doesn't know  Before or after you
(got married/started living together
[CHOSEN START])?
1. Before
2. After
3. [Do not read] Same year
[Enable if G2b) ≠ C5)]
Year: _____
Nationality partner 2
99. Doesn't know  Before or after you
(got married/started living together
[CHOSEN START])?
1. Before
2. After
3. [Do not read] Same year
G4) [G19] What was his/her level of education when you (got married/started living together [CHOSEN
START])? We refer to the highest level he/she had attended (Spontaneous answer)
1. No schooling
2. Primary education
3. Secondary education
4. Higher education
99. Don't know
G4a) [NEW] And what is his/her current level of education? We refer to the highest level he/she has attended
(Spontaneous answer; Multiple response)
0. Same [G4)]
1. Primary education
2. Secondary education
3. Higher education
99. Don't know
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G5)

[G20] Had he/she ever worked before you (got married/started living together [CHOSEN START])?
1. Yes
2. No
Apply: if was a partner during last migration [C4) <= YEAR of LAST return]
G6) [G21] Did he/she ever work during the (last) time you were in (LDC)? (Spontaneous answer)
1. Yes, all/most of the time
2. Yes, but only for a short time/occasionally
3. No

G7) [G23] What is his/her main current activity: working, studying, something else? (Spontaneous answer)
1. Working G8) G9)
2. Studying
3. Unemployed (searching for a job)
 G10)
4. Looking after the home or family
5. Other inactive (ill, retired…)
* Filter 30
If current partner is currently
WORKING [G7)=1]

G8)G9)

If current partner is currently NOT
working [G7)≠1]

G10)

G8) [F8]What was his/her professional situation? (Read
options)
(WORKING INDEPENDENTLY)
1. Employer (hiring employees on a regular basis)
2. Self-employed (without employees)
(WORKING FOR SOMEONE ELSE)
3. Working for someone else
4. Assistance in family business or farm
5. Inter/trainee/apprentice
(COOPERATIVE)
6. Member of a cooperative

G10) [G27] Has he/she ever worked after you
returned to (CoS)? (Read options)
1. Yes, all/most of the time
2. Yes, but only for a short time/occasionally
3. No

*Filter 31

G9) [F9/NEW] In terms of skills, you would define the
work he/she did as… (Read options)
1. Low-skilled work
2. Skilled manual work
3. Skilled non-manual work/professional
4. Higher-level occupation (e.g. manager, director,
professional)

*Filter 31

*Filter 31
If partner was living in CoS at the beginning of the relationship
(or unknown) [C6)=0]
If partner was living out of CoS at the beginning of the
relationship (or unknown) [C6)≠0]

 G11)
 G12)G14)
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G11)

Apply: if partner was NOT living out of CoS at the beginning of the relationship (C6)=0)
[NEW] Has he/she ever lived for at least 3 months outside (CoS)?
1. Yes  G12)G14)
2. No  * Filter 33
99. Don't know  * Filter 33
Instructions
1. Confirm country at beginning of relationship, and since when living there
You told me before that, when you started your relationship, he/she was living in [country
SHOWN by tablet in G13)], is this right?  Confirm/edit country in G13)
Since when was he/she living there?
2. Then ask next country
What was the next country where he/she lived for 3 months or more?
In which year and month did he/she move there?
3. Repeat until reaching current stay in CoS

G12) Sequence
[Automatically
generated, with
possibility to correct
if needed]
PA_1

PA_2

G13) [G30]Country

Country at start of relationship
(from C6))

 Same as respondent up from
this point (migrating always together)
[Tablet: reproduce respondent's
migration trajectory (A57)A58)) up
from this point and  * Filter 32]
0. CoS

G14) [G31] Year and month of arrival
(month only if easy, volunteered)

Month:___
**Year:____
(Age:____) [Tablet: calculate and input
year]
 Current (no further moves)
Month:___
**Year:____
(Age:____) [Tablet: calculate and input
year]
 Current (no further moves)

1. Another
 Pick from list of countries
9. Repeated sequence
1. Pick from list of countries
2. Pick from list of countries
Tablet: NO limit in number of entries – Allow option to ADD as many rows as necessary
Information automatically fed into Visual Aid
* Filter 32
If
marriage/cohabitation
(CHOSEN START) started
the year after LAST
return or later [C4)>
YEAR of last RETURN]
If
marriage/cohabitation
(CHOSEN START) started
the year before LAST
return or earlier [C4)<
YEAR of last RETURN]

 * Filter 33

AND was NEVER in LDC (for a period of 3 or
more months) during ego's last stay
[G13)≠LDC between YEAR of last MIGRATION
and YEAR of last RETURN]
AND lived in LDC in that period (for 3 months or
more) but LEFT earlier (year before or earlier) than

So your current
partner never lived in
LDC during your (last)
stay there…
 G15)
So your current
partner lived in LDC at
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ego
[G13) = LDC between YEAR of last MIGRATION
and YEAR of last RETURN]
AND [NEXT G13) <= YEAR of last RETURN-1]
[If various G13) = LDC between YEAR of last
MIGRATION and YEAR of last RETURN, pick the
latest]
AND lived in LDC in that period (for 3 months or
more) and has STAYED there longer than ego
(returned some later year than ego or still there)
[G13) = LDC between YEAR of last MIGRATION
and YEAR of last RETURN]
AND [NEXT G13) >= YEAR of last RETURN+ 1]
[If various G13) = LDC between YEAR of last
MIGRATION and YEAR of last RETURN, pick the
latest]
None of the above

some point during your
(last) stay there, but left
LDC some time before
you did…
 G16)

So your current
partner lived in LDC at
some point during your
(last) stay there and
stayed there (for some
time after you
returned)…
 G17)
* Filter 33

[Tablet: SHOW main options only, and open subcategories when one picked; SAVE only sub-categories]
G15) [G33] What were the main
G16) [G34] What were the main
G17) [G35] What were the main
reasons (up to 2) why he/she
reasons (up to 2) why he/she left
reasons (up to 2) why he/she
did not ever go to live there
at that moment (earlier than
stayed (longer than you)?
during that time? (Spontaneous
you)? (Spontaneous answer; Multiple
(Spontaneous answer; Multiple answer)
answer; Multiple answer)
answer)
PARTNER'S OBLIGATIONS
OR OPPORTUNITIES
1.1. Partner had a job/studies/
business / better opportunities
somewhere else
1.2. Partner was taking care of
family farm/business
1.3. Partner was taking care of
children / dependents

2. OBSTACLES
2.1. Could not get a visa for
partner
2.2. Financially difficult
2.3. We were not married at the
time

3. MIGRATION SEQUENCE
3.1. I went first to see how
things went/were there

4. PERSONAL ISSUES
4.1. Relationship was not going
well / ended

1. PARTNER'S
OBLIGATIONS OR
OPPORTUNITIES
1.1. Partner had no (good) job /
opportunities / studies ended in
LDC
1.2. Partner had a job/studies/
business / better opportunities in
CoS/somewhere else
1.3. Partner was to take care of
family farm/business in
CoS/somewhere else
1.4. Partner was to take care of
children / dependents in
CoS/somewhere else

1. PARTNER'S
OBLIGATIONS OR
OPPORTUNITIES
1.1. Partner had a job/studies/
business / better opportunities in
LDC
1.2. Partner was to take care of
family farm/business in LDC
1.3. Partner was to take care of
children / dependents in LDC
1.4. Partner was to stay to renew
residence permit / obtain nationality

2. OBSTACLES
2.1. Could not get/renew visa
for partner
2.2. Financially difficult staying
in LDC together

2. OBSTACLES
2.1. Could not get/renew visa /
residence / work permit for him/er
at CoS
2.1. Financially difficult living in
CoS together

3. MIGRATION SEQUENCE
3.1. Partner went back first to
prepare the return (startup business,
house issues, start school year for
children, etc.)
3.2. Partner went back first to
deal with some issues and finally
stayed

3. MIGRATION SEQUENCE
3.1. One of us to stay there
(longer) to keep up earnings
3.2. One of us to stay there
(longer) to facilitate the possibility to
come back

4. PERSONAL ISSUES
4.1. Relationship was not going
well / ended

4. PERSONAL ISSUES
4.1. Relationship was not going
well / ended
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4.2. Partner preferred to stay
because of lifestyle / belongingness
4.3. Family did not approve of
partner being in LDC/abroad

4.2.. Partner preferred to leave
because of dislike of lifestyle in LDC
/ lack of belongingness or nostalgia
4.3. Family did not approve of
partner being in LDC/abroad

4.2.. Partner preferred to stay
because of (dislike/like) of lifestyle in
(CoS / LDC) / belongingness issues
4.3. Family did not approve of
him/her returning to CoS

5. OTHER
5.1. Health issues
5.2. Other

5. OTHER
5.1. Health issues
5.2. Other

5. OTHER
5.1. Health issues
5.2. Other

 * Filter 33

 * Filter 33

 * Filter 33

* Filter 33
If has a current partner and no former
partners [C1)=1] AND [C12)=0]
If has a current partner and one former
partners [C1)=1] AND [C12)=1]
If has a current partner AND multiple
former partners [C1)=1] AND [C12)>1]

 MODULE H CHILDREN
I would like to make you now a few questions
about your former partner…
 G18)G23)
I would like to make you now a few questions
about your former partners, starting with
(name/nickname [most recent])…
 G18)G23)

FORMER PARTNERS
G18)

[G16] In which year was he/she born?
**Year:____
[Enable if married]
(Age when got married: __)
[Tablet: calculate and input year]
[Enable if cohabitation] (Age when started living together: __) [Tablet: calculate and input year]
* Filter 34
If relationship ended the year of LAST
migration or later [C20)=> YEAR of last
MIGRATION]
If relationship ended before LAST migration
(the year before or earlier) [C20)< YEAR of
LAST migration]

 G19)G23)
 TRANSITION

G19) [G17] When you (got married/started living together [CHOSEN START]) what was or
were his/her nationalities? (Up to 2)
G19a)Nationality partner 1: List of nationalities
G19b) Nationality partner 2: List of nationalities
G20) [G19] And what was his/her level of education at that time (when got married/started
living together [CHOSEN START])? We refer to the highest level he/she had attended (Spontaneous
answer)
1. No schooling
2. Primary education
3. Secondary education
4. Higher education
99. Don't know
G21) [G20] Had he/she ever worked before you (got married/started living together
[CHOSEN START])?
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1. Yes
2. No
Apply: if was a partner during the time of last migration [C16) <= YEAR of last RETURN] AND
[C20)> YEAR of last MIGRATION]
G22) [G21] Did he/she ever work during the (last) time you were in (LDC)? (Spontaneous answer)
1. Yes, all/most of the time
2. Yes, but only for a short time/occasionally
3. No
9. Doesn't apply (relationship ended at the time of migration approx.)
Apply: if was a partner during the time of last return [C20)> YEAR of last RETURN]
G23) [G22] Did he/she ever work after you returned to (CoS)? (Read options)
1. Yes, all/most of the time
2. Yes, for a short time/occasionally
3. No
9. Doesn't apply (relationship ended at the time of return approx.)
99. Doesn’t know

 *Filter 35

*Filter 35
If partner was living in CoS at the beginning of the relationship
(or unknown) (C18) =0)
If partner was living out of CoS at the beginning of the
relationship (C18) ≠ 0)

G24)
 G25)G27)

Filter: if partner was living in CoS at the beginning of the relationship (C18)=0)
G24)
[NEW] Has he/she ever lived for at least 3 months outside (CoS)?
1. Yes  G25)G27)
2. No  TRANSITION
99. Don't know  TRANSITION
Instructions
1. Confirm country at beginning of relationship, and and since when living there
You told me before that, when you started your relationship, he/she was living in [country
SHOWN by tablet in G13)], is this right?  Confirm/edit country in G26)
2. Then ask next country
What was the next country wherehe/she lived for 3 months or more?
In which year and month did he/she move there (confirm)?
3. Repeat until reaching end of relationship [SHOWN by tablet at the bottom]
G25) Sequence
[Automatically
generated, with
possibility to correct
if needed]
PB_1

PB_2

G26) [G30]Country

Country at start of relationship
(from C18))

 Same as respondent up from
this point (migrating always
together) [Tablet: reproduce
respondent's migration trajectory
(A57)A58)) up from this point and

G27) [G31] Year and month of arrival
(month only if easy, volunteered)

Month:___
**Year:____
(Age:____) [Tablet: calculate and input year]
 Current (no further moves)
Month:___
**Year:____
(Age:____) [Tablet: calculate and input year]
 Current (no further moves)
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 * Filter 36]
0. CoS
1. Another
 Pick from list of countries
9. Repeated sequence
1. Pick from list of
countries
2. Pick from list of countries
End of relationship [from C20)] Year: _______
Tablet: NO limit in number of entries – Allow option to ADD as many rows as necessary
Information automatically fed into Visual Aid
* Filter 36
If partner was NEVER in LDC (for a period of 3 or
more months) during ego's last stay (up until end of
relationship)
[G26)≠LDC between YEAR of last MIGRATION
and YEAR of last RETURN (up until end of relationship)]
If partner lived in LDC in that period (for 3 months
or more) but LEFT earlier (year before or earlier) than
ego
[G26) = LDC between YEAR of last MIGRATION
and YEAR of last RETURN]
AND [NEXT G26) =< YEAR of last RETURN–1]
[If various G26) = LDC between YEAR of last
MIGRATION and YEAR of last RETURN, pick the latest]
AND lived in LDC in that period (for 3 months or
more) and has STAYED there longer than ego (returned
some later year than ego or still there)
[G26) = LDC between YEAR of last MIGRATION
and YEAR of last RETURN]
AND [NEXT G26) = YEAR of last RETURN+ 1, or
more]
[If various G26)= between YEAR of last
MIGRATION and YEAR of last RETURN, pick the latest]
Otherwise
[This includes partners who were in LDC at the time
the relationship ended, when this happened before
YEAR of last RETURN (censored)]

So (name/nickname)
never lived in LDC during
your (last) stay there…
 G28)
So (name/nickname)
lived in LDC at some point
during your (last) stay there,
but left LDC some time before
you did…
 G29)

So (name/nickname)
lived in LDC at some point
during your (last) stay there
and stayed there (for some
time after you returned)…
 G30)

 TRANSITION

[Tablet: SHOW main options only, and open subcategories when one picked; SAVE only sub-categories]
G28) [G33] What were the main
G29) [G34] What were the
G30) [G35] What were the
reasons (up to 2) he/she did
main reasons (up to 2) he/she
main reasons (up to 2) he/she
not ever go to live there during
returned at that moment (earlier
stayed (longer than you)?
that time? (Spontaneous answer;
than you)? (Spontaneous answer;
(Spontaneous answer; Multiple answer)
Multiple answer)
Multiple answer)
1. PARTNER'S
OBLIGATIONS OR
OPPORTUNITIES
1.1. Partner had a job/studies/
business / better opportunities
somewhere else
1.2. Partner was taking care of
family farm/business
1.3. Partner was taking care of

1. PARTNER'S
OBLIGATIONS OR
OPPORTUNITIES
1.1. Partner had no (good) job /
opportunities / studies ended in
LDC
1.2. Partner had a job/studies/
business / better opportunities in
CoS/somewhere else

1. PARTNER'S
OBLIGATIONS OR
OPPORTUNITIES
1.1. Partner had a job/studies/
business / better opportunities in
LDC
1.2. Partner was to take care of
family farm/business in LDC
1.3. Partner was to take care of
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children / dependents

1.3. Partner was to take care of
family farm/business in
CoS/somewhere else
1.4. Partner was to take care of
children / dependents in
CoS/somewhere else

children / dependents in LDC
1.4. Partner was to stay to renew
residence permit / obtain nationality

2. OBSTACLES
2.1. Could not get a visa for
partner
2.2. Financially difficult
2.3. We were not married at the
time

2. OBSTACLES
2.1. Could not get/renew visa
for partner
2.2. Financially difficult staying
in LDC together

2. OBSTACLES
2.1. Could not get/renew visa /
residence / work permit for him/er
at CoS
2.1. Financially difficult living in
CoS together

3. MIGRATION SEQUENCE
3.1. Partner went back first to
prepare the return (startup business,
house issues, start school year for
children, etc.)
3.2. Partner went back first to
deal with some issues and finally
stayed

3. MIGRATION SEQUENCE
3.1. We wanted one of us to stay
there (longer)

3. MIGRATION SEQUENCE
3.1. I went first to see how
things went/were there

4. PERSONAL ISSUES
4.1. Relationship was not going
well / ended
4.2. Partner preferred to stay
because of lifestyle / belongingness
4.3. Family did not approve of
partner being in LDC/abroad

5. OTHER
5.1. Health issues
5.2. Other

 TRANSITION

If more partners left
If NO more partners left

4. PERSONAL ISSUES
4.1. Relationship was not going
well / ended
4.2.. Partner preferred to leave
because of dislike of lifestyle in LDC
/ lack of belongingness or nostalgia
4.3. Family did not approve of
partner being in LDC/abroad
5. OTHER
5.1. Health issues
5.2. Other

 TRANSITION

4. PERSONAL ISSUES
4.1. Relationship was not going
well / ended
4.2.. Partner preferred to stay
because of (dislike/like) of lifestyle in
(CoS / LDC) / belongingness issues
4.3. Family did not approve of
partner returning to CoS
5. OTHER
5.1. Health issues
5.2. Other

 TRANSITION

TRANSITION
 Next partner C13)C25)

“Going back to (name/nickname)…”
 MODULE 0 CHILDREN
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H. CHILDREN
* Filter 37
If has one child
If has more than one
child
If has no children

I would like to ask you now about your child…
 H1)H9)
I would like to ask you now about your children. Starting with
(name/ nickname)…
 H1)H9)
 MODULE I RETURNEES

QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED ABOUT EACH CHILD
H1) [H4] In which country was he/she born?
1. CoS
2. LDC
3. Another country: pick from list of countries [Tablet: Interviewer to start typing
names to browse list]
99. Don't know

Tablet: after 1st
child
 Same as
previous child

H2) [H5] What is his/her current nationality (or nationalities)?
H2a) [H6] When did he/she acquire this/these nationality(ies)?

H2)

H2a)

Nationalit

Pick from list of
nationalities

Nationalit

Pick from list of
nationalities

y1
y2

[Tablet: Interviewer
to start typing names to
browse list]

0. At birth
Year acquisition:
_________

child

0. At birth
Year acquisition:
_________

 Same as
previous child

H3) [H7] Is he/she currently studying?
1. Yes H4)
2. No H5)
Apply: if child is studying (H3)=1)
H4) [H8] Which level is he/she
attending? (Spontaneous answer)
1. Early childhood education
2. Primary education
3. Secondary education
4. Higher education
99. Don't know

Tablet: after 1st
 Same as
previous child

Tablet: after 1st
child
Apply: if child is NOT studying
(H3)=2)
H5) [H9] Which is the highest level of
education he/she has attended?
(Spontaneous answer)
0. None
1. Early childhood education
2. Primary education
3. Secondary education
4. Higher education
99. Don't know

 * Filter 38

 Same as
previous child
Tablet: after 1st
child
 Same as
previous child

 * Filter 38

* Filter 38
If child became an adult before last migration
[(Child's year of birth + 18)=<YEAR of last
MIGRATION]

 H8)
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If child was a minor at the time of last migration
[(Child's year of birth < YEAR of MIGRATION]
AND (Child's year of birth + 18)>YEAR of last
MIGRATION]
If child was born during last migration [(Child's
year of birth =>YEAR of last MIGRATION) AND
(Chid's year of birth < YEAR of last RETURN)]

If child born after last return [(Child's year of
birth => YEAR of last RETURN]

H6)

H6)

AND born
in LDC
[(H1)=2)]
AND NOT
born in LDC
[(H1)≠2)]


H8)


H6)

 H8)

[H10] Has he/she ever lived in (LDC) during your (last) stay there (for at least
3 months)?
1. Yes  H6a)
2. No  H7)

Apply: If child went to live to LDC
(H6)=1)
H6a) [H12] When did he/she go to
LDC for the first time during your
(last) migration?
0. The same year as/with me
**Year: ______
Age: ______ [if can't remember
year] [Tablet: calculate and input Year]
9. As an adult (over 18)
[Tablet: accept year if child still
minor, otherwise activate "as an adult"]

Apply: If child did NOT go to live to
LDC (H6)=2)
H7) [H11] Why did he/she not go to live
to LDC? (Spontaneous answer; up to 2 options)
1. CHILD'S OPPORTUNITIES AND
OBLIGATIONS
1.1. Did not want to disrupt (his/her)
life there (e.g. school, friends…)
1.2. Child could access better education
opportunities where (he/she) was
1.3. Child was to take care of family
farm/business
1.4. Child was to take care of other
children (and/or) other dependents
2. OBSTACLES
2.1. Could not get/renew visa for
(him/her)
2.2. Financially difficult to bring
(him/her)

Tablet: after 1st
child
 Same as
previous child

Tablet: after 1st
child
 Same as
previous child

3. PARENTS' SEPARATION
3.1. Child stayed with his/ her
(mother/father)
3.2. Parents got separated & stayed with
the other parent
4. UPBRINGING PREFERENCES
4.1. Child was too small at the time to
travel / bring (him/her) abroad
4.2. Did not want to raise (him/her) in
LDC/preferred (him/her) to grow at home
4.3. Family/partner did not approve of
him/her being in LDC/abroad
5. OTHER CIRCUMSTANCES
5.1. Health issues
5.2. Other
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H8)

[NEW] In which country does he/she currently live?
1. CoS  H8a)
2. LDC  H8a)
3. Another country (specify): pick from list of countries  H8a)
99. Don't know  TRANSITION
H8a)

[NEW] Since when?
0. Since birth [Tablet: input automatically Year of birth]
**Year: ______
Age: ______ [if can't remember year] [Tablet: calculate and input
Year]
* Filter 39

If child is currently an
adult
[2016-Year of birth
=>18]
If child is currently a
minor
[2016-Year of birth
<18]

Tablet: after 1st
child
 Same as
previous child

 TRANSITION
Tablet: after 1st
AND currently living in
CoS [(H8)=1)
AND currently NOT living
in CoS [(H8)=2, 3)]


TRANSITION
H9)

child
 Same as
previous child

H9) [H16] What are the (up to 2) main reasons why he/she lives in (LDC/country
[H8)]) rather than in (CoS)? (Spontaneous answer; up to 2 options)
1. CHILD'S OPPORTUNITIES AND OBLIGATIONS
1.1. Do not want to disrupt (his/her) life there (e.g. school, friends…)
1.2. Child can access better education (or future job) opportunities there/abroad
1.3. Staying to obtain/renew residence permit / nationality
1.4. Child is taking care of family farm/business
1.5. Child is taking care of other children (and/or) other dependents

Tablet: after 1st
child
 Same as
previous child

2. OBSTACLES
2.1. Could not get/renew visa for (him/her)
2.2. Financially difficult to bring (him/her)
3. PARENTS' SEPARATION
3.1. Child stayed with his/ her (mother/father)
3.2. Parents got separated & stayed with the other parent
4. PARENTAL PREFERENCES
4.1. Child is too small to travel / bring (him/her) here
4.2. Do not want to raise (him/her) in CoS/preferred (him/her) to grow abroad
4.3. Family/partner did/does not approve of him/her coming back
5. OTHER CIRCUMSTANCES
5.1. Health issues
5.2. Other
TRANSITION
If more children left

If NO more partners left

Next child ¡Error! No se encuentra el

rigen de la referencia. H1)H9)
“Going back to (name/nickname)…”
MODULE I RETURNEES
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I. RETURNEES
Now I would like to ask you some questions about your experience when migrating and also when
returning to (CoS)



LAST MIGRATION : DOCUMENTS

* Filter 40
If had nationality of LDC at the time of last
migration
[(A46)=LDC)]
OR [(A48)=LDC) AND (A49)=<YEAR of last
MIGRATION)]
Otherwise

 * Filter 42

We discussed at the beginning of the
interview that you migrated to (LDC) (for the
last time) in (year of last migration) and stayed
there until (year of last return)
 I1)

I1) [I4] What documents did you have when you arrived in LDC in (year of last migration)? I will read you
the most common options … (Multiple answers)
Tablet: show the status of CoS nationality vis-à-vis LDC in year of last migration
CoS nationality: visa-free
CoS nationality: EU
member
CoS nationality: visa
1. Passport of LDC
2. Passport of CoS
3. Passport of another EU country
4. A visa of 3 months or less (short-term visa such as tourist visa or family visit visa)
5. A visa or residence permit for more than 3 months
6. (Do not read) None of these (not needed, visa-free)
7. (Do not read) None of these (irregular or asylum seeker)
99. Don't know
* Filter 41
Tablet: APPLY IN HIERARCHICAL ORDER (condition in upper rows excluded from following ones)
e.g. if passport of LDC mentioned, go to TIES WITH WELFARE STATE IN LDC, regardless of other
options marked
If passport of LDC mentioned [(I1)=1)]
Passport of
CoS mentioned
[(I1)=2)]

If CoS = EU country at the
year of last migration
If CoS = visa-free vis-à-vis
LDC at the year of last migration
If CoS ≠ EU AND ≠ visa-free

 TIES WITH WELFARE STATE IN LDC
I18)
AND visa or permit for more than 3
months [(E=5)]
AND no visa or permit for more than
3 months [(E≠5)]
AND visa or permit for more than 3
months [(E=5)]
AND visa of 3 months or less [(E=4)]


I2)


I9)


I2)


I5)

Passport of another EU country mentioned
[(I1)=3)]
If visa/permit for over 3 months mentioned
[(I1)=5)]
If visa of 3 months or less mentioned [(I1)=4)]
If no documents (visa-free) [(I1)=6)]
If no documents (irregular/asylum) [(I1)=7)]
If DK/DA for entry documents [(I1)=88, 99)]

AND no visa of 3 months or less
AND no visa or permit for more than 3
months [(I1)≠4,5)]
I18)


I13)

I2)
I5)
I9)
I13)
 I17)
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Residence permit /
long-term visa
I2) [I5] On which grounds
was the permit/visa
granted: work, family,
studies..? (Spontaneous and
read if in doubt)

Short-term visa

1. WORK
1.1. Seasonal work
1.2. Business activities
1.3. Research/academic
1.3. Other work

I5) [I10] On which grounds
was the visa granted:
tourism, family..?
(Spontaneous and read if in
doubt)
0. TOURISM
1. WORK
1.1. Seasonal work
1.2. Business activities
1.3. Research/academic
1.3. Other work

I9) [I15] During your stay,
did you obtain documents
allowing you to stay in the
country for more than 3
months?
1. Yes  I9a)
2. No  I24)
3. (Do not read) Not needed, 3month stay or so I24)

2. FAMILY
2.1. Family reunification
2.2. Family formation
2.3. Other family reasons

2. FAMILY
2.1. Family reunification
2.2. Family formation
2.3. Other family reasons

I10) [I16] On which
grounds was the
document delivered:
work, family,
studies..? (Spontaneous
and read if in doubt)
1. WORK
1.1. Seasonal work
1.2. Business
activities
1.3.
Research/academic
1.3. Other work

3. STUDIES
4. ASYLUM
5. OTHER
Tablet: SAVE main
categories and sub-categories

3. STUDIES
4. ASYLUM
5. OTHER
Tablet: SAVE main categories
and sub-categories

I3) [I7] What was the
initial duration of the
document?
1. Less than 6 months (3-5
months)
2. Less than one year (6-11
months)
2. 1 year
3. More than one year
I4)

Visa-free

[I6] Did this status
allow you to work?
1. Yes
2. Yes, with restrictions
(sector, employer, region)
3. No
I17)

I9a) Which year? ______

Irregular entry or
asylum seeker
I13) [I15] During your stay,
did you obtain documents
allowing you to stay in the
country?
1. Yes  I13a)
2. No  I24)

I13a) Which year?
______
I14) [I16] On which
grounds was the
document delivered:
work, family, studies..?
(Spontaneous and read if in
doubt)
1. WORK
1.1. Seasonal work
1.2. Business
activities
1.3.
Research/academic
1.3. Other work

2. FAMILY
2.1. Family
reunification
2.2. Family
formation
2.3. Other family
reasons
I6)

[I11] Did this status
allow you to work?
1. Yes
2. Yes, with restrictions (sector,
employer, region)
3. No

3. STUDIES
4. ASYLUM
5. OTHER
Tablet: SAVE main
categories and subcategories

I7) [I15] During your stay,
did you obtain documents
allowing you to stay in the
country for more than 3
months?
1. Yes  I7a)
2. No  I24)
3. (Do not read) Not needed, 3month stay or so  I24)

I11) [I18] What was the
initial duration of
the document?
1. Less than 6 months
(3-5 months)
2. Less than one year
(6-11 months)
2. 1 year
3. More than one year

I7a) Which year?
______
I17)
I8) [I18] What was the initial
duration of the
document?
1. Less than 6 months (3-5
months)
2. Less than one year (6-11
months)
2. 1 year
3. More than one year
I17)

I12) [I17] Did this status
allow you to work?
1. Yes
2. Yes, with restrictions
(sector, employer, region)
3. No
I17)

2. FAMILY
2.1. Family
reunification
2.2. Family
formation
2.3. Other family
reasons
3. STUDIES
4. ASYLUM
5. OTHER
Tablet: SAVE main
categories and subcategories
I15) [I18] What was the
initial duration of the
document?
1. Less than 6 months
(3-5 months)
2. Less than one year (611 months)
2. 1 year
3. More than one year
I16)

[I17] Did this status
allow you to work?
1. Yes
2. Yes, with restrictions
(sector, employer, region)
3. No
I17)
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I17) [I23] During your stay, did you experience at some point, even if briefly, the situation of not having a residence
permit? This would include situations of expired and not renewed documents
1. Yes  I17a)
2. No  I18)
Apply: if has experienced lack of residential permit during last stay
I17a) [I23a] For how long approximately?
Nr years____
Nr months____ (if < 1 year)
I18)

[I23] And during your stay, did you experience at some point, even if briefly, the situation of not having a
work permit (provided that you needed one to work)? This would include situations of expired and not renewed documents.
1. Yes  I18a)
2. No  I19)
3. No, I did not need one to work  I19)
Apply: if has experienced lack of work permit during last stay
I18a) [I23a] For how long approximately?
Nr years____
Nr months____ (if < 1 year)
Do NOT apply I19)I20): if EU nationality at the time of return
[NEW] Did you have some document(s) at the time you left LDC in (year of last return) that would allow
you to re-enter LDC at a later point? (Spontaneous and read if in doubt)
0. (Do not read) None
1. A permanent residence permit
2. A visa or residence permit for more than 3 months (initial duration)
3. A visa of 3 months or less (initial duration)
4. A multiple-entry visa
5. Re-entry/residence right ensured after a waiting period
6. Refugee status
7. Other

I19)

I20)

[NEW] Did this document allow you to work as well?
1. Yes
2. No
99. Don't know



TIES WITH WELFARE STATE IN LDC
* Filter 42
If has ever worked during stay(s) in

I21)

[A57)A58)-D1)D2)D3)]
If has NOT worked during stay(s) in

I23)

LDC
LDC
[A57)A58)-D1)D2)D3)]

Apply I21)I22): if ever worked during last stay in LDC
I21)
[NEW] During your (last) stay in LDC did you or any of your employers pay contributions to the Social
Security?
I21a) Myself
1. Yes
2. No
99. Don’t know
I21b) Employer(s)
1. Yes
2. No
99. Don’t know
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* Filter 43
If only ONE stay in LDC (i.e. last
stay) [A56)A58)]
If MORE than one stay in LDC
[A56)A58)]

* Filter 44
AND did NOT pay contributions neither
personally nor employer [(I21a)=2) AND
(I21b)=2]
Otherwise
[(I21a)=1) OR (I21b)=1]
[(I21a)=99) AND (I21b)=99]

 I21c)
* Filter
44

I21c) [NEW] And during your previous stays in LDC (did you or any of your employers pay
contributions to the Social Security)?
I21d) Myself
1. Yes
2. No
99. Don’t
know
I21e) Employer(s)
1. Yes
2. No
99. Don’t
know
* Filter 44
If contributed to Social Security
[(I21a)=1) OR (I21b)=1) OR (I21d)=1) OR (I21e)=1)]
If did not contribute to Social Security
[(I21a) ≠1) AND (I21b) ≠1) AND (I21d)≠1) AND (I21e)
≠1)]


I22)


I23)

Apply: If has contributed to Social Security
I22)
[NEW] Have you transferred to CoS the rights that you acquired through such contributions, in terms of
pension rights, unemployment benefits or other? (Spontaneous answer)
1. Yes, I have
2. Yes, I am in the process
3. No, I tried but failed/gave up
4. No, I didn’t know I could do that
5. No, I have no right to transfer
6. No, I have not thought of it
Apply: to ALL

As you know, in most countries welfare states exist to protect workers and their families, as well as vulnerable
people.

I23) [NEW] During your (last) stay in LDC did you receive any of these types of benefit or subsidy from the state
(or public administration)?
I23a) Unemployment benefits
1. Yes 2. No 99. Don't
know
I23b) Protection when unable to work
1. Yes 2. No 99. Don't
(e.g. invalidity pension; maternity leave;
know
long-term sickness leave)
I23c) Benefits for children
1. Yes 2. No 99. Don't
(e.g. direct transfers per child; school
know
assistance or scholarships; etc.)
I23d) Benefits for housing
1. Yes 2. No 99. Don't
(e.g. housing benefits; public housing,
know
etc.)
I23e) Benefits for studies
1. Yes 2. No 99. Don't
(e.g. grants)
know
I23f)
Other
1. Yes 2. No 99. Don't
know
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* Filter 45
If only ONE stay in LDC (i.e. last
stay) [A56)A58)]
If MORE than one stay in LDC
[A56)A58)]

I24)
AND did NOT receive any
subsidy [I23) none ticked]
Otherwise


I23g)

I2
4)

I23g) [NEW] And during your previous stays in LDC (did you receive any of these types of benefit or
subsidy from the state (or public administration)?
0. Same (no subsidies at all)
I23h) Unemployment benefits
1. Yes 2. No 99. Don't
know
I23i) Protection when unable to work
1. Yes 2. No 99. Don't
(e.g. invalidity pension; maternity leave;
know
long-term sickness leave)
I23j) Benefits for children
1. Yes 2. No 99. Don't
(e.g. direct transfers per child; school
know
assistance or scholarships; etc.)
I23k) Benefits for housing
1. Yes 2. No 99. Don't
(e.g. housing benefits; public housing,
know
etc.)
I23l) Benefits for studies
1. Yes 2. No 99. Don't
(e.g. grants)
know
I23m) Other
1. Yes 2. No 99. Don't
know



LAST MIGRATION: SOCIAL TIES WITH ORIGIN

I24)
[I3] During your (last) stay in LDC, did you receive any financial or material help/support from your
relatives in CoS? (Read options)
1. Yes, regularly
2. Yes, occasionally
3. No
I25)

I26)

[I2] And during your (last) stay in LDC how many times did you visit CoS (for a period of less than 3
months)? (Spontaneous answer, but read options if in doubt)
0. None
1. 1-2 visits
2. 3-5 visits
3. 6-10 visits
4. 11-50 visits
5. More than 50 visits
[I1]
If last migration lasted =<
During your (last) stay in LDC, how often did you talk with family
1 year [Year of last return –
members or friends in CoS?
Year of last migration =<1]
If last migration lasted > 1
In your last year in LDC, how often did you talk with family
year [Year of last return – Year members or friends in CoS?
of last migration >1]
(Read options)
1. Everyday
2. At least 1 a week
3. At least 1 a month
4. A few times a year
5. Never

I27)
If last migration lasted =<
1 year [Year of last return –
Year of last migration =<1]
If last migration lasted > 1

[I24] During your (last) stay in (LDC) did you send (or bring, when
visiting) money to (CoS)?
[I25] In your last year in (LDC) did you send (or bring, when
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year [Year of last return – Year visiting) money to (CoS)?
of last migration >1]
Please, exclude any donations to associations and institutions, we would like to focus on personal transfers only.
(Spontaneous answer, read if insufficient information is given)
1. Yes, regularly I28)
2. Yes, occasionally (not regularly)  I29)
3. No  * Filter 46
99. Don’t know * Filter 46
Apply: if sending regularly (I27)=1)
I28) [I26] How frequently did you send money to CoS in that period (last 12 months)? (Read
options)
1. Every month/ Almost every month
2. Approximately every two months (5-6 times a year)
3. A few times a year (1-4 times a year)
Apply: if sending (I27)=1,2)
I29) [I27] How important was the money you sent in this period (last 12 months) for the
recipients? If multiple receivers with different degrees, refer to main recipients/those for whom it was most important.
(Read options)
1. It was crucial / very important
2. It was helpful
3. It was of little importance
77. Not applicable (e.g. money deposited in Ego personal account, the house was bought
for Ego, etc…)



1ST EU & 1ST LDC MIGRATION
* Filter 46
If only one stay in EU countries (i.e.
last stay in LDC) [A56)A58)]
If multiple stays in EU countries
[A56)A58)]

I30)
[NEW] During your stay
in LDC in (year of that
migration), did you experience at
some point, even if briefly, the
situation of not having a
residence permit? This would include
situations of expired and not renewed
documents
1. Yes
2. No ¡Error! No se

encuentra el origen de la
referencia.

 LAST RETURN FROM LDC
AND first stay
was in LDC
[A56)A58)]
AND first stay
was in another EU
country

I30)
AND only one
stay in LDC (i.e. last
stay) [A56)A58)]
AND multiple
times in LDC
[A56)A58)]

I31)
[NEW] During your stay
in (EU country) in (year of that
migration), did you experience at
some point, even if briefly, the
situation of not having a
residence permit? This would include
situations of expired and not renewed
documents
1. Yes
2. No ¡Error! No se

encuentra el origen de la
referencia.

 LAST RETURN FROM

 LAST RETURN FROM

LDC¡Error! No se encuentra el

LDC¡Error! No se encuentra el

origen de la referencia.
¡Error! No se encuentra
el origen de la referencia.

origen de la referencia.
¡Error! No se encuentra el
origen de la referencia.

I31)
I32)

I32)
[NEW] During your stay
in (EU country) in (year of that
migration), did you experience at
some point, even if briefly, the
situation of not having a
residence permit? This would include
situations of expired and not renewed
documents
1. Yes  LAST RETURN
FROM LDC¡Error! No se encuentra el
origen de la referencia.
2. No  I33)
I33) [NEW] And during your
first stay in (LDC) in (year of that
migration), did you experience at
some point, even if briefly, the
situation of not having a
residence permit? This would include
situations of expired and not renewed
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documents
1. Yes
2. No ¡Error! No se

encuentra el origen de la
referencia.

 LAST RETURN FROM
LDC¡Error! No se encuentra el

origen de la referencia.



LAST RETURN FROM LDC
I would like to talk now about your return to CoS in (year of last return). People decide to return for very
different reasons. For instance, some people are forced to return because of family issues, because things are
not going well, or because they get deported by the authorities. Many people also have a will to return.
I34) [I28] In your case, would you say that your return from LDC in (year of last return) was completely
voluntary, completely non-voluntary or something in between? (Read options)
1. Completely voluntary
2. Completely non-voluntary
3. Something in between / a mixture of both
I35)

[I29]I will read you now some situations that sometimes happen.
I35a) Which one(s) of these describe the context of your return? You can choose more than one. (Read options;
Multiple answers)
1. I wanted to stay or to stay longer in LDC
2. I wanted to return to CoS
3. I was unsure what I wanted
I35b) And which one(s) of these describe the context of your return? You can choose more than one. (Read
options; Multiple answers)
1. I was deported/expelled
2. I had to return for other reasons (e.g. financial difficulties, permit expired...)
3. I felt compelled to return (e.g. family expectations, family reunification...)
4. The purpose of my trip was complete (e.g. study, labor contract, etc.)
5. (Do not read; only if none above applies) Other (specify): _____________

I36) [I30]Did you have time to plan and prepare your return or did it happen suddenly/unexpectedly? (Spontaneous
answer)
1. Yes, I had time (because return planned before migrating) I37)
2. Yes, I had time (other situations) I37)
3. No, I barely had any time/at all, it was all too sudden  0
I37) [I31]And did you do something in particular to prepare your return? I will read you some of the common preparations…
(Multiple response)
Tablet: check MAIN options and then enable sub-options for those picked
I37a) MAIN categories (Read options)
I37b) Sub-categories (Spontaneous answer, tick appropriate)
1. JOB-RELATED (e.g. look for a job)
1.1. Accepted a job offer in CoS
1.2. Looked for a job (in internet, through personal
contacts...)
1.3. Prepared some business possibility
1.4. Other
2. STUDIES-RELATED (e.g. apply to a
2.1. Applied to a university/study programme
university or for a scholarship)
2.2. Got enrolled in a university/study programme
2.3. Applied for a scholarship
2.4. Got a scholarship
2.5. Other
3. PROPERTIES, BELONGINGS AND
3.1. Sold/liquidated property in LDC
MONEY (e.g. save money, ask for a loan, buy/sell
3.2. Made arrangements for property in LDC (e.g. renting,
properties…)
someone to take care, paperwork to sell…)
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4. OTHERS (e.g. administrative paperwork)

3.3. Took care of my/our belongings (e.g. send stuff back
home, sell it…)
3.4. Bought a property in CoS
3.5. Saved money
3.6. Asked for a loan
3.7. Other
4.1. Asked support from a return program
4.2. Asked for certificate of residence in Consulate
4.3. Other administrative paperwork (transfer of
taxes/benefits, nationality…)
4.4.. Other

0. NOTHING
I38)

[I32]Did you benefit from some program assisting people to return?
1. Yes
2. No
* Filter 47
If participated in return program
 I39)I41)
[0=1]
If did NOT participate in return program
 I42)I44)
[0=2]
Apply if participated in return program
I39) [I33]Do you remember the name of the
assisted return program (that you mentioned before)
and/or the institution that provided you the
assistance?
I39a) Name of the institution: _________
99. Don't know
I39b) Name of the program: _________
99. Don't know  I40)
Apply : if doesn't know name of the
program
I40) [I33 cont.] Which country run the program
or was more involved?
1. CoS
2. LDC
3. Both countries similarly involved
4. (Do not read) None of them
I41) [I34]What kind of support did this program
or scheme provide? (Spontaneous; Multiple answer)
1. Airplane ticket
2. Money or assistance in repatriating
possessions
2. Collection of unemployment benefits
3. Financial bonus/grants
4. Access to credits / loans
5. Training of any type
6. Assistance with validation of
diploma/skills
7. Facilitation of business start-up
8. Assistance finding a job (wage
employment)
9. Assistance finding an accommodation
10. Support to family members
11. Other

* Apply: if did NOT participate in return program
I42)

[I35]Did you apply to any such program?
1. Yes I43)
2. No I44)
Apply: if applied to return program
I43) [I36]Why didn't you benefit from it?
(Spontaneous answer; Multiple answer)
1. No services for CoS
2. I did not qualify, because of age, status,
nationality, etc.
3. The selection of applicants was not fair
4. There was corruption involved
5. Other
Apply: if DIDN'T apply to return
program
I44) [I37]Why did you not apply?
(Spontaneous answer; Multiple answer)
0. Never thought of it
1. I did not need it
2. No services for CoS
3. I did not qualify (because of age, status,
nationality, etc.)
4. Too expensive
5. Procedure too complicated
6. The selection of applicants was not fair
7. There was corruption involved
5. Other
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I45) [I38]Did you have some financial support for your return from family members or friends?
1. Yes
2. No
I46) [I38]Did you have other types of support (for your return) from family members or friends? For instance,
providing you with accommodation, helping you to find a job or informing you on administrative issues.
(Interviewer: if respondent says this is what he/she meant in I45), and not actual monetary help, then correct I45) =No, and tick here =Yes)
1. Yes
2. No
[Tablet: allow to correct I45) if necessary]
I47)

Apply: if obtained assistance from family (0=1) OR (I46)=1)
[I40]From whom did you obtain this assistance? (Read options; Multiple answer)
1. From family members in CoS
2. From family members in LDC
3. From friends in CoS
4. From friends in LDC
5. From employer
6. Other

I48) [I38 new]Aside from these types of assistance, have you felt welcome and emotionally supported by the
majority of your friends and family in CoS? (Read options)
1. Yes, definitely
2. Yes, but not as much as I expected
3. Not really
4. Not at all
I49) [I41]How would you evaluate the financial situation of your household when you arrived in (year of last
return) back in CoS. Would you say it was sufficient to cover your basic needs and those of the people who
depended economically on you (if that was the case)? (Read options)
1. More than sufficient
2. Sufficient
3. Sometimes sufficient, sometimes not
4. Insufficient
I50) [I42]Would you say that your return had a positive or a negative effect on your household's financial
capacity to cover these needs? (Read options; Multiple answers)
1. A positive effect
2. A negative effect
3. No effect
I51) [I42]Would you say that your presence back in CoS had a positive, a negative or no effect on your
household's capacity to..? (Read options)
Cover the educational needs/wishes of
1. A positive effect
77. Not applicable
household members
2. A negative effect
99. Don't know
3. No effect
Cover the health needs/wishes of
1. A positive effect
77. Not applicable
household members
2. A negative effect
99. Don't know
3. No effect
Cover the care needs of close family
1. A positive effect
77. Not applicable
members
2. A negative effect
99. Don't know
3. No effect
Help other relatives or friends
1. A positive effect
77. Not applicable
2. A negative effect
99. Don't know
3. No effect
I52) [NEW] Could you explain in a few words whether you had any plans or goals you wanted to achieve upon
your return to CoS?
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
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I53) [I43]Currently, how often do you talk with family members, friends or other people in LDC? (Read options)
1. Everyday
2. At least 1 a week
3. At least 1 a month
4. A few times a year
5. Never
I54) [I44]And since your return, how many times have you visited LDC(for a period of less than 3 months)?
(Read options)
0. None
1. 1-2 visits
2. 3-5 visits
3. 6-10 visits
4. 10-50 visits
5. Over 50 visits
I55) [E34] How would you evaluate the current financial situation of your household? Would you say is
sufficient to cover your basic needs and those of the people who depend economically on you (if that is the
case)? (Read options)
0. Same (as I49))
1. More than sufficient
2. Sufficient
3. Sometimes sufficient, sometimes not
4. Insufficient
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END TIME _ _ H _ _

INTERVIEWER’S OBSERVATIONS – TO BE FILLED OUT AFTER THE INTERVIEW
EV1. This person was :

1. Easily persuaded to participate
2. A bit difficult to persuade
3. Very difficult to persuade

 EV3

EV2. For what reasons was he/she reluctant to participate? And which arguments enabled you to convince
him/her in the end?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………..
1.
2.
3.
4.

EV3 - The reception by the respondent was:
Very good over the entire interview
Good, but reluctant on certain questions
 EV3.1 – Which ones?
………………………………………………………………….
Quite reluctant or suspicious over the entire duration of the interview
Other: Specify:………………………………………………………
EV4 – In what language(s) did you conduct the interview?
List of languages to tick
EV4.1 - How well did the respondent speak this language:
1. Very poorly
2. Poorly
3. Moderately
4. Well
5. Very well/native

1.
2.
3.
4.

EV5 - Were any other people present during the interview? More than one answer possible
No, I was alone with the respondent during the entire interview
Yes, other members of the household were present during the interview
Yes, friends of the respondent were present during the interview
Yes, neighbours were present during the interview

1.
2.
3.
4.

EV6 - If other people were present during the interview, did they interfere? More than one answer possible
No, they did not say anything and the respondent freely answered all questions
No, they did not say anything, but I had the impression that the respondent could not answer all questions freely
Yes, the respondent sometimes asked them for their opinion before answering the questions
Yes, they sometimes commented on the answer from the respondent
EV6.1 – If likely affected, some specific parts of the questionnaire
particularly? …………………………………
EV7 – Were there any interruptions?
1. Yes
2. No

EV7.1- Specify…………………………………

EV8 - According to you, was the respondent’s general comprehension of the questions:
1. Very good
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2. Adequate, but not perfect
3. Bad
EV9 – And did the respondent have problems answering certain questions?
1. Yes

 EV9.1 – Which ones? No. :…………………

2. No
EV11 – Did you give a gift to the interviewee?
1.
2.
3.

Yes, before the interview
Yes; after the interview
No
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR NON-MIGRANTS
Colour code
Var with variations btw returnees and non-migrants
Instructions for tablet
Automatically fulfilled by tablet
Automatically fulfilled by tablet with possibility to correct
TABLET
For all questions (not to be read, unless stated otherwise):
77: Not applicable
88: No answer
99: Don’t know
** Necessary answers (as opposed to complementary/optional ones)
 = Go to…
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Date of interview: __ / __ / 2016
Starting time: __:__
 Second slot of interview  Tablet: to enable duplicate time information
 Third slot of interview  Tablet: to enable duplicate time information

INTRODUCTION
I would like first of all to confirm with you some key pieces of information:
1) You are born in CoS

1. Yes  continue
2. No  discard
2) You have never lived outside CoS for a period of at least 3 months
1. Yes (never)  continue
2. No (has lived abroad)  discard

“During the interview we will ask you about dates for some crucial events in your life. To help you remember
we can use at any moment a visual summary like this one (show an example of a grid filled in for a fictional
person). Let me know at any point whether you would like to consult it.

A. SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS
A1) (Do NOT ask) The respondent is:
1. A man
2. A woman
A2) What is your date of birth?
(If doesn’t know) In which year were you born?
(If doesn’t know either) What age you turned in your last birthday
Day: __ Month: ____ **Year: _____
(Age: ___) [Tablet: calculate and input year]
Tablet: Use information to frame Visual Aid (year at 15 up until 2016)
A3) Up until you were 15 years old…
[ROM, SEN] …in which municipality and region of CoS did you live or spend most time?
Interviewer, input first province, and then municipality.
A3a) Complete list of regions
A3b) Complete list of municipalities (by region)
0. Never in CoS in those years
0. Never in CoS in those years
Tablet: Interviewer to start typing names to browse list, first for province. Based on the selected
province, filter and show municipalities (otherwise repeated across regions)
[UKR] …in which city/district, and in which region, did you live or spend most time?
Interviewer, input first province, and then municipality.
A3a) Complete list of cities/districts
A3b) Complete list of cities/districts (by region)
0. Never in CoS in those years
0. Never in CoS in those years
Tablet: Interviewer to start typing names to browse list, first for province. Based on the selected
province, filter and show municipalities (otherwise repeated across regions)
[ARG] …in which province of CoS did you live or spend most time?
A3b) Complete list of provinces [Tablet: Interviewer to start typing names to browse list]
0. Never in CoS in those years
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A4) [A6] Would you say that, in that time, the place where you lived was a...? (Read options)
1. Large City
2. Medium size city
3. Small city / town
4. Village or rural area (e.g. farm)
Apply: if lived in CoS at 15 [A3)≠0]
A5) [A7] Thinking of the rich and poor areas in CoS at that time, would you say that your neighbourhood was
one of the... (Read options)
1. Rich
2. Average
3. Poor
A6) [F24] Thinking about the situation of the household where you lived when you were 15, would you say
that at that time you had sufficient to cover your basic needs? (Read options)
1. More than sufficient
2. Sufficient
3. Sometimes sufficient, sometimes not
4. Insufficient
A7) [F2]Is your father alive?
1. Yes A9)
2. No A8)
8. Father unknown / unknown whereabouts  A10)
99. Don't know  A9)
Apply: if father no longer alive [A7)=2]
A8) [F3]In which year did he die (or how old were you at that time)?
**Year: ______  A9)
(Age: ______) [Tablet: calculate and input year]  A9)
8. Father unknown / unknown whereabouts  A10)
99. Don´t know  Did he die before you were 15?   A9)
Do NOT apply: if father unknown [A8)=8]
A9) [F4] What is/was his country of birth?
1. CoS
2. Other (Specify): List of countries [Tablet: Interviewer to start typing names to browse list]
8. Father unknown / unknown whereabouts
99. Don’t know
A10) [F12]Is your mother alive?
1. Yes A12)
2. No A11)
8. Mother unknown / unknown whereabouts  A13)
99. Don't know  A12)
Apply: if mother no longer alive [A10)=2]
A11) [F13]In which year did she die (or how old were you at that time)?
**Year: ______  A12)
(Age: ______) [Tablet: calculate and input year]  A12)
8. Mother unknown / unknown whereabouts  A13)
99. Don´t know  Did she die before you were 15?   A12)
Do NOT apply: if mother unknown [A11)=8]
A12) [F14] What is/was her country of birth?
1. CoS
2. Other (Specify): List of countries [Tablet: Interviewer to start typing names to browse list]
8. Mother unknown / unknown whereabouts
99. Don’t know
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A13) [F21] How many sisters have you had in total? Take into account ALL sisters, even if they are not from the same father
or mother and even if they are deceased
A14) [F22] How many brothers have you had in total? Take into account ALL brothers, even if they are not from the same
father or mother and even if they are deceased
A15) [F23] Are you the first-born of the family?
A13) Sisters

A14) Brothers

Nr:__

Nr: __

* Filter 1
If father known
[(A7) ≠ 8, 99)] AND [A8)≠ 8,
99)] AND (A9)≠ 8, 99)]
If father unknown
[(A7) = 8, 99)] OR [A8)= 8,
99)] OR (A9)= 8, 99)]

A15) First-born
1. Yes
2. No

 A16)A17)
AND mother known
[(A10) ≠ 8, 99)] AND [A11)≠ 8,
99)] AND (A12)≠ 8, 99)]
AND mother ALSO unknown
[(A10) = 8, 99)] OR [A11)= 8,
99)] OR (A12)= 8, 99)]

A16) [F5] What was your father’s level of education
(at the time when you were 15)? Highest attended level
(Spontaneous answer)
1. No schooling  A17)
2. Primary education
3. Secondary education  * Filter 2
4. Higher education
8. Unknown whereabouts  A18)
99. Don't know  A17)
Apply: if A16)=1, 99
A17) [F6] Did he know how to read and
write?
1. Yes
2. No
99. Don’t know

 * Filter 2

 A18)A19)
 A28)

A18) [F15] What was your mother's level of
education (at the time when you were 15)? Highest
attended level (Spontaneous answer)
1. No schooling  A19)
2. Primary education
3. Secondary education  * Filter 2
4. Higher education
8. Unknown whereabouts  A28)
99. Don't know A19)
Apply: if A18)=1, 99
A19) [F16] Did she know how to read and
write?
1. Yes
2. No
99. Don’t know

 * Filter 2

* Filter 2
If father alive by the time ego was 15 [A7)=1] OR [A8)>A2)+15] AND known
[A7)A8)≠ 8 or 99] AND [A17) ≠ 99]
If father deceased by the
AND
time ego was 15 [(A8) <=
Mother alive by the time ego was 15 [A10)=1] OR
A2)+15] OR [clicked 'before [(A11)> A2)+15)] AND known [A10)A11) AND A12) ≠ 8 or
15' in A8)) OR unknown
99] AND [A19) ≠ 99]
[A7)A8) OR 0= 8 or 99] OR
AND
[A17) = 99]
Mother ALSO deceased by the time ego was 15
[(A11)<= A2)+15) OR [clicked 'before 15' in A11)]
OR unknown [A10)A11) OR A12)= 8 or 99] OR [A19)
= 99]
A20) [F7] Did your father work when you were
about 15 years old?
1. Yes  A21)

 A20)
A23)


A24)A27)

 A28)

A24) [F17] Did your mother work when you were
about 15 years old?
1. Yes  A25)
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2. No  A23)
8. Unknown whereabouts  A24)
99. Don’t know  A23)

2. No  A27)
8. Unknown whereabouts  A28)
99. Don’t know  A27)

Apply: if father worked when ego 15
(A20)=1)
A21) [F8]What was his professional situation? (Read
options)
(WORKING INDEPENDENTLY)
1. Employer (hiring employees on a regular basis)
2. Self-employed (without employees)
(WORKING FOR SOMEONE ELSE)
3. Working for someone else
4. Assistance in family business or farm
5. Inter/trainee/apprentice
(COOPERATIVE)
6. Member of a cooperative

Apply: if mother worked when ego 15
(A24)=1)
A25) [F8]What was her professional situation? (Read
options)
(WORKING INDEPENDENTLY)
1. Employer (hiring employees on a regular basis)
2. Self-employed (without employees)
(WORKING FOR SOMEONE ELSE)
3. Working for someone else
4. Assistance in family business or farm
5. Inter/trainee/apprentice
(COOPERATIVE)
6. Member of a cooperative

A22) [F9/NEW] In terms of skills, you would define
the work he did as… (Read options)
1. Low-skilled work
2. Skilled manual work
3. Skilled non-manual work/professional
4. Higher-level occupation (e.g. manager, director,
professional)

A26) [F9/NEW] In terms of skills, you would
define the work she did as… (Read options)
1. Low-skilled work
2. Skilled manual work
3. Skilled non-manual work/professional
4. Higher-level occupation (e.g. manager, director,
professional)

Apply: if mother not working at ego's 15 or
unknown (A24)=2, 99)
A23) [NEW] Has/did your mother ever worked (at
A27) [NEW] Has/did she ever worked (at least for 1
least for 1 year in total in her life)? (Spontaneous
year in total in her life)? (Spontaneous answer)
answer)
By work we mean any activity (producing or distributing
By work we mean any activity (producing or distributing
goods or services) for the market (economic exchange,
goods or services) for the market (economic exchange,
including the public administration or economic exchange in
including the public administration or economic exchange in
communist systems). We understand housework is also work,
communist systems). We understand housework is also work, but
but for the purposes of the study we need to differentiate these
for the purposes of the study we need to differentiate these two.
two.
1. Yes
1. Yes
2. No
2. No
99. Don't know
99. Don't know
A28)
A28)
A28) [A8] Which ethnic group would you say you belong to? (Spontaneous answer)
ARG [DROP]
ROM
SEN
1. Romanian
2. Hungarian
3. Roma
4. German
5. Other

1. Wolof
2. Mandingue
3. Pular
4. Serer
5. Diola
6. Soninké
7. Other

UKR
1. Ukrainian
2. Russian
3. Romanian
4. Moldovan
5. Poles
6. Other

A29) [A9] Do you consider yourself as belonging to a religion or religious denomination? If yes, which one?
(Spontaneous answer)
ARG
ROM
SEN
UKR
0. None
1. Catholic
2. Jew
3. Evangelical
4. Mormon
5. Jehovah

0. None
1. Orthodox
2. Roman
Catholic
3. Greek
Catholic

0. None
(MUSLIMS)
1.Khadre
2.Layène
3.Mouride
4.Tidiane

0. None
1. Roman Catholic
2. Greek Catholic
3. Protestant
4. Orthodox
5. Orthodox Kiev Patriarchate
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Witness
6. Orthodox
7. Muslim
8. Hindu
9. Buddhist
10. Other

4. Protestant
5. NeoProtestant
(Pentecostal, Baptist,
Adventist, a.s.o.)
6. Jew
7. Muslim
8. Other

5.Just Muslim
6.Other Muslim
(CHRISTIANS)
7.Catholic
8.Protestant
9.Other Christians
(OTHER
RELIGIONS)
10. Jew
11. Buddhist
12. Animist
13. Other

6. Orthodox Moscow
Patriarchate
7. Ukrainian Autocephalous
Orthodox Church
8. Jew
9. Muslim
10. Hindu
11. Buddhist
12. Other

A29a) [A9a/NEW] Regardless of whether you belong to a particular religion, how religious would you
say you are? (Read options)
1. Not at all religious
2. Little religious
3. Quite religious
4. Very religious
A30)
[A10] What language(s) did you speak at home when you were a child (mother tongue)? (Spontaneous answer ;
Multiple answer)
ARG [DROP]
ROM
SEN
UKR
1. Romanian
2. Hungarian
3. Roma
4. English
5. French
6. German
7. Russian
8. Spanish
9. Italian
10. Other

1. French
2. Wolof
3. Sérère
4. Peul/pulaar
5. Mandingue
6. Soninké
7. Diola
8. Other

1.Ukrainian
2.Russian
3.Romanian
4.Polish
5.Others

A31) [A11] Besides your mother tongue, which other languages do you speak now?(Spontaneous answer; Multiple
answer)
(EU LANGUAGES)
9. French
18. Polish
(NON-EU
1. Bulgarian
10. German
19. Portuguese
LANGUAGES)
2. Croatian
11. Greek
20. Romanian
25. Russian
3. Czech
12. Hungarian
21. Slovak
26. Ukrainian
4. Danish
13. Irish
22. Slovenian
27. Chinese
5. Dutch
14. Italian
23. Spanish
28. Other African
6. English
15. Latvian
24. Swedish
languages
7. Estonian
16. Lithuanian
29. Other
8. Finnish
17. Maltese
Tablet: Interviewer to pick from list
NO limit in number of entries – Allow option to ADD as many rows as necessary
Apply: for each language, except African or Other [A31)=1-27]
A31a) [A11a] What would you say is your level of proficiency in (language)? (Read options)
A31a) Proficiency level (Read options)
Language
1. Excellent (speak, read and write fluently)
1
2. Good (can interact with complex sentences, but not fluent)
3. Poor (can interact in a simple way; limited vocabulary)
2

Language

1. Excellent (speak, read and write fluently)
2. Good (can interact with complex sentences, but not fluent)
3. Poor (can interact in a simple way; limited vocabulary)

Tablet: NO limit in number of entries – Enable option to ADD as many rows as necessary
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Enable option to go BACK to A31) and then A31a) at this point if memory refreshed
A32) [A12] What is the highest level of education you have attended? (Spontaneous answer)
0. None
 A32a)
1. Literacy class  A32a)
2. Primary education
3. Lower secondary education
4. Upper secondary education
5. Post-secondary non-tertiary education
A32b)
6. Short-cycle tertiary education
7. Bachelor’s or equivalent level
8. Master’s or equivalent level
9. Doctoral or equivalent level
Apply: if no primary studies (A32) = 0-

Apply: if primary studies or more (A32)=2-9)

1)
A32a) [A13] Can you read and write?
1. Yes
2. No

 A46)

A32b) [A12a] Have you completed this level?
1. Complete
2. Incomplete
Apply: if secondary education (A32)= 3-4)
A33) [A14] Was it general or vocational/technical
education?
1. General
2. Vocational/technical
99. Don't know
 * Filter 3
Apply: If higher education (A32) = 5-9)
A34) [A15] In what field was it? (Spontaneous answer; read options
only if uncertain)
1. Education
2. Arts and Humanities (incl languages)
3. Social sciences, journalism and information
4. Business, administration and law
5. Natural sciences, mathematics and statistics
6. Information and Communication Technologies
7. Engineering, manufacturing and construction
8. Agriculture, forestry, fisheries and veterinary
9. Health and welfare
10. Services (incl. personal, hygiene, security & transport)
 * Filter 3
* Filter 3
If primary studies but NOT completed
[A32)=2 AND A32b)=2]
If more than primary [A32)>2] or primary
completed [A32)=2 AND A32b)=1]


A46)



A35)

A35) NOT APPLICABLE
A36) NOT APPLICABLE
A37) NOT APPLICABLE
A38) NOT APPLICABLE
A38a)
NOT APPLICABLE

A39) [A16] Have you got any foreign diploma(s)? You may have obtained by studying at distance or in CoS with a foreign
institution
1. Yes  A40)
2. No  A46)
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Apply A40)A42): if any foreign diploma [A39)=1] and proceed LEVEL BY LEVEL

A40) [A17] For which level(s) have you obtained a foreign diploma? (Spontaneous response; Multiple response)
A40a) [A17a] In which year did you obtain this diploma?
A40b) In which country?

A40) Level(s)

A40a)
Year
obtained

A40b) [NEW]Country

1
.

1. Primary education
Year:
Pick from list of countries [Tablet:
2. Lower secondary education
____
Interviewer to start typing names
to browse list]
3. Upper secondary education
4. Post-secondary non-tertiary
education
5. Short-cycle tertiary education
6. Bachelor’s or equivalent level
7. Master’s or equivalent level
8. Doctoral or equivalent level
9.Other diplomas outside official
curricula
Tablet: NO limit in number of entries – Enable option to ADD as many rows as necessary

A41) [D9]Did you undertake an official procedure for the recognition of your foreign diploma(s) in
(CoS)?
1. Yes  A43)
2. No  A42)
Apply: If did not undertake process (A41) =2)
A42) [D14] Why not? (Spontaneous answer)
0. No need, automatically recognized
1. It is not relevant for the type of jobs I did /
could find
2. I thought it would be difficult to apply/obtain
3. I did not know about such a possibility
4. There was no such procedure
5. Other

 A46)

Apply A43)to A45): If undertook process
(A41)=1)
Do NOT apply: if only 1 foreign diploma
[A40)] and fulfill automatically [A43)=A40)]
A43) [D10] For which level? (Spontaneous answer; if various,
code the highest)
1. Primary education
2. Lower secondary education
3. Upper secondary education
4. Post-secondary non-tertiary education
5. Short-cycle tertiary education
6. Bachelor’s or equivalent level
7. Master’s or equivalent level
8. Doctoral or equivalent level
A44) [D11]Was your application successful (were
these studies officially recognized)? (Spontaneous answer)
1. Yes  A45)
2. No  A46)
3. Still in process  A46)
A45) [D12]In which year did it get recognized?
Year of recognition: _____
 A46)

A46) [A18] What was/were your nationality/nationalities at birth?
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Birth nationality 1: (List of all possible nationalities)
Birth nationality 2: (List of all possible nationalities)
Tablet: Only 2 – Interviewer to start typing names to browse list
A47) [A19] And have you ever changed it or acquired a new nationality?
1. Yes  A48)
2. No  A52)
* Apply A48)-A51): If acquired new nationality (A47) = 1)
A48) [A20] Which nationality/ies did you obtain?
A49) [A21] In which year did you obtain (A48) Ac.Nationality 1)? And (A48) Ac.Nationality 2)?
A50) [A22] On what official basis did you obtain (A48) Nationality 1)? And (A48) Nationality 2)? (Read
options)

A48)Nationality

A51)

A49)Year
obtained

Acquired
nationality 1

(List of all possible
nationalities)
[Tablet: Interviewer
to start typing names to
browse list]

Year: ____

Acquired
nationality 2

(List of all possible
nationalities)

Year: ____

A49) Legal basis

1. Naturalisation by residence
2. Marriage
3. Birth of a child
4. From parents
5. Nationality recovery through
ancestry
6. Special services/discretionary
7. Other
1. Naturalisation by residence
2. Marriage
3. Birth of a child
4. From parents
5. Nationality recovery through
ancestry
6. Special services/discretionary
7. Other

[A23] What were the main reasons why you applied for this/these nationality/ies? (Read options;
multiple answer)
Apply: if more than one reason given in [A51)]
A51a) [NEW] And of these, which one was most important?

A51)
Acqui
red
nationality
1

Acqui
red
nationality
2

A52)

etc)

1. Identity/sentimental reasons (it's my country/too)
2. Practical reasons (related to living in the country: voting rights,
3. To ensure I can visit or move to (country1) anytime
4. To facilitate migration to other European countries
5. To facilitate future migration of my children
6. [Do not read] Other
1. Identity/sentimental reasons (it's my country/too)
2. Practical reasons (related to living in the country: voting rights,

etc)
3. To ensure I can visit or move to (country2) anytime
4. To facilitate migration to other European countries
5. To facilitate future migration of my children
6. [Do not read] Other

)

A51a













[A24] Are you applying or planning to apply for any other nationality in the next years? (Read options)
1. Yes, currently in the process of applying A53)
2. Yes, planning to apply but has not started the process A53)
3. No  RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY
* Apply A53)A54): If planning to acquire new nationality [A52) =1-2]
A53) [A25] Which one(s)?
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Planned nationality 1: (List of all possible nationalities)
Planned nationality 2: (List of all possible nationalities)
A54) [A26] What are the main reasons why you are applying/thinking to apply for this/these
nationality/ies? (Read options; Multiple answer)
Apply: if more than one reason given in [A54)]
A54a) [NEW] And of these, which one was most important?

A54)
Planne
d
nationality 1

Planne
d
nationality 2

1. Identity/sentimental reasons (it's my country/too)
2. Practical reasons related to living in the country (voting rights,
etc)

3. To ensure I can stay or return to (country1) anytime
4. To facilitate migration to other European countries
5. To facilitate future migration of my children
6. [Do not read] Other
1. Identity/sentimental reasons (it's my country/too)
2. Practical reasons (related to living in the country: voting rights,

etc)
3. To ensure I can stay or return to (country1) anytime
4. To facilitate migration to other European countries
5. To facilitate future migration of my children
6. [Do not read] Other

)

A54a
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B. RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY
Now we will talk about the different countries where you have lived for at least 3 months since the age of 15.
Usually people end up living for long periods in one same place. If at some point of your life that was not the
case and you were frequently changing places (for instance going to one country for a few months and then
coming back to CoS) please let me know when we come to that period so that we take note
A55)
A56)
A57)
A58)
A59)
A60)



NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE

LAST MIGRATION
A61)
NOT APPLICABLE
A62)
NOT APPLICABLE
A63)
NOT APPLICABLE
A64) NOT APPLICABLE
A65) NOT APPLICABLE
A66) NOT APPLICABLE
A67) NOT APPLICABLE
A68) NOT APPLICABLE
A69) NOT APPLICABLE
A70) NOT APPLICABLE
A71) NOT APPLICABLE
A72) NOT APPLICABLE
A73) NOT APPLICABLE
A74) NOT APPLICABLE
A75) NOT APPLICABLE
A76) NOT APPLICABLE
A77) NOT APPLICABLE



LAST RETURN

A78) NOT APPLICABLE
A79) NOT APPLICABLE
A80) NOT APPLICABLE
A81) NOT APPLICABLE
A82) NOT APPLICABLE
A83) NOT APPLICABLE
A84) NOT APPLICABLE
A85) NOT APPLICABLE
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(RE)MIGRATION INTENTIONS

A86) [B27] Would you wish to migrate out of (CoS) in the next 3 years?
1. Yes
2. No
A87) [B28] (Taking into consideration that sometimes people's wishes go in one direction and life takes
them in another one) How likely or unlikely is it that you will (indeed) migrate out of (CoS) in the next 6
months? (Read options)
1. Very likely  A90)
2. Quite likely  A90)
3. Quite unlikely  A88)
4. Very unlikely  A88)
5. No chance  A88)
Apply: if unlikely to leave in 6 months [A87) = 3, 4, 5]
A88) [B29] And how likely or unlikely is it that you could leave in the next 2 years? (Read Options)
1. Very likely  A90)
2. Quite likely  A90)
3. Quite unlikely  A89)
4. Very unlikely  A89)
5. No chance  A89)
Apply: if unlikely to migrate [A87)= 3,4,5 AND
A88) = 3,4.5]

Apply A90)A92): if likely to migrate [A87)= 1,2
OR A88) = 1,2]

A89) [B30] What are the main reasons why it is unlikely A90) [B31] What are the main reasons why you are
that you will move abroad? We would like you
likely to move abroad? We would like you again to
again to be as specific as possible. You can give
be as specific as possible. You can give me up to 2
me up to 2 reasons (Answer not to be prompted, wait for a
reasons (Answer not to be prompted, wait for a spontaneous
spontaneous reaction of a respondent) (Tick MAIN reason
reaction of a respondent) (Tick MAIN reason AND subAND sub-category; tick up to 2 sub-categories)
category; tick up to 2 sub-categories)
[Tablet: SHOW main options only, and open
subcategories when one picked; SAVE only sub-categories]
FAMILY REASONS
1.1. Family pressure to stay in (CoS)
1.2. To stay / be with my family
1.3. To take care of family members (parents, minor
children…)
1.4. Easier access to (better) education for my children
in (CoS)
1.5. Other
1.88. Doesn't answer
1.99. Don't know
FINANCIAL / WORK REASONS
2.1. Lack of employment / difficult to find
employment abroad
2.2. Job precariousness, low pay abroad
2.3. Easier access to labour market in (CoS)
2.4. Have a job/job offer in (CoS)
2.5. I have / am starting a business in (CoS)
2.6. Retirement
2.7. I must collect/I have better pension benefits in
(CoS)
2.8. Lack of financial resources to migrate
2.9. Low cost of living here / high costs of living there
2.10. Have a satisfactory/better living standard here
2.11. Other
2.88. Doesn't answer

[Tablet: SHOW main options only, and open
subcategories when one picked; SAVE only sub-categories]
FAMILY REASONS
1.1. Family pressure to migrate
1.2. To get married /seek spouse
1.3. To reunify / stay / be with my family abroad
1.4. To take care of the family abroad
1.5. I got separated or divorced
1.6. To provide my children the opportunity to
study/work/live in Europe
1.7. Other
1.88. Doesn't answer
1.99. Don't know
FINANCIAL / WORK REASONS
2.1. Lack of employment in (CoS)
2.2. End of work contract / termination of my job
2.3. Job precariousness, low pay in (CoS)
2.4. Insatisfaction with my job at (CoS)
2.5. Got a good job offer abroad
2.6. My firm/employer requires/offers me to go
abroad
2.7. Not to lose contact / chances with former /
recurrent employers abroad
2.8. Business not doing well in (CoS)
2.9. To start/continue/check a business in (LDC)
2.10. Retirement
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2.99. Don't know
STUDY REASONS
3.1. To complete my studies
3.2. Other
3.88. Doesn't answer
3.99. Don't know
ADMINISTRATIVE/DOCUMENTS
REASONS
4.1 Legal barriers (difficult to get visa, work permit
etc.) discouraged me
4.2. Visa application rejected / expelled
4.3. Spouse/family couldn’t get visa to join me /
expelled
4.4. To renew documents / legal matters
4.5. Other
4.88. Doesn't answer
4.99. Don't know
EMOTIONAL REASONS
5.1 This is my place/I belong here
5.2. Want to make a contribution to my country
5.3. Homesickness: I'd miss family / friends / food /
lifestyle…
5.4. Other
5.88. Doesn't answer
5.99. Don't know
LIFESTYLES & TASTES
6.1. Lifestyle/social behaviours (dislike abroad/ like
here)
6.2. People are not friendly abroad
6.3. Discrimination in other countries
6.4.Not the right environment for my family
6.5. Other
6.88. Doesn't answer
6.99. Don't know
OTHER
7.1. Health problems
7.2. War / conflict
7.3. Political reasons
7.4. Because of my age/stage in life
7.5. Other (Specify): ___________
7.88. Doesn't answer
7.99. Don't know

 MODULE 0 (PARTNERS & CHILDREN HISTORY)

2.11. I must collect/I have better pension benefits
abroad
2.12. Prospects of better living standard abroad
2.13. Other
2.88. Doesn't answer
2.99. Don't know
STUDY REASONS
3.1. To complete my studies
3.2. To start new studies
3.3. To do a study exchange
3.4. To take an internship/training course
3.5. To take a language course / to learn the language
3.6. Other
3.88. Doesn't answer
3.99. Don't know
ADMINISTRATIVE/DOCUMENTS
REASONS:
4.1 To renew documents/legal matters
4.2. To continue my presence in a facilitated
migration program (seasonal, temporary…)
4.3. Other
4.88. Doesn't answer
4.99. Don't know
EMOTIONAL REASONS
5.1. This is not my place/I don't belong here
anymore
5.2. Homesickness: I miss family / friends / weather
/ food / lifestyle abroad
5.3. Other
5.88. Doesn't answer
54.99. Don't know
LIFESTYLES & TASTES
6.1. Lifestyle / social behaviours (like abroad, dislike
here)
6.2. People are not friendly here
6.3. Discrimination in (CoS)
6.4. Not the right environment for my family
6.5. Try something new (adventure / interesting /
learn…)
6.6. Other
6.88. Doesn't answer
6.99. Don't know
OTHER
7.1. Health problems
7.2. War / conflict
7.3. Political reasons
7.4. Want to get away from personal problems
7.5. Other (Specify): ___________
7.88. Doesn't answer
7.99. Don't know
A91) [B32] Where do you intend to migrate?
(Spontaneous answer)
0. Undecided
1. LDC
2. Another country: Pick from list of countries
[Tablet: Interviewer to
start typing names to browse
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list]
3. Europe
4. North America
5. Africa
6. Latin America
A92) [B33] For how long do you intend to stay
abroad (approximately)? (Spontaneous answer; but if
respondent doubts, read options)
1. Less than 3 months
2. Between 3 and 12 months
3. More than 12 months (not for good)
4. Permanently/for good
5. (Do not read) I have no plan or idea (I do not
know)

 MODULE 0 (PARTNERS & CHILDREN HISTORY)
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C. PARTNERS (AND CHILDREN) HISTORY
Now we would like to collect some basic information about your family life, meaning the partners and the
children you have had.
C1)

Do you currently have a partner?
1. Yes  C2)
2. No  * FILTER 5
CURRENT PARTNER
C2) Have you...
C2a) [G2] lived together with your current partner
C2b) [G4]...and/or got married?
C2a)
Cohabitation
1. Yes
2. No

C2b) Marriage
1. Yes
2. No

* Filter 4

If no
cohabitation
[C2a)=2]

“This partnership then does not yet
meet the criterion for inclusion in the
study. This is not to say it’s not an
important one, of course. It’s just for
methodological reasons (we need to set
one single criteria for everyone)”
 Correct C1)=2 [eliminate

AND no marriage [C2b)
= 2]

record]
If
cohabitation
[C2a)=1]

AND marriage [C2b) =1]
AND no marriage [C2b)

 * Filter 5
 C3)
 C3)

AND marriage [C2b) =1]

 C3)

= 2]

C3) In which year did you...
C3a) [If C2a)=1] [G3] start living together
C3b) [If C2b)=1] [G5]... and/or got married?
C3a) Cohabitation
C3b) Marriage
date
date

Year: _____

[Not shown or asked, automatically
produced by tablet for internal purposes]
C4) [G6] Chosen start (earliest
date between cohabitation and
marriage)

0. Same year
[C3a)]
Year: _____

Year: _________
[If: (C3a)<C3b)) = C3a)
If: (C3a)> C3b) = C3b)
If: (C3a)= C3b) = C3a)]
Tablet: Information automatically fed into Visual Aid [Start-End relationship]
C5)

[G7] In which country was he/she born?
0. CoS
1. Another country: Pick from list of countries [Tablet: Interviewer to start typing names to browse list]
99. Don't know

C6)

[G8] In which country was he/she residing when you started your relationship?
0. CoS
1. Another country: Pick from list of countries [Tablet: Interviewer to start typing names to browse list]
99. Don't know
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C7)

[G11] Have you had any children with him/her who are currently alive?
1. Yes  C8)
2. No  * FILTER 5
CHILDREN WITH CURRENT PARTNER
Apply C8)C11): if any child with current partner (C7)=1)

C8) [G12] How many in total?
Nr children with current partner: ____ [Tablet to create as many corresponding events]

Could you tell me (for each of these children and starting by the eldest one..?)
Table format allowing
PA_CHA
PA_CHB

EITHER vertical or
horizontal data entry
sequence
C9) [G13] Name/
nickname
C10) [G14] Sex

____________

____________

1. Male
1. Male
2. Female
2. Female
C11) [G15] Year of birth
**Year of birth: _____
**Year of birth: _____
(Age at last birthday:
(Age at last birthday:
____)
____)
[Tablet: calculate and
[Tablet: calculate and
input year]
input year]
Tablet: Information automatically fed into Visual Aid [Birth of alive children]
* Filter 5
If has a current
partner [C1)=1]
If does NOT have
a current partner
[C1)=2]

PA_CHB

____________
1. Male
2. Female
**Year of birth: _____
(Age at last birthday:
____)
[Tablet: calculate and
input year]

Before this relationship, have you had other
partner(s) with whom you have lived (for at least 6
months) or to whom you have got married? [If yes]
How many?
Have you ever had a partner with whom you have
lived (for at least 6 months) or to whom you have got
married? [If yes] How many?

 C12)

C12) Nr of former partners: ___ [Tablet: Enable as many corresponding events (and transitions to “next partner”)]
* Filter 6
If Nr former partners
=0
[C12)=0]
If Nr former partners
=1
[C12)=1]
If Nr former partners
>1
[C12)>1]

 * Filter 8
 C13)C25)
“Starting with the most recent one, could you tell
me…"
 C13)C25)

FORMER PARTNERS
[Not shown or asked, automatically produced by tablet for internal purposes (to keep track of Nr former
partners)]
C13) Interview sequence: __
C14) Name/nickname: _____________
C15) In which year did you...
C15a) [G3] start living together
C15b) [G5]... and/or got married?
C15a) Cohabitation
C15b) Marriage
date
date

[Not shown or asked, automatically
produced by tablet for internal purposes]
C16) [G6] Chosen start (earliest date
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Year: _____

between cohabitation and
marriage)
Year: _________
[If: (C15a)< C15b)) = C15a)
If: (C15a)> C15b) = C15b)
If: (C15a)=C15b) = C15a)]

0. Same year
[C15a)]
Year: _____

9. We did not
live together

9. We did not live
together

* Filter 7

If no
cohabitation
[C15a)=9]

AND no marriage [C15b)
= 9]

AND marriage [C15b)
≠9]
If
cohabitation
[C15a) ≠9]

“This partnership then does not yet meet
the criterion for inclusion in the study. This is
not to say it’s not an important one, of course.
It’s just for methodological reasons (we need
to set one single criteria for everyone)”
 Eliminate record
Discount 1from nr partners
 TRANSITION
 C17)

AND no marriage [C15b)

 C17)

AND marriage [C15b)

 C17)

=9]
≠9]

C17)

[G7] In which country was he/she born?
0. CoS
1. Another country: Pick from list of countries [Tablet: Interviewer to start typing names to browse list]

C18)

[G8] In which country was he/she residing when you started your relationship?
0. CoS
1. Another country: Pick from list of countries [Tablet: Interviewer to start typing names to browse list]
99. Don't know

C19) [G9] How did the relationship end? (Spontaneous answer)
1. He/she deceased
2. We separated
3. We got divorced
C20) [G10] When did that happen?
Year: ____
C21)

[G11] Have you had any children with this partner who are currently alive?
1. Yes  C22)
2. No  * Filter 8
Tablet: Information automatically fed into Visual Aid [Start-End relationship]
CHILDREN WITH THIS PARTNER
Apply C22)C25): if any child with this partner (C21)=2)

C22) [G12] How many in total?
Nr children with this partner: ____ [Tablet to create as many corresponding events]

Could you tell me (for each of these children and starting by the eldest one..?)
Table format allowing
PB_CHA
PB_CHB

EITHER vertical or
horizontal data entry
sequence

PB_CHB
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C23) [G13] Name/
nickname
C24) [G14] Sex

____________

____________

____________

1. Male
1. Male
1. Male
2. Female
2. Female
2. Female
C25) [G15] Year of birth
**Year of birth: _____
**Year of birth: _____
**Year of birth: _____
(Age at last birthday:
(Age at last birthday:
(Age at last birthday:
____)
____)
____)
[Tablet: calculate and
[Tablet: calculate and
[Tablet: calculate and
input year]
input year]
input year]
Tablet: Information automatically fed into Visual Aid [Birth of alive children]
If more partners left
[Nr former partners – Interview sequence > 0]
If NO more partners left
[Nr former partners – Interview sequence = 0]
* Filter 8
If no children
mentioned above
[C7)≠1] AND
[C21)≠1]
If at least 1 child
mentioned above
[C7)=1] OR [C21) = 1]
C26)

TRANSITION
Next partner C13)C25)

“The partner before this one…”
(Show Visual Aid to respondent to check trajectory)
* Filter 8

Have you had any children who are
currently alive? [If yes] How many?
Have you had any other children

(outside of the relationships discussed) that we have

not mentioned yet (who are currently
alive)? [If yes] How many?

 Enter Nr children
born to partners not
mentioned
[If none = 0]

Nr of children born to partners not mentioned: ___
[Tablet: Enable as many corresponding events (and transitions
to “next child”)]
* Filter 9
If Nr children born to partners not mentioned

=0
[C26)=0]
If Nr children born to partners not mentioned
=1
[C26)=1]
If Nr children born to partners not mentioned
>1
[C26)>1]

 MODULE D ACTIVITY HISTORY
 C27)C29)
"Starting with the eldest one…"
 C27)C29)

CHILDREN WITHOUT PARTNERS
Tablet format allowing
vertical or horizontal data
entry sequence, as well as
editing
C27) [G13] Name/
nickname
C28) [G14] Sex

P00_CHA

P00_CHB

P00_CHB

____________

____________

____________

1. Male
1. Male
2. Female
2. Female
C29) [G15] Year of birth
**Year of birth: _____
**Year of birth: _____
(Age at last birthday:
(Age at last birthday:
____)
____)
[Tablet: calculate and
[Tablet: calculate and
input year]
input year]
Tablet: Information automatically fed into Visual Aid [Birth of alive children]

1. Male
2. Female
**Year of birth: _____
(Age at last birthday:
____)
[Tablet: calculate and
input year]
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D. ACTIVITY HISTORY
We will now talk about what you have been doing since age 15. I would like to ask you about the periods when
you were studying, working, or none of these (for 3 months or more).
Instructions
1. What did mainly do (study, work, none of these) at age 15 and until when
When you were 15, what did you mainly do (study, work, none of these)?
 Enter activity (D1))
Until when did you continue (studying/ doing this job/in that situation) as your main activity?
 Enter end date D3)
 Continue with specific questions per type of period
2. Repeat step 1 for following periods, until reaching CURRENT activity
ACT
01

ACT
02

ACT

ACT

03

04

Year/Mon
th
from
ACT 02
[D3)]

Year/Mon
th
from
ACT 03
[D3)]

D1) [C2] Type of activity
1. Studying
2. Working
3. Not working nor studying
4. (Do not read) Working and studying
 Sometimes people combine different activities at the same time. For instance, study and
work. We will discuss only whichever you consider to be your MAIN
ACTIVITY in the different periods of your life. The main activity usually is the
one taking the most time. Please do ask at any moment if you have any doubts.
 By 'work' we mean the production of services or good for the market, and it can be
of different types:
- performed for others or independently (so including self-employment)
- paid or unpaid
- formal or informal
- performed at home or somewhere else
 [If +1 job at the same time] We will take note of the fact that you were multi-employed
 [If 1st period = studying] If you started working before finishing your studies and this
became your main activity at the time, then this is what we will note
D2) [C1, C9]Start time
**Year:____
(Age:____) [Tablet: calculate and input year]
Month:___

Year at
age 15
[A2)]

Year/M
onth
from
ACT 01
[D3)]

D3) [C3, C12]End time
0. Current
**Year:____ [Tablet: feed into next ACT D2), to be corrected if needed]
(Age:____) [Tablet: calculate and input year]
Month:___
Duration (if can't remember dates)
Nr years: ____ [Tablet: calculate and input year]
Nr months: ____ (if < 1 year)
 JOB CHANGE. We leave it up to you to decide what is a new job [If doubts] A
change of job is usually given by a change in the employer, on your main tasks or
level of responsibility (which sometimes happen also with the same employer).
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* Filter 10
If Studying [D1)=

 D4)D5)

If Working [D1)=

 D6)D18)

If none [D1)= 3]
If both [D1)= 4]

 D19)D21)
 D4) AND THEN  D6)D18)

1]
2]

STUDY PERIODS
Apply D4)D5): if studying (D1)=1)
D4) [C4] Could you tell me which educational levels did you attend during this period,
starting with the first one? (Spontaneous answer; Multiple answer)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.



Same
ACT 1



as Same
ACT 2

as

Literacy class

Early childhood education 
Primary education

Secondary education

Post-secondary non-tertiary education 
Tertiary education

Master’s or equivalent level

Doctoral or equivalent level

Entry exams (e.g. civil service, professional exams) 
Other diplomas outside official curricula 

* Filter 11
If Tertiary, Master's,
Doctoral or Entry exams
mentioned
[D4)= 6, 7, 8]
If none of these mentioned
[D4)≠6, 7, 8]

 D5)


TRANSITION

Apply: if D4) = 5,6,7,8
D5) [C5]Did you have any income of your own (other than your parents' support) during
these years in (read active options)? (Read options; Multiple answer)
Tablet to show only those that apply (from D4))
D5a) Tertiary education
0. None
[Enable if D4) = 6]
1. Scholarship
2. Income from job or paid internship
3. Subsidy (e.g. unemployment, disability,
orphan, etc.)
4. My own savings
D5b) Master's degree
[Enable if D4) = 7]

D5c) Doctorate
[Enable if D4) = 8]

0. None
1. Scholarship
2. Income from job or paid internship
3. Subsidy (e.g. unemployment, disability,
orphan, etc.)
4. My own savings
0. None
1. Scholarship
2. Income from job or paid internship
3. Subsidy (e.g. unemployment, disability,
orphan, etc.)
4. My own savings



Same
ACT 1



Same
ACT 1



Same
ACT 1



as Same
ACT 2



as Same
ACT 2



as Same
ACT 2

as

as

as

TRANSITION
If current activity [D3)=0]
If NOT current activity
[D3)≠0]

 SELF-EMPLOYMENT
What did you start doing then (as your main activity, for 3 months at least)? (Did you
study, work, or none of these)?) When was this?
 Next period [D1)-D21)]
WORK (JOB) PERIODS
Apply D6)D18): if working (D1)=2)
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D6) [C11] What is/was your main occupation? (Title of the job, main tasks)
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
D7) [NEW] In terms of skills, you would define the work you do/did as… (Read
options)
1. Low-skilled work
2. Skilled manual work
3. Skilled non-manual work / professional
4. Higher-level occupation (e.g. manager, director)
D8) [C10]What is/was your professional situation? (Read options)
(WORKING INDEPENDENTLY)
1. Employer (hiring employees on a regular basis)  D9)
2. Self-employed (without employees)  D17)
(WORKING FOR SOMEONE ELSE)
3. Working for one employer  D10)
4. Working for various employers (part-time, per hour jobs, odd jobs)  D11)
5. Assistance in family business or farm  D12)
6. Inter/trainee/apprentice  D12)
(COOPERATIVE)
7. Member of a cooperative  D12)

 Same as
ACT1

 Same as
ACT1

 Same as
ACT1

 Same
as ACT2

 Same
as ACT2

 Same
as ACT2

If conditions changed across time, refer to time when left job/changed activity

Apply: if Employer (D8)=1)

Apply: if working for one
employer (D8)=3)

D9) [C34] How many employees do/
did you have (excluding yourself)?
(Spontaneous answer)
1. Less than 5
2. 5-10
3. 11-50
4. More than 50

D10)[C29]Did you have workers
under your supervision or
command?
1.Yes
2.No

Apply: if various (per-hour)
employers (D8)=4)

Apply: if family aid or
trainee (D8)=5,6)

D11) [C25]For how many employers?
(Spontaneous answer; read options if in
doubt)
1. Two
2. 3-5
3. More than 5

D12)[C26]Did you receive a
regular salary? (Spontaneous
answer)
1. Yes
2. During some periods
3. No

 D17)

To clarify:
Although we understand that these jobs may have
been very different, we would like you to consider
which of these is/was your MAIN job or
employer. We would like you to answer all
coming questions having this job/employer in
mind





If
If
D8)=ACT1
D8)=ACT2
 Same as
 Same
ACT1
as ACT2

 D13)

 D13)

If respondent is unclear: The main job is
usually the one to which you dedicate
the most time or that provides your
main income.
If additional criteria needed:
Additionally, you can also consider the
most stable (working for a longer
time)

 D13)
If job conditions varied within the period analyzed, refer the answer to the moment when you
left the job/stopped the activity

 Same as
ACT1

 Same
as ACT2
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Apply: if working for someone else [D8)= 3-6]
D13) [NEW]Is/was this a full-time or part-time job?
1. Full-time
2. Part-time (=>20h/week)
3. Part-time (<20h/week)

 Same as
ACT1

 Same
as ACT2

Do NOT apply and fill automatically (=1) if family business [D8)=5]

D14) [C27]Who is/was your main employer? (Spontaneous answer)
1. A family business/member
2. A private company
3. A public institution
4. Private household (domestic work or care)
5. An NGO or Third Sector organisation (co-operative, trade union, church...)
6. An International Organisation
7. Other
D15)

[C30]Did/do you have a formal contract? (Spontaneous answer)
1. Yes, all the time D16)
2. Not always D16)
3. No  D17)

Apply: If had a contract (D15)=1,2)
D16) [C31]Is/was this a fixed-term contract, or an indefinite one?
1.Temporary / fixed-term
2.Indefinite

 Same as
ACT1

 Same as
ACT1

 Same
as ACT2

 Same
as ACT2

D17) [C32]Does/did this job correspond to your educational level (at the
time)? (Read options)
1. Yes
2. No, it was below my educational level
3. No, it was above my educational level
D18) [C33]How satisfied are/were you with this job in terms of:
D18a) Salary
1. Very satisfied
2. Pretty satisfied
3. Not very satisfied
 Same as
 Same
4. Not satisfied at all
ACT1
as ACT2
D18b) Relations with your boss
1. Very satisfied
2. Pretty satisfied
3. Not very satisfied
4. Not satisfied at all
D18c) Other job conditions
1. Very satisfied
 Same as
 Same
ACT1
as ACT2
(schedule, atmosphere...)
2. Pretty satisfied
3. Not very satisfied
4. Not satisfied at all
TRANSITION
If current activity
 SELF-EMPLOYMENT
[D3)=0]
If NOT current
What did you start doing then (as your main activity, for 3 months at least)? (Did you
activity [D3)≠0]
study, work, or none of these)?) When was this?
 Next period [D1)-D21)]
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INACTIVE PERIODS
Apply D19)D21): neither working nor studying (D1)=3)
D19) [C7]Which of the following best describes your situation during this
period? (Read options; Only one answer)
(NOT IN SITUATION TO WORK)
1. Retired
2. Permanently disabled
 D21)
3. On leave (sick, maternity...)
(OTHER SITUATIONS)
4. Looking for a job  D21)
5. Taking care of home/family  D20)
6. Other  D20)

 Same
as ACT 1

 Same
as ACT 2

 Same
as ACT 1

 Same
as ACT 2

 Same
as ACT 1

 Same
as ACT 2

[Interviewer: if the situation changed, e.g. from a maternity leave to quitting the job to take
care of family or to unemployment (looking for a job), create a separate period]
[Tablet: facilitate a correction of end date at this point]
If circumstances varied within the period analyzed, refer the following answers to the
moment when this inactivity period ended
Apply: if taking care of home/family or other [D19)=5-6]
D20) [C8] Which of the following best describes the reason why you did
not work during this period (Read options; Only one answer)
(WISH)
1. I do/did not want to work
2. I wanted to care for child(dren) or other family members
(OTHERWISE)
3. I cannot/could not find an adequate job
4. My partner or family does/did not want me to work
5. I can/could not arrange childcare/care for dependents/housework
6. Other
D21) [C5]Did you have any income of your own, other than family
support, during this period (of inactivity)? (Read options; Multiple answer)
0. None
1. Income from job or paid internship
2. Subsidy (e.g. unemployment, disability, orphan, etc.)
3. Scholarship
4. My own savings
TRANSITION
If current activity
[D3)=0]
If NOT current
activity [D3)≠0]

 SELF-EMPLOYMENT
What did you start doing then (as your main activity, for 3 months at least)? (Did you
study, work, or none of these)?) When was this?
 Next period [D1)-D21)]
Information automatically fed into Visual Aid [D1)D2)D3)]
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SELF-EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITIES
* Filter 12
If has had ONE self-employment activity (either
as employer, self-employed)
(D8)= 5,6)
If has had MORE than one self-employment
activity (employer, self-employed)
(D8)= 5,6)

In your activity history, you have
mentioned that you were (self-employed /
employer ) between (year of start) and (year of
end)…
 D22)D28)
In your activity history, you have
mentioned some self-employment activities. I
would like to ask you a few questions about
this/these activities. Starting with your
(current/most recent one)… [Use details shown
by tablet below]
 D22)D28)
Tablet: start with most recent one in
retrospective order

If has not had self-employment activities
(D8)≠ 5,6)

 MODULE 0 SKILLS

QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED ABOUT EACH
SELF-EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITY
ACT NN
Start -End time [D1)D3)]
Occupation; type of work [D6)D7)]

Tablet: after 1st
activity

If job conditions varied within the period analyzed, refer the answer to the moment when you left the
job/stopped the activity
D22)

[C36] In what type of place are/were these activities usually carried out?
(Spontaneous answer; read if in doubt)
1. Specific business premises
2. At client's or customer's premises
3. At home
5. Driving or travelling around
6. In a stall (or van as stall)
7. Street vendor or similar (on foot)
8. Other

D23) [C39] How did you obtain the money to start and develop your business?
(Spontaneous answer, read if in doubt; Multiple response)
0. I did not need funds
(PERSONAL FUNDS)
1. Inheritance or gift
2. Personal funds (savings, sale of assets)
(LENDED)
3. From family members or friends abroad
4. From family members or friends in CoS
5. A loan from (bank, micro-credit institution, mutual insurance fund)
6. Public aid (state, region, NGO, foundation…)
7. Other
D24) [C40] Did you obtain a licence, permit or registration for this activity? I will read
you what are the most common situations... (Read options)
0. It wasn't required
1. Yes, I did
2. No, I could not afford it
3. No, due to administrative issues
4. No, due to other reasons

 Same as previous
one

 Same as previous
one

 Same as previous
one
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D25) [C38] Why did you become self-employed (in this occasion)? (Spontaneous answer;
Multiple answers) (If respondent needs clarifications, read the categories)
(PERSONAL PREFERENCE)
1.1. I WANTED to be self-employed
(NO CHOICE)
2.1. I could not find a suitable job as employee
2.2. My employer asked me to become self-employed
2.3. Other reasons leaving no choice

 Same as previous
one

(OPPORTUNITY/CIRCUMSTANCES)
3.1. It is the usual practice in my field
3.2. A suitable opportunity appeared
3.3. I continued the family business
(OTHER)
4.1. Other reasons
Apply: if activity is not current [D3) ACT NN≠0]
D26) [C42] Why did you stop this activity? (Spontaneous answer; Multiple answer)
1. I did not want to do it anymore
2. It wasn't profitable
3. I sold it to make a profit / get cash
4. I got a waged job
5. To do something else
6. Other
D27) [C43] Does/did this job correspond to your educational level? (Read options)
1. Yes
2. No, I worked below my educational level
3. No, I worked above my educational level
D28) [C44] How satisfied are/were you with this activity in terms of:
D28a) Income
1. Very satisfied
2. Pretty satisfied
3. Not very satisfied
4. Not satisfied at all
D28b) Other job
1. Very satisfied
conditions (schedule,
2. Pretty satisfied
atmosphere...)
3. Not very satisfied
4. Not satisfied at all
TRANSITION
If more self-employment activities left
 Next self-employment activity
[D8)]
D22)D28)
If NO self-employment activities left
[D8)]

 Same as previous
one

 Same as previous
one

 Same as previous
one

“Let’s continue with your activity
as…”
 MODULE 0 SKILLS
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E. SKILLS
Thinking back on your whole experience in Europe and on the things that you learned there (if any) either
through courses, work experience, job hunting experience or simply by living there…
E1)
E2)
E3)
E4)
E5)

NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
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F. INVESTMENTS


BUSINESSES

* Filter 13
If was ever
I would like to ask you now about any
self-employed or business experience of yours, other than the
employer
self-employment activities that we have
[D8)=1,2]
already commented. Outside these
If never
self-employed
[D8)=1,2]

activities...
 F1)F2)
 F1)F2)

Business = i.e. activity of producing,
selling or renting any sort of goods and services (for
the market)
If respondent mentions land or real estate,
clarify we’ll talk about these later.
But if they have a farming business or
market activity in that land or premise, it should
be included here (separately from ‘land’ or
‘premise’ per se).

F1) NOT APPLICABLE
F2) Have you ever started or invested in some (other) business in CoS?
1. Yes, once
2. Yes, more than once
3. No
* Filter 14
If has had some business, only once [F2)=1]
If has had some business, more than once [F2)=2]
If has NOT had any businesses [F2)=3]

 F3)F11)
Could you tell me about the first one…
 F3)F11)
 LAND

BUSINESSES AFTER RETURN

Tablet: after 1st
business

If job conditions varied within the period analyzed, refer the answer to the moment when you left the
job/stopped the activity
F3) [E2]What was/is the (sector of) activity of this business/professional activity?
(Spontaneous answer)
A - Agriculture, forestry and fishing
B - Mining and quarrying
C - Manufacturing
D - Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply
E - Water supply; sewerage; waste management and remediation activities
F - Construction
G - Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles
H - Transporting and storage
I - Accommodation and food service activities
J - Information and communication
K - Financial and insurance activities
L - Real estate activities
M - Professional, scientific and technical activities
N - Administrative and support service activities
O - Public administration and defence; compulsory social security
P - Education
Q - Human health and social work activities
R - Arts, entertainment and recreation
S - Other services activities
T - Activities of households as employers; undifferentiated goods - and services
- producing activities of households for own use
U - Activities of extraterritorial organisations and bodies

 Same as previous
one
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F4) [E3]In which year did you start (owning or investing in) this business?
Year: _____
F5) [E4]Do you still own or invest in this business?
1. Yes
2. No  F5a)

 Same as previous
one

F5a) Since when? Year: ________

 Same as previous
one

F6) [E5] In which country is/was this business located?
0. CoS
1. LDC
2. Other country: List of countries
F7) [E6] In what type of place are/were the business activities usually carried out?
(Spontaneous answer; read if in doubt)
1. Specific business premises
2. At client's or customer's premises
3. At home
5. Driving or travelling around
6. In a stall (or van as stall)
7. Street vendor or similar (on foot)
8. Other

 Same as previous
one

 Same as previous
one

 Same as previous
one

F8) [E8] Do/did you have any employee? If yes, how many? (Spontaneous answer)
1. 1-4
2. 5-10
3. 11-50
4. More than 50
F9) [E9] How did you obtain the money to start and develop your business?
(Spontaneous answer, read if in doubt; Multiple response)
0. I did not need funds
(PERSONAL FUNDS)
1. Inheritance or gift
2. Personal funds (savings, sale of assets)
(LENDED)
3. From family members or friends abroad
4. From family members or friends in CoS
5. A loan from (bank, micro-credit institution, mutual insurance fund)
6. Public aid (state, region, NGO, foundation…)
7. Other

 Same as previous
one

 Same as previous
one

F10) [C40] Did you obtain a licence, permit or registration for this activity? I will read
you what are the most common situations...
0. It wasn't required
1. Yes, I did
2. No, I could not afford it
3. No, due to administrative issues
4. No, due to other reasons
Apply: if former business [F5)=2]
F11) [E12] Why did you stop (your involvement with) this business? (Spontaneous
answer; Multiple answer)
1. I did not want to do it anymore
2. It wasn't profitable
3. I sold it to make a profit / get cash
4. I had no time for it
5. To do something else
6. I migrated/returned
7. Other

 Same as previous
one
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TRANSITION

Have you had or invested in some
other business after this?



 More F3)F11)
 No more  LAND

LAND

F12) Do you have or have you ever had some land on which you had clear inheritance rights or was likely to be
passed on to you?
1. Yes
2. No
* Filter 15
If owned land [F12)=1]
F13)F15a)
If did NOT own land [F12)≠1]
F16)
Apply F13) -F15a): if owned land [F12)=1]
F13) How much land in total approximately?
[ARG] Number of hectares (10.000mts2): ____
[ROM] Number of hectares: ____
[SEN] Number of hectares: ____
[UKR] Number of Ars "sotka" (100 sq meters): ______
F13a) Since when? (If at various points, take note separately) [Show visual aid for help])
0.
1 Since birth
Year: ______
0.
2 Since birth Year: ______
Tablet: NO limit in number of entries - Allow option to ADD as many rows as necessary
F14) Have you personally invested in (any part of) this land? (e.g. mechanization, irrigation system, level terrain,
enlargement, pay someone to take care…)
1. Yes  F14a)
2. No  F15)
Apply: if has invested [F14)=1]
F14a) When? (Multiple response, including combinations of "continuously" and years) (If at various points, take note
separately) [Show visual aid for help])
0. [Do not read] Continuously or periodically
Year:
1
______
Year:
2
______
Tablet: NO limit in number of entries - Allow option to ADD as many rows as necessary
F15) Do you or your family still own this land? (Read options)
1. Yes  F16)
2. Yes, but not all of it  F15a)
3. No, not anymore F15a)
Apply: if no longer owning some or all [F15)=2,3]
F15a) Since when (when did you stop owning this land)? (If various landplots given up at
different points, take note separately) [Show visual aid for help]
1Year: ______
2Year: ______
Tablet: NO limit in number of entries – Allow option to ADD as many rows as necessary
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F16) (Apart from these properties…) Have you personally acquired some (other) land? (Read options)
1. Yes, once
2. Yes, more than once
3. No
* Filter 16
If has personally acquired land, only
once [F16)=1]
If has personally acquired land, more
than once [F16)=2]
If has NOT personally acquired land
[F16)=3, 77, 88, 99]

F17)-F22a)
Could you tell me about the first
one…
F17)-F22a)
REAL STATE PROPERTIES

LAND ACQUIRED DURING/AFTER MIGRATION
Apply F17)-F24a): if has personally acquired land (F16)=1,2)
LAN
LAND
LAND
D_1
_2
_3
 Same
 Same
F17) [E14]In which year did you acquire it?
as LAND 1
as LAND 2
Year: ____
F18) [E17]In which country was this land located? (Spontaneous answer)
1. CoS
2. LDC
3. Another country  Pick from list of countries
F19) How did you acquire it? (Read options; Multiple response)
(PERSONAL FUNDS)
1. Inheritance or gift
2. Personal funds (savings, sale of assets)
(LENDED)
3. From family members or friends abroad
4. From family members or friends in CoS
5. A loan from (bank, micro-credit institution, mutual insurance fund)
6. Public aid (state, region, NGO, foundation…)
7. Other
F20) [E15]Do you still own it?
1. Yes  F21)
2. Yes, but not all of it  F20a)
3. No  F20a)
Apply: if no longer owning some or all of it [F20)=2,3]
F20a) Since when (do you no longer own this land)? (If various
landplots given up at different points, take note separately) [Show visual aid for
help]
1 Year:
______

 Same
as LAND 1

 Same
as LAND 2

 Same
as LAND 1

 Same
as LAND 2

 Same
as LAND 1

 Same
as LAND 2

 Same
as LAND 1

 Same
as LAND 2

2 Year:
______
Tablet: NO limit in number of entries - Allow option to ADD as
many rows as necessary
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 Same
as LAND 1

F21)
If current
Do you currently use this land for...?
property
[F20)=1,2]
If former
In the last years you owned this land, did
property
you use it for...?
[F20)=3]
(Read options; Multiple answer)
1. Agriculture/farming for selling in the market
2. Agriculture/farming for self-consumption
3. Building house(s)
4. Renting
5. Other

 Same
as LAND 2

F22) Have you personally invested in (any part of) this land after acquiring
it? (e.g. mechanization; irrigation system, level terrain, enlargement, pay someone to take
care…)
1. Yes  F22a)
2. No  TRANSITION
Apply: if has invested [F22)=1]
F22a) When? (Multiple response, including combinations of
"continuously" and years) (If at various points, take note separately)
[Show visual aid for help])
0. [Do not read] Continuously or periodically
1 Year:
______
2 Year:
______
Tablet: NO limit in number of entries - Allow
option to ADD as many rows as necessary
TRANSITION
 REAL ESTATE PROPERTY

If bought only once
[F16)=1]
If bought more than once
[F16)=2]

Did you acquire some
other land after this?


More

 No
more



“In which year did you acquire the
next piece?”
 F17)-F22a)
 REAL ESTATE PROPERTY

REAL ESTATE PROPERTY

F23) Do you have or have you ever had some house, apartment or premise on which you had clear inheritance
rights or was likely to be passed on to you? (Read options; Multiple answer)
F23a) House/apartment
F23b) Premise
F23c) [Do not read] Set of dwellings/premises (e.g. building, residential
complex…)

Nr: ____ 0.
None
Nr: ____ 0.
None
Nr: ____ 0.
None
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* Filter 17
If owned some property
[F23a)≠0 or 77, 88, 99] OR [F23b) ≠0 or 77,
88, 99] OR [F23c) ≠0 or 77, 88, 99]
And did NOT own any property
[F23a)=0 or 77, 88, 99] AND [F23b) =0 or 77,
88, 99] AND [F23c) =0 or 77, 88, 99]

 F24)F25a)

 F26)

Apply F23d)F25a): if owned some property [F23a) AND F23b) AND F23c)≠0, 77, 88, 99]
F23d) Since when? [Show visual aid for help]
1
1.House/apartment
0. Since
2. Premise
birth Year:
3. Set of dwellings/
______
premises
2
1.House/apartment
0. Since
2. Premise
birth Year:
3. Set of dwellings/
______
premises
Tablet: NO limit in number of entries – Allow option to ADD as many rows as necessary
F24) Have you personally invested in (this property / any of these properties) (e.g. refurbish house; build new parts;
repairs; appliances…)
1. Yes  F24a)
2. No  F25)
Apply: if has invested [F24)=1]
F24a) When? (Multiple response, including combinations of "continuously" and years) (If at various points, take note
separately) [Show visual aid for help])
0. [Do not read] Continuously or periodically
1 Year: ______
2

Year: ______

Tablet: NO limit in number of entries - Allow option to ADD as many rows as necessary
F25) Do you or your family still own this/these properties? (Read options)
1. Yes  F26)
2. Yes, but not all of them F25a) [Tablet: show only if various properties (F23a)+F23b)+F23c)>1)]
3. No, not anymore  F25a)
Apply: if no longer owning some or all of it [F25)=2,3]
F25a) Since when (when did you stop owning this/these properties)? [Show visual aid for
help]
1 1.House/apartment
Year: ______
2. Premise
3. Set of dwellings/ premises
2 1.House/apartment
Year: ______
2. Premise
3. Set of dwellings/ premises
Tablet: NO limit in number of entries – Allow option to ADD as many rows as necessary
F26) (Apart from these properties…) Have you personally acquired some (other) house, apartment or premise?
(Read options)
1. Yes, one
2. Yes, more than one
3. No
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* Filter 18
If has personally acquired some property,
only one [F26)=1]
If has personally acquired some property,
more than one [F26)=2]
If did NOT acquire any property [F26)=3,
77, 88, 99]

F27)-F33)
Could you tell me about
the first property you
acquired (in that time)…
F27)-F33)
 MODULE G PARTNERS

PROPERTIES ACQUIRED DURING/AFTER MIGRATION
Apply F27)F33): if has personally acquired some property [F26)=1,2]
PRO
PROP
P_1
_2
F27) What type of property is/was? (Read options)
1. House/apartment
2. Premise
3. [Do not read] Set of dwellings/premises (e.g. building, residential
complex…)
F28) [E14]In which year did you acquire it?
Year: ____
F29) [E17]In which country or countries was located?
1. CoS
2. LDC
3. Another country  Pick from list of countries
F30) How did you acquire it? (Read options; Multiple response)
(PERSONAL FUNDS)
1. Inheritance or gift
2. Personal funds (savings, sale of assets)
(LENDED)
3. From family members or friends abroad
4. From family members or friends in CoS
5. A loan from (bank, micro-credit institution, mutual insurance fund)
6. Public aid (state, region, NGO, foundation…)
7. Other
F31) [E15]Do you still own it?
1. Yes  F32)
2. No  F31a)
Apply: if no longer owning some or all of it [F31)=2]
F31a) Since when (do you no longer own this property)?
Year: ______

PROP
_3

 Same
as PROP 1

 Same
as PROP 2

 Same
as PROP 1

 Same
as PROP 2

 Same
as PROP 1

 Same
as PROP 2

 Same
as PROP 1

 Same
as PROP 2

 Same
as PROP 1

 Same
as PROP 2

 Same
as PROP 1

 Same
as PROP 2

 Same
as PROP 1

 Same
as PROP 2

 Same
as PROP 1

 Same
as PROP 2

 Same
as PROP 1

 Same
as PROP 2

F32)
If current
Do you currently use this property for...?
property
[F31)=1,2]
If former
In the last years you owned this property,
property
did you use it for...?
[F31)=3]
(Read options; Multiple answer)
1. Living
2. Other family members living (for free)
3. Business
4. Other family members' business (for free)
5. Renting
6. Other
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F33) Have you (personally) invested in (this property / any of these
properties) after acquiring it? (e.g. refurbish house; build new parts; repairs;
appliances…)
1. Yes  F33a)
2. No  TRANSITION
Apply: if has invested [F33)=1]
F33a) When? (Multiple response, including combinations of
"continuously" and years) (If at various points, take note separately)
[Show visual aid for help])
0. [Do not read] Continuously or periodically
1 Year:
______
2 Year:
______
Tablet: NO limit in number of entries - Allow option
to ADD as many rows as necessary
TRANSITION
If bought only one
[F26)=1]
If bought more than once
[F26)=2]

 MODULE G PARTNERS
Did you acquire some
other house, apartment or
premise after this?


More

 No
more

“In which year did you acquire this
one/ the next one?”
 F27)-F33a)
 MODULE G PARTNERS
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G. PARTNERS
* Filter 19
If has a current partner
[C1)=1]
If does not have a current partner but does have
one former partner
[C1)=2] AND [Nr former partners=1]
If does not have a current partner but does have
multiple former partners
[C1)=2] AND [Nr former partners>1]
If does not have current neither former partners
[C1)=1 AND [Nr former partners=0]

Going back to your (current) partner…
 G1)G17)
Going back to your former partner…
 G18)G21)
Going back to your former partners, and
starting with (name/nickname)…
 G18)G21)
 MODULE 0 CHILDREN

CURRENT PARTNER
G1) [G16] In which year was he/she born?
**Year:____
[Enable if married]
(Age when got married: __)
[Tablet: calculate and input year]
[Enable if cohabitation] (Age when started living together: __) [Tablet: calculate and input year]
G2) [G18] What is or are his/her current nationalities? (Up to 2)
G2a) Nationality partner 1: List of nationalities
G2b) Nationality partner 2: List of nationalities
Apply: if some nationality other than his/her country of birth [(G2a) OR/AND G2b) ≠ C5)]
G3) [NEW] In which year did he/she acquire the (listed nationality)?
[Enable if G2a) ≠ C5)]
Year: _____
Nationality partner 1
99. Doesn't know  Before or after you
(got married/started living together
[CHOSEN START])?
1. Before
2. After
3. [Do not read] Same year
[Enable if G2b) ≠ C5)]
Year: _____
Nationality partner 2
99. Doesn't know  Before or after you
(got married/started living together
[CHOSEN START])?
1. Before
2. After
3. [Do not read] Same year
G4) [G19] What was his/her level of education when you (got married/started living together [CHOSEN
START])? We refer to the highest level he/she had attended (Spontaneous answer)
1. No schooling
2. Primary education
3. Secondary education
4. Higher education
99. Don't know
G4a) [NEW] And what is his/her current level of education? We refer to the highest level he/she has attended
(Spontaneous answer; Multiple response)
0. Same [G4)]
1. Primary education
2. Secondary education
3. Higher education
99. Don't know
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G5)

[G20] Had he/she ever worked before you (got married/started living together [CHOSEN START])?
1. Yes
2. No
G6) NOT APPLICABLE

G7) [G23] What is his/her main current activity: working, studying, something else? (Spontaneous answer)
1. Working G8) G9)
2. Studying
3. Unemployed (searching for a job)
 G10)
4. Looking after the home or family
5. Other inactive (ill, retired…)
* Filter 20
If current partner is currently
WORKING [G7)=1]

G8)G9)

If current partner is currently NOT
working [G7)≠1]

G10)

G8) [F8]What was his/her professional situation? (Read
options)
(WORKING INDEPENDENTLY)
1. Employer (hiring employees on a regular basis)
2. Self-employed (without employees)
(WORKING FOR SOMEONE ELSE)
3. Working for someone else
4. Assistance in family business or farm
5. Inter/trainee/apprentice
(COOPERATIVE)
6. Member of a cooperative

G10) NOT APPLICABLE

G9) [F9/NEW] In terms of skills, you would define the
work he/she did as… (Read options)
1. Low-skilled work
2. Skilled manual work
3. Skilled non-manual work/professional
4. Higher-level occupation (e.g. manager, director,
professional)

*Filter 21

*Filter 21
If partner was living in CoS at the beginning of the relationship
(or unknown) [C6)=0]
If partner was living out of CoS at the beginning of the
relationship (or unknown) [C6)≠0]

G11)

 G11)
 G12)G14)

Apply: if partner was NOT living out of CoS at the beginning of the relationship (C6)=0)
[NEW] Has he/she ever lived for at least 3 months outside (CoS)?
1. Yes  G12)G14)
2. No  * Filter 22
99. Don't know  * Filter 22
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Instructions
1. Confirm country at beginning of relationship, and since when living there
You told me before that, when you started your relationship, he/she was living in [country
SHOWN by tablet in G13)], is this right?  Confirm/edit country in G13)
Since when was he/she living there?
2. Then ask next country
What was the next country where he/she lived for 3 months or more?
In which year and month did he/she move there?
3. Repeat until reaching current stay in CoS
G12) Sequence
[Automatically
generated, with
possibility to correct
if needed]
PA_1

PA_2

G13) [G30]Country

Country at start of relationship
(from C6))

0. CoS
1. Another
 Pick from list of countries
9. Repeated sequence
1. Pick from list of countries
2. Pick from list of countries

G14) [G31] Year and month of arrival
(month only if easy, volunteered)

Month:___
**Year:____
(Age:____) [Tablet: calculate and input
year]
 Current (no further moves)
Month:___
**Year:____
(Age:____) [Tablet: calculate and input
year]
 Current (no further moves)

Tablet: NO limit in number of entries – Allow option to ADD as many rows as necessary
Information automatically fed into Visual Aid
[Tablet: SHOW main options only, and open subcategories when one picked; SAVE only sub-categories]
G15) [G33] What are the main reasons (up to 2) why you did not go to G16) NOT
G17) NOT
live there during that time? (Spontaneous answer; Multiple answer)
APPLICABLE
APPLICABLE
PARTNER'S OBLIGATIONS OR OPPORTUNITIES
1.1. Partner had a job/studies/ business / better opportunities
somewhere else
1.2. Partner was taking care of family farm/business
1.3. Partner was taking care of children / dependents
2. OBSTACLES
2.1. Could not get a visa for partner
2.2. Financially difficult
2.3. We were not married at the time
3. MIGRATION SEQUENCE
3.1. I went first to see how things went/were there
4. PERSONAL ISSUES
4.1. Relationship was not going well / ended
4.2. Partner preferred to stay because of lifestyle / belongingness
4.3. Family did not approve of partner being in LDC/abroad
5. OTHER
5.1. Health issues
5.2. Other

 * Filter 22
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* Filter 22
If has a current partner and no former
partners [C1)=1] AND [C12)=0]
If has a current partner and one former
partners [C1)=1] AND [C12)=1]
If has a current partner AND multiple
former partners [C1)=1] AND [C12)>1]

 MODULE 0 CHILDREN
I would like to make you now a few questions
about your former partner…
 G18)G21)
I would like to make you now a few questions
about your former partners, starting with
(name/nickname [most recent])…
 G18)G21)

FORMER PARTNERS
G18)

[G16] In which year was he/she born?
**Year:____
[Enable if married]
(Age when got married: __)
[Tablet: calculate and input year]
[Enable if cohabitation] (Age when started living together: __) [Tablet: calculate and input year]
* Filter 23
If relationship ended the year of LAST
migration or later [C20)=> YEAR of last
MIGRATION]
If relationship ended before LAST migration
(the year before or earlier) [C20)< YEAR of
LAST migration]

 G19)G21)
 TRANSITION

G19) [G17] When you (got married/started living together [CHOSEN START]) what was or
were his/her nationalities? (Up to 2)
G19a)Nationality partner 1: List of nationalities
G19b) Nationality partner 2: List of nationalities
G20) [G19] And what was his/her level of education at that time (when got married/started
living together [CHOSEN START])? We refer to the highest level he/she had attended (Spontaneous
answer)
1. No schooling
2. Primary education
3. Secondary education
4. Higher education
99. Don't know
G21) [G20] Had he/she ever worked before you (got married/started living together
[CHOSEN START])?
1. Yes
2. No
G22)

NOT APPLICABLE

G23)

NOT APPLICABLE

 *Filter 24
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*Filter 24
If partner was living in CoS at the beginning of the relationship
(or unknown) (C18) =0)
If partner was living out of CoS at the beginning of the
relationship (C18) ≠ 0)

G24)
 G25)G27)

Filter: if partner was living in CoS at the beginning of the relationship (C18)=0)
G24)
[NEW] Has he/she ever lived for at least 3 months outside (CoS)?
1. Yes  G25)G27)
2. No  TRANSITION
99. Don't know  TRANSITION
Instructions
1. Confirm country at beginning of relationship, and and since when living there
You told me before that, when you started your relationship, he/she was living in [country
SHOWN by tablet in G13)], is this right?  Confirm/edit country in G26)
2. Then ask next country
What was the next country wherehe/she lived for 3 months or more?
In which year and month did he/she move there (confirm)?
3. Repeat until reaching end of relationship [SHOWN by tablet at the bottom]
G25) Sequence
[Automatically
generated, with
possibility to correct
if needed]
PB_1

G26) [G30]Country

Country at start of relationship
(from C18))

PB_2
0. CoS
1. Another
 Pick from list of countries

G27) [G31] Year and month of arrival
(month only if easy, volunteered)

Month:___
**Year:____
(Age:____) [Tablet: calculate and input year]
 Current (no further moves)
Month:___
**Year:____
(Age:____) [Tablet: calculate and input year]
 Current (no further moves)

9. Repeated sequence
1. Pick from list of
countries
2. Pick from list of countries
End of relationship [from C20)] Year: _______
Tablet: NO limit in number of entries – Allow option to ADD as many rows as necessary
Information automatically fed into Visual Aid
[Tablet: SHOW main options only, and open subcategories when one picked; SAVE only sub-categories]
G28) [G33] What were the main reasons (up
G29) NOT
G30) NOT
to 2) he/she did not ever go to live there
APPLICABLE
APPLICABLE
during that time? (Spontaneous answer; Multiple
answer)
1. PARTNER'S OBLIGATIONS OR
OPPORTUNITIES
1.1. Partner had a job/studies/ business /
better opportunities somewhere else
1.2. Partner was taking care of family
farm/business
1.3. Partner was taking care of children /
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dependents
2. OBSTACLES
2.1. Could not get a visa for partner
2.2. Financially difficult
2.3. We were not married at the time
3. MIGRATION SEQUENCE
3.1. I went first to see how things went/were
there
4. PERSONAL ISSUES
4.1. Relationship was not going well / ended
4.2. Partner preferred to stay because of
lifestyle / belongingness
4.3. Family did not approve of partner being
in LDC/abroad
5. OTHER
5.1. Health issues
5.2. Other

 TRANSITION
TRANSITION
If more partners left
If NO more partners left

 Next partner C13)C25)
“Going back to (name/nickname)…”
 MODULE 0 CHILDREN
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H. CHILDREN
* Filter 25
If has one child
If has more than one
child
If has no children

I would like to ask you now about your child…
 H1)H9)
I would like to ask you now about your children. Starting with
(name/ nickname)…
 H1)H9)
 MODULE I RETURNEES

QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED ABOUT EACH CHILD
H1) [H4] In which country was he/she born?
1. CoS
2. LDC
3. Another country: pick from list of countries [Tablet: Interviewer to start typing
names to browse list]
99. Don't know

Tablet: after 1st
child
 Same as
previous child

H2) [H5] What is his/her current nationality (or nationalities)?
H2a) [H6] When did he/she acquire this/these nationality(ies)?

H2)

H2a)

Nationalit

Pick from list of
nationalities

Nationalit

Pick from list of
nationalities

y1
y2

[Tablet: Interviewer
to start typing names to
browse list]

0. At birth
Year acquisition:
_________

child

0. At birth
Year acquisition:
_________

 Same as
previous child

H3) [H7] Is he/she currently studying?
1. Yes H4)
2. No H5)
Apply: if child is studying (H3)=1)
H4) [H8] Which level is he/she
attending? (Spontaneous answer)
1. Early childhood education
2. Primary education
3. Secondary education
4. Higher education
99. Don't know

 Same as
previous child

Tablet: after 1st
child
Apply: if child is NOT studying
(H3)=2)
H5) [H9] Which is the highest level of
education he/she has attended?
(Spontaneous answer)
0. None
1. Early childhood education
2. Primary education
3. Secondary education
4. Higher education
99. Don't know

H8)

H6)

Tablet: after 1st

 Same as
previous child
Tablet: after 1st
child
 Same as
previous child

H8)

NOT APPLICABLE

H6a) NOT APPLICABLE

H7)

NOT APPLICABLE
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H8)

[NEW] In which country does he/she currently live?
1. CoS  H8a)
2. Another country (specify): pick from list of countries  H8a)
99. Don't know  TRANSITION
H8a)

[NEW] Since when?
0. Since birth [Tablet: input automatically Year of birth]
**Year: ______
Age: ______ [if can't remember year] [Tablet: calculate and input
Year]
* Filter 26

If child is currently an
adult
[2016-Year of birth
=>18]
If child is currently a
minor
[2016-Year of birth
<18]

 TRANSITION

AND currently living in
CoS [(H8)=1)
AND currently NOT living
in CoS [(H8)=2, 3)]


TRANSITION
H9)
Tablet: after 1st

H9) [H16] What are the (up to 2) main reasons why he/she lives in (country [H8)])
rather than in (CoS)? (Spontaneous answer; up to 2 options)

child
 Same as
previous child

1. CHILD'S OPPORTUNITIES AND OBLIGATIONS
1.1. Do not want to disrupt (his/her) life there (e.g. school, friends…)
1.2. Child can access better education (or future job) opportunities there/abroad
1.3. Staying to obtain/renew residence permit / nationality
1.4. Child is taking care of family farm/business
1.5. Child is taking care of other children (and/or) other dependents
2. OBSTACLES
2.1. Could not get/renew visa for (him/her)
2.2. Financially difficult to bring (him/her)
3. PARENTS' SEPARATION
3.1. Child stayed with his/ her (mother/father)
3.2. Parents got separated & stayed with the other parent

Tablet: after 1st
child
 Same as
previous child

4. PARENTAL PREFERENCES
4.1. Child is too small to travel / bring (him/her) here
4.2. Do not want to raise (him/her) in CoS/preferred (him/her) to grow abroad
4.3. Family/partner did/does not approve of him/her coming back
5. OTHER CIRCUMSTANCES
5.1. Health issues
5.2. Other
TRANSITION
If more children left
If NO more partners left

Next child H1)H9)
“Going back to (name/nickname)…”
MODULE I RETURNEES
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I. RETURNEES
I1)
I2)
I3)
I4)
I5)
I6)
I7)

NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
I7a) NOT APPLICABLE
I8) NOT APPLICABLE
I9) NOT APPLICABLE
I9a) NOT APPLICABLE
I10) NOT APPLICABLE
I11) NOT APPLICABLE
I12) NOT APPLICABLE
I13) NOT APPLICABLE
I13a)
NOT APPLICABLE
I14) NOT APPLICABLE
I15) NOT APPLICABLE
I16) NOT APPLICABLE
I17) NOT APPLICABLE
I17a)
NOT APPLICABLE
I18) NOT APPLICABLE
I18a)
NOT APPLICABLE
I19) NOT APPLICABLE
I20) NOT APPLICABLE
I21) NOT APPLICABLE
I21a)
NOT APPLICABLE

I21b)
NOT APPLICABLE
I21c)
NOT APPLICABLE
I21d)
NOT APPLICABLE
I21e)
NOT APPLICABLE
I22) NOT APPLICABLE
I23) NOT APPLICABLE
I24) NOT APPLICABLE
I25) NOT APPLICABLE
I26) NOT APPLICABLE
I27) NOT APPLICABLE
I28) NOT APPLICABLE
I29) NOT APPLICABLE
I30) NOT APPLICABLE
I31) NOT APPLICABLE
I32) NOT APPLICABLE
I33) NOT APPLICABLE
I34) NOT APPLICABLE
I35) NOT APPLICABLE
I36) NOT APPLICABLE
I37) NOT APPLICABLE
I38) NOT APPLICABLE
I39) NOT APPLICABLE
I40) NOT APPLICABLE
I41) NOT APPLICABLE
I42) NOT APPLICABLE
I43) NOT APPLICABLE
I44) NOT APPLICABLE

I45) NOT APPLICABLE
I46) NOT APPLICABLE
I47) NOT APPLICABLE
I48) NOT APPLICABLE
I49) NOT APPLICABLE

I50) NOT APPLICABLE
I51) NOT APPLICABLE
I52) NOT APPLICABLE
I53) NOT APPLICABLE
I54) NOT APPLICABLE

I55) [E34] How would you evaluate the current financial situation of your household? Would you say is
sufficient to cover your basic needs and those of the people who depend economically on you (if that is the
case)? (Read options)
1. More than sufficient
2. Sufficient
3. Sometimes sufficient, sometimes not
4. Insufficient

END TIME _ _ H _ _
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INTERVIEWER’S OBSERVATIONS – TO BE FILLED OUT AFTER THE INTERVIEW
EV1. This person was :

1. Easily persuaded to participate
2. A bit difficult to persuade
3. Very difficult to persuade

 EV3

EV2. For what reasons was he/she reluctant to participate? And which arguments enabled you to convince
him/her in the end?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………..
1.
2.
3.
4.

EV3 - The reception by the respondent was:
Very good over the entire interview
Good, but reluctant on certain questions
 EV3.1 – Which ones?
………………………………………………………………….
Quite reluctant or suspicious over the entire duration of the interview
Other: Specify:………………………………………………………
EV4 – In what language(s) did you conduct the interview?
List of languages to tick
EV4.1 - How well did the respondent speak this language:
1. Very poorly
2. Poorly
3. Moderately
4. Well
5. Very well/native

1.
2.
3.
4.

EV5 - Were any other people present during the interview? More than one answer possible
No, I was alone with the respondent during the entire interview
Yes, other members of the household were present during the interview
Yes, friends of the respondent were present during the interview
Yes, neighbours were present during the interview

1.
2.
3.
4.

EV6 - If other people were present during the interview, did they interfere? More than one answer possible
No, they did not say anything and the respondent freely answered all questions
No, they did not say anything, but I had the impression that the respondent could not answer all questions freely
Yes, the respondent sometimes asked them for their opinion before answering the questions
Yes, they sometimes commented on the answer from the respondent
EV6.1 – If likely affected, some specific parts of the questionnaire
particularly? …………………………………
EV7 – Were there any interruptions?
1. Yes
2. No

EV7.1- Specify…………………………………

EV8 - According to you, was the respondent’s general comprehension of the questions:
1. Very good
2. Adequate, but not perfect
3. Bad
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EV9 – And did the respondent have problems answering certain questions?
1. Yes

 EV9.1 – Which ones? No. :…………………

2. No
EV11 – Did you give a gift to the interviewee?
1.
2.
3.

Yes, before the interview
Yes; after the interview
No
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Acronyms / abbreviations
ARG

Argentina

CoS

Country of Survey

LDC

Last Destination Country

NM

Non-migrant

REP

Real Estate Property

RET

Returnee

ROM

Romania

SEN

Senegal

UKR

Ukraine

Glossary / definitions


Migration = stay of 3 months or more in a country different from CoB



Return = stay of 3 months or more in CoB after having lived for 3 months or more in a
different country

1

On the interview


Interviews will be carried out face-to-face with the respondents using electronic devices in
which interviewers will input interviewees' answers (CAPI).



The interviews are expected to last on average 1 hour.



Although the contents of the interview/questionnaire are clearly defined, it is likely that the
respondents will provide additional comments and information during the interview.
Interviewers should be savvy enough to:
A. demonstrate interest in additional comments while kindly suggesting the
respondent to re-focuse on the actual questions in order not to prolong the
interview too much
B. re-direct any information provided in advance. The interviewer should try to
remember this information, and inform the respondent that we will be
discussing and taking note of this issue later on. In other cases the information
will not be part of the questionnaire contents. Still the interviewer

Introduction to questionnaire dynamics
1. CAPI
The questionnaire has been designed to be applied in face-to-face interviews using electronic
devices in which interviewers will input interviewees' answers.
The device will automatically apply the filters: the interviewers will make no effort and have no
part on the filtering of questions. The device will aslo automatically fill-in required pieces of
information provided in previous parts of the questionnaire.
2. Types of input
There are three main types of input the interviewer will make:
1. Closed list of items to pick from by touching the corresponding item
1.1. The interviewer waits for a spontaneous answer, and then picks the option(s)
that appropriately capture the answer
1.2. The interviewer reads the options and the respondent picks the appropriate
option(s)
2. Closed list of items to pick from by browsing a list (by typing first letters).
1.3. The interviewer waits for a spontaneous answer, and then browses the list
E.g. nationalities, countries of residence, etc.
3. Manually enter a literal answer
1.4. The interviewer waits for a spontaneous answer, and then types the literal
answer
This applied for dates, a few open questions, answers falling under "Other"
category asking to specify, and when noting comments or incidences through
the "Comments" option
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3. Questionnaire dynamics and main features




Most of the questionnaire follows a simple sequence of questions. But some modules consist
of or also contain “trajectories” that (partially) reproduce biographic trajectories by
repeating the same battery questions for different episodes in the following areas:
o

Residential history

o

Activity and jobs history

o

Partners and children’s history

o

Partners’ and children’s migration history

o

Investments (businesses, land, real estate property) history

After making the question the interviewer will have to either:
A. Read a list of options for the respondent to pick
B. Wait for a spontaneous answer and proceed based on that answer.
B.1. Manually enter the literal answer
B.2. Pick the appropriate option(s). Whenever this is the case, the
interviewers should be prepared to make any necessary additional
questions/clarifications



When having to pick from a closed list of options, the default setup is to pick only one
option. If more options are allowed it will be specified.

4. Additional features programmed


The programmed electronic devices will provide a “visual aid” that will summarize the most
basic information (on residential mobility, activity history and partner’s and children’s history
and migration) in a visual figure that interviewers should be able to summon at any point for
helping respondent’s memory and clarifying any confusions. An example of how this visual
aid could look like is in the Annex at the end of this document.



Comments option

5. Types of information in the draft / Interaction between tablet, interviewer and respondent
The questionnaire draft contains various types of information, differentiated through the
following color system:
1) GREEN: what the program/tablet will do automatically
2) RED: information that will be filled automatically by the tablet (according to previous
answers)
3) BLACK CURSIVE: instructions for the interviewer on how to proceed (e.g. show the grid
at key moments to help out memory, identification of episodes, etc.)
4)

BROWN CURSIVE: basic script for the interviewer’s interaction with the respondent:
how to present the different modules and how to proceed with the questioning. This is
important particularly for the trajectories sections, because in these sections the
wording changes depending, for instance, on whether we are addressing the first or
following episodes of a trajectory, or depending on ego’s previous responses. The
script provides a clear guideline on how to proceed to ensure the proper application
of the questionnaire. The interviewers should learn/understand the logic behind the
3

script, and then be somewhat flexible and autonomous in their interactions with the
interviewer to facilitate the flow of the interview.
Note: bear in mind that this color coding apply to the draft questionnaire, and each type of
information will likely have a different aspect in the electronic devices.

MODULE A. SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS


A1. Sex:
Mechanics
-



Clarifications

Not to be asked, interviewer to tick.
Pick answer from short list.

A2. Date of birth:
Mechanics
-

Clarifications

Manually input the answer.
The tablet won't allow to continue without a
YEAR of birth.
If the respondent doesn't remember the year,
current AGE can be introduced instead (the
tablet will calculate year)

-

The date of birth allows us to be accurate
about the respondent's age, but if the person
doesn't remember or is unsure, the year will
suffice.

** A3-A6. SOCIALIZATION BACKGROUND **


A3. Place of origin (= place where respondent lived most of the time in CoS up until he/she was 15
years-old)
Mechanics
-



Clarifications

Start typing the answer to browse lists.
Region has to be entered first; once the
region is selected this will activate the
appropriate list of municipalities
VARIATION BY COUNTRIES: the reference
units are the administrative levels that each
country team has considered most relevant
 ARG: only province
 ROM: municipality + region
 SEN: municipality + region
 UKR: city/district + region

-

The place of origin serves as a reference
for the type of habitat in which the
respondent was socialized

A4. Type of habitat
Mechanics
-

For all, also for those who never lived in CoS
at the time

-

Read options & Pick from short list.
Since municipalities frequently repeat
themselves, province has to be entered first;

Clarifications
-
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The area of reference will be normally
smaller than A3, since municipalities usually
have internal variation in terms of rural and
urban areas. We don't need to refer to one
specific location, but simply to "the place
where you lived" (for most time up until 15

once the province is selected this will activate
the appropriate list of municipalities

-

-



If the situation in that place changed a lot in
those initial 15 years, refer to the situation
at 15

A5. Area's wealth
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

Excluding those who never lived in CoS at the
time

-

Read options & Pick from short list.

-

-



year-old)
The question refers to respondents’
(current) perception of the status of the
area when they were 15. We take
whichever respondent’s answer (among
other reasons, we cannot control variations
across time for all locations to assess them
objectively)

The area of reference is the
'neighbourhood': this will usually coincide
with the area of reference in A4 for small
towns, villages and rural areas; while it will
usually be smaller for large and medium
size cities.
The question refers to respondents’
(current) perception of the status of the
area when they were 15. We take
whichever respondent’s answer (among
other reasons, we cannot control variations
across time for all locations to assess them
objectively)

A6. Financial situation of household at 15
Mechanics
-

Clarifications

Read options & Pick from short list.

-

"Your" basic needs refers to the household
needs, not only the respondent's.

** A7-A15. FAMILY BACKGROUND **


A7 & A10. Father/mother living or deceased
Mechanics
-

Clarifications

Pick from short list.

-

-

-
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Either biological or step father (mother). If
need to pick between the two or different
step fathers (mothers): refer to the one with
whom lived at 15; if none, refer to the one
the respondent considers more influential in
the respondent's life
8."Father (mother) unknown/unknown
whereabouts" to be used when the
respondent states either the father (mother)
was never met, or they have been distanced
since childhood. Also to be used if it
becomes obvious otherwise that there is a
relationship of estrangement (doesn’t want
to talk about him, etc.)
Rationale: Family situation (which relative are

alive or not) can be important in shaping
migration decisions


A8 & A11. Father's/mother's year of death
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

-



Manually enter answer
If the respondent doesn't remember the
year, the father's (mother's) AGE at the time
of his (her) death can be introduced instead,
and the tablet will calculate the year
And if the respondent doesn’t remember
age either, the interviewer has to ask
whether he (she) died BEFORE the
respondent turned 15.

A9 & A12. Father's/mother's country of birth
Mechanics
-



Clarifications

Pick from the short list
If 2. Other (Specify): type to browse the list

A13 & A14. Number of sisters/brothers
Mechanics
-



This variable is for internal purposes: to know
which of the parents was alive at the time for
questions A16-A26

Clarifications

Manually enter answer

A15. First-born
Mechanics
-

Clarifications

Pick from short-list

** A16-A27. SOCIAL BACKGROUND **
The initial battery of questions is referred to the father only. Except if the father or his whereabouts are
unknown. In that case, the questions will be referred to the mother instead. If the mother was also
unknown, the section will be skipped.


A16 & A18. Father's (mother's) level of education when respondent was 15
Mechanics
-



Clarifications

Spontaneous answer: interviewer to pick from
short list

-

If had died before respondent was 15,
refer to the highest level they attended

A17 & A19. Father's (mother's) literacy
Mechanics
-

For those whose father (mother) did not attend
school

-

Pick from short list

Clarifications
-
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The following battery of questions is referred to the father only. Except if the father had died before
the respondent being 15, or if the father or his whereabouts are unknown. In that case, the questions will
be referred to the mother instead. If the mother had also died at that time, or was unknown, the section
will be skipped.


A20 & A24. Father's (mother's) working when respondent was 15
Mechanics
-



Clarifications

Pick from short list

-

A21 & A25. Father's (mother's) professional situation
Mechanics



Clarifications

-

For those whose father (mother) were working
at the time

-

Read & pick from short list

-

5. ASSISTANCE IN FAMILY BUSINESS OR
FARM = referred only to businesses/farms
run by respondents' family members

A22 & A26. Father's (mother's) type of occupation
Mechanics



By work we mean any activity producing or
distributing goods or services for the
market (economic exchange, including the
public administration or economic exchange
in communist systems). We understand
housework is also work, but for the purposes
of the study we need to differentiate these
two. Includes paid and unpaid!

Clarifications

-

For those whose father (mother) were working
at the time

-

Read & pick from short list

-

A23 & A27. Working mother
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those answering about the father; and
those answering about the mother if she was
not working at the time

-

Pick from short list

-

By work we mean any activity producing or
distributing goods or services for the
market (economic exchange, including the
public administration or economic exchange
in communist systems). We understand
housework is also work, but for the purposes
of the study we need to differentiate these
two. Includes paid and unpaid!

** ETHNICITY, RELIGION, RELIGIOSITY **


A28. Ethnicity
Mechanics
-

Clarifications

Spontaneous answer: interviewer to pick from
short list

-
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-

If respondent doubts, read options

-

VARIATION BY COUNTRIES:
 ARG: dropped
 Each other country team has defined
a specific list of relevant ethnic
groups

A29. Religion
Mechanics



Clarifications

-

Spontaneous answer: interviewer to pick from
short list

-

VARIATION BY COUNTRIES:
 Each other country team has defined
a specific list of relevant religious
denominations

This does not require that the person is
religious: it includes 'cultural upbringing'
also

A29a. Religiosity
Mechanics
-



-

Clarifications

Read options & Pick from short list

A30. Mother tongue
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

Spontaneous answer: interviewer to pick from
short list

-

VARIATION BY COUNTRIES:
 Each other country team has defined
a specific list of relevant languages

-

** LANGUAGES AND EDUCATION **


A31. Languages currently spoken
Mechanics
-

Clarifications

Spontaneous answer: interviewer to pick from
short list
Pick as many times as languages mentioned

-

-
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When the most common languages in the
particular context (including English ?) are
not mentioned, interviewer should check
once the respondent is finished: "And what
about..?" This will avoid that in the next
question, when asked about their level of
proficiency, they remember other languages
and corrections need to be made
28. Other African languages. We have
opted to group all African languages
together, since one person might speak
various (which is not as relevant for the
purposes of the survey, and would take
time).



A31a. Level of proficiency in those languages
Mechanics
-

Excluding 'Other' and 'Other African
languages'

-

For each language mentioned in A31 (and
shown by the tablet): Read options and pick
from short list
Repeat for each language

-



Clarifications

-

Clarifications

Spontaneous answer and interviewer to pick
from short list

-

For those whose father (mother) did NOT
attend school

-

Pick from short list

-

A32b. Completed level
Clarifications

-

For those whose father (mother) did attend
school

-

Pick from short list

-

A33. Type of (secondary) studies: general or vocational
Mechanics



Highest level attended (not necessarily
completed)

Clarifications

Mechanics



-

A32a. Literacy
Mechanics



After the respondent answers, prompt
again: are there any other languages you
can understand/ speak to some degree?
[Tablet will facilitate the addition]

A32. Educational level
Mechanics



-

Clarifications

-

For those with secondary education (highest)

-

Pick from short list

-

A34. Field of (tertiary) studies
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those with higher education (highest)

-

Spontaneous answer: interviewer to pick from
short list. Read options if uncertain.

-

If has obtained two or more degrees of
same level (e.g. Masters) in different fields:
up to the respondent to choose (the one
closest to professional trajectory)

** A35-A45. RECOGNITION OF STUDIES & FOREIGN DEGREES **


A35 & A41. Tried to get CoS studies recognized in LDC (and vice versa)
Mechanics

Clarifications
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-



Spontaneous answer: interviewer to pick from
short list.

-

For those who did NOT apply

-

Spontaneous answer: interviewer to pick from
short list.

-

For those who did apply

-

Spontaneous answer: interviewer to pick from
short list.

-

For those who did apply

-

Pick from short list

-

For those who did apply successfully

-

Manually enter answer

-

Only one answer, so if various levels
mentioned, code only the highest

Clarifications
-

If answer is simply "no", interviewer to
probe whether this was due (mostly) to the
lack of or problems with the documentation
from CoS

Clarifications
-

A39. Any foreign diplomas
Mechanics
-



Clarifications

A38a & A45. In which year
Mechanics



-

A38 & A44. Whether successful application
Mechanics



Clarifications

A37 & A43. For which level
Mechanics



Consider only any formal procedure to
have diploma recognised. This is different
from the automatic recognition of diplomas
from one country to another or by specific
institutions/employers.

A36 & A42. Why not
Mechanics



-

Clarifications

Pick from short list

-

Particularly for Non-migrants the question
may sound odd since they have never left
the country. However, it is possible to
obtain foreign diplomas without leaving
the country, by studying at distance or
attending a foreign institution in the country

A40. For which levels
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those with some foreign diploma

-

-

Pick from short list
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If two or more (foreign) degrees have been
obtained for the same level (e.g. two
Masters): finalize first entry (from A40 to

-



Pick as many times as levels mentioned

A40b) and add one more entry (A40) for the
same level

A40a. In which year
Mechanics



Clarifications

-

For those with some foreign diploma

-

For each level mentioned in A40 (and shown
by the tablet): Manually enter answer.

-

A40b. In which country
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those with some foreign diploma

-

For each level mentioned in A40 (and shown
by the tablet): Manually enter answer.

-

The question is phrased in this manner
because in most cases foreign diplomas are
obtained in the actual country. But if studies
happened at distance or in CoS, refer to the
nationality of the institution providing the
diploma, hence the "nationality" of the
diploma

** A46-A54a. NATIONALITIES **




A46. Nationalities at birth
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Start typing answer to browse list
Up to 2 picks

Only two nationalities maximum
If they have more nationalities: prioritize CoS
and EU nationalities. And among EU
nationalities, the 1st one obtained.

A47. Acquisition of other nationalities
Mechanics
-

Clarifications

Pick from short list



A48 & A53. Which nationalities
Mechanics



Clarifications

-

For those who have acquired some new
nationality

-

Start typing answer to browse list
Up to 2 picks

A49. In which year
Mechanics
-

Clarifications

For those who have acquired some new
nationality
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-

Interviewer to encourage them to
give an approximate date if they

-



For each of the nationalities mentioned: Pick
from short list.

A50. On what grounds
Mechanics



Clarifications

-

For those who have acquired some new
nationality

-

-

For each of the nationalities mentioned: Read
options & Pick from short list.

A51 & A54. Reasons to acquire other nationalities
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those who have acquired some new
nationality

-

For each of the nationalities mentioned: Read
options & Pick from short list.
Pick as many times as reasons from the list
mentioned

-



-

There are three main types of
motivations: 1. identity/sentimental;
2. practical reasons; and then
mobility reasons. Since the latter
may sound odd to respondents, we
don't mention this term and just
detail three different mobilityrelated reasons.

A51a & A54a. Most important reason
Mechanics



don’t remember

Clarifications

-

For those who have acquired some new
nationality

-

For each of the nationalities mentioned: Pick
from short list.

A52. Planning to acquire another nationality
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Read options & Pick from short list
Up to 2 picks

-
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Only two nationalities maximum
If they are considering more nationalities:
prioritize CoS and EU nationalities. And
among EU nationalities, the 1st one obtained.
Discard when the respondent has simply
'thought about it' in a vague manner. Probe
with 'for which nationality'? (which is next
question) and if no concrete idea, discard.

MODULE B. RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY




B1. Whether living in CoS at 15
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list

To provide starting point for residential
mobility trajectory

B1a. Country of residence at 15
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those not living in CoS at 15

-

-

Pick from short list

To provide starting point for residential
mobility trajectory

** B2-B5. RESIDENTIAL TRAJECTORY **
The trajectory will contain all countries where the respondent has lived for (continuous periods of) 3
months or more, starting with the country where he/she lived at 15.
We will list location after location, noting only year/month of arrival and the reasons to
migrate each time. This means there can be some mismatches with the actual trajectory that we
will (purposefully) disregard: e.g. if the date of departure from A and arrival at B differ, because
the respondent travelled through other locations until settling for 3 months or more in B.
-

Proceed by country stays, repeating the sequence *B2-B5 for each of them
The trajectory starts with the place where respondent lived at age 15. From there on
we proceed by asking where did the respondent live next (for a period of 3 months
or more)
And for each of these moves we ask moment of arrival and the reasons to migrate
This is to be repeated until reaching the current stay in CoS

If during some period the person has been migrating repeatedly back-and-forth between two
countries, we will not capture each of these moves. Instead, we will capture the whole period as a
whole noting: that there is a repeated sequence between country A and B, the moment when this
repeated sequence started, and the reasons for the first move.




*B2. Order
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Automatically fulfilled by tablet
It can be manually corrected by interviewer
if the respondent makes a mistake in the
stays sequence initially

This variable is for internal purposes only,
helping us ensure that we capture the correct
sequence of moves

*B3. Country
Mechanics

Clarifications

1st

stay/
row

-

Automatically fulfilled by tablet (=
country at 15)

-

Rest of

-

Spontaneous answer & pick from short

-
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The last stay recorded should be in

stays/
rows

-

-

list.
If 1. Another country: start typing to
browse list
If 9. Repeated sequence: start typing
to browse list and pick 2 countries

CoS (currently returned)

REPEATED SEQUENCE = Back-and-forth
movements repeated every year or almost
between two (main) countries.
 E.g. Stays in LDC <1 year
repeated every 1-2 years for a
period of 5 years
 We include here (do not discard)
cycles in which some intermediate
stay may exist, but will not take
note of this ‘extra leg’
-



The last stay recorded might be one
such a cycle involving CoS

*B4. Year of arrival
Mechanics

Clarifications

1st stay/
row

-

Automatically fulfilled by tablet (=
year at 15)

-

Calendar year when respondent
turned 15: This will be the starting
point for all trajectories. Note we don’t
ask for when did they arrive to this
particular country (in most cases this
will be CoS and since birth)

Rest of
stays/
rows

-

Manually enter answer

-

-

If the person doesn't remember the
year, AGE (at the time) can be
introduced instead. The tablet will
calculate year

The last stay recorded must be the one
starting with the last return (= in CoS
and lasting until the time of the
interview)

-

MONTH: optional
If they respondent doesn’t remember
the month, the interviewer will suggest
seasons instead, and then pick middle
month
 Spring: April
 Summer: July
 Autumn: October
 Winter: January

MONTHS are collected optionally,
with the only purpose of helping
establish a correct sequence and
avoiding confusions regarding
overlaps or imperfect flows (with a
couple of months of difference). We do
not aspire to accuracy, but simply to
assist the robustness in the narrative.

-

Additionally pick option “current” for
the last stay (in CoS up until the time
of the interview). The device will not
allow to continue to the next question
(it will keep showing a new period to
fulfill) until this option is not picked. The
device will stop showing new periods
once the option "current" is picked.

-

If 9. Repeated sequence: start typing
to browse list and pick 2 countries
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REPEATED SEQUENCE = Back-and-forth
movements repeated every year or almost
between two (main) countries.
 E.g. Stays in LDC <1 year
repeated every 1-2 years for a
period of 5 years



-



We include here (do not discard)
cycles in which some intermediate
stay may exist, but will not take
note of this ‘extra leg’

The last stay recorded might be one
such a cycle involving CoS

*B5. Reason
Mechanics
1st stay/
row
Rest of
stays/
rows

Clarifications

NOT APPLICABLE
-

NOT APPLICABLE

Read options & Pick from short-list
Up to 2 answers

-

Beware that we will be asking later in
detail about the reasons for the last
migration and the last return:








if the respondent starts
explaining in detail, kindly point
out that we will ask him/her more
in detail in a bit, but here we
only need him/her to pick up 1-2
of these four.
If the respondent is unsure of
which option to pick, ask him/her
to summarize the reason briefly,
and that then we’ll comment more
in detail.
Try to keep in mind whatever
details the respondent gives for
the questions on detailed reasons.
In any case the tablet will show a
reminder there of the answer
here.
The reasons cover both reasons
for migrating and/or for picking
a particular country. We are
interested in all of them, and they
are difficult to separate in reality

***


B6. Pioneer migrant to EU (I)
This question is asked here for respondents who have been multiple times in EU countries (members of
the EU in the corresponding year), and it is referred to their first time ever in any of these countries.
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those with multiple exits from CoS ending
in EU countries

-

-

Pick from short list
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We refer here only to people with whom the
respondent has (or had at the time) a close
relationship: e.g. friends who are best
friends/like family, family members with
whom they are close…

** LAST MIGRATION **


B7. Reasons
This question partially overlaps with B5. Unlike B5, it is referred ONLY to the respondent's last migration
(to LDC). In this question we aim at capturing the specific circumstances behind the broad categories
selected in B5 for the respondent's last migration only. But:
-

B5 is referred to each single migration move, where motives to leave country A and to go to
country B can be mixed.
B7 is also referred to a possible mix of motives (to leave CoS and to go to LDC) if this last
migration happened directly from CoS to LDC. But if the last stay in LDC was preceded by a
stay in another country (not CoS), what we call for clarifying purposes "indirect migration", the
question will be referred to the reasons to go to LDC.

Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

-

Spontaneous answer and Pick from not-soshort list.
 IMPORTANT: interviewers to learn
well and practice the list
 To facilitate this, the list is organized
into 7 broad categories, each with 613 sub-categories
The tablet will only show the main categories
(family reasons, study reasons, etc.) and will
open subcategories when one picked
Up to 2 picks (subcategories)

OVERLAP with reasons in B5:



INTRO: "The reasons for migrating
are frequently much more complex
than any label we can give. So could
you explain me, now in your own
words…"



If interviewer already explained a bit
or at length his/her reasons in B5
(more likely if only 1 migratory
experience): after the INTRO
summarize what he/she said before
and ask for confirmation: "would this
be it or would you like to elaborate
more / add something else?"
The device will show the answer given
in B5 for interviewer's reference





-

Interviewers to avoid general answers
(roughly corresponding to the main
categories): kindly prompt the respondent if
needed to be more specific, in order to pick
a proper sub-category.

-

If the respondent's answer contains various
possible sub-categories, inquire to find out
which (2) sub-categories were more relevant

-

If unsure about how to properly code the
answer, the interviewer should tick at least
one likely/possible sub-category and enter a
COMMENT typing the literal answer or a
reasonable summary of it

-

Each main category has an "Other" option,
so at least the main category will be
identified.

-

End of work contract vs Lack of employment
Other categories explained?

B8. Satisfaction with decision
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Read options and pick from short list
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B9. Intended duration
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from short list
If respondent doubts, read options

-



Frequently, migrants do not have a clear
idea of how long will they be staying in
destination, since this will depend on many
factors. But even in these cases people also
frequently have some idea or intended
horizon. If the initial answer emphasizes
uncertainty about duration or lack of plans,
interviewers should still gently insist on
whether there was any time horizon at all.
 E.g. "No fixed plans, I was going to try
for a while to see what happened" 
"And did you give yourself some time
to try out? How much time?”
If the respondent makes it then clear that
there was no time horizon at all, then pick
option 5. I had no plan or idea

B10. Decision-makers
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

"Others" might potentially include: household
members, other family or friends, but also
other people (employer, religious leader…)

-

Interviewer to make clear that "you alone"
refers to the person alone.

Read options and pick from short list





E.g. if it was a decision taken with the
spouse, the answer should be 3. By
both me and others, and not 1.
Entirely by me

B11. Financing
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

We are referring to the financing of the
trip only

-

"Others" might potentially include: household
members, other family or friends, but also
other people (employer, religious leader…)

-

Interviewer to make clear that "you alone"
refers to the person alone.

Read options and pick from short list
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E.g. if it was financed by a working
spouse, the answer should be 2.
Entirely by others. For couples this
needs to be applied with certain
flexibility, since the partner's income
can be considered also personal
income (as it may be the case legally
too) and the distinction between
partners' contributions are frequently
blurred, particularly if both work.



B12. Pioneer migrant to EU (II)
This question is asked here for respondents who have only once in EU countries (so their first time in the
EU has been their last migration). The question here is referred, as all other questions in this block, to
their last migration.
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those with one single exit from CoS ending
in EU countries

-

-

Pick from short list

We refer here only to people with whom the
respondent has (or had at the time) a close
relationship: e.g. friends who are best
friends/like family, family members with
whom they are close…

** CONTRACT AT ORIGIN **
This battery of questions (B13-B17) on whether the respondent ever migrated with a job offer,
placement or similar) refers only to stays in the EU and to all of them. Many respondents will have
nonetheless one single stay in the EU, so questions B16-B17 have been adapted for these.






B13 & B16. Ever had a contract, job offer or placement from origin
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from shortlist

We are always referring to obtaining a job
offer/contract/placement in advance of
migrating

B14 & B17. Type of contract, job offer or placement
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Read options & Pick from shortlist

B15. In which migration
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those with multiple EU stays who ever had
a job-related agreement

-

-

Show list of relevant migrations displayed in
the device to respondent; pick as many as
the respondent mentions

The following battery of questions (B18-B23) is referred to the FIRST instance identified in B15 (if the
respondent has had multiple stays in these conditions).




B18. Whether formal agreement
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short-list

B19. Sector of activity of firm/organisation offering the placement
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Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short-list

-









If employer was a household, pick T Activities of households as employers
Other categories explained?

B20. Size of firm/organisation offering the placement
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Spontaneous answer & pick from short list
If respondent doubts, read options

B21. Intermediary
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Spontaneous answer & pick from short list
If respondent doubts, read options

B22. Country of intermediary
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Read options & pick from short list

B23. Whether took up the placement finally
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list

** LAST RETURN **


B24. Reasons
This question also partially overlaps with B5. Unlike B5, it is referred ONLY to the respondent's last
return (to CoS). In this question we aim at capturing the specific circumstances behind the broad
categories selected in B5 for the respondent's last migration only.
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

-

Spontaneous answer and Pick from not-soshort list.
 IMPORTANT: interviewers to learn
well and practice the list
 To facilitate this, the list is organized
into 7 broad categories, each with 613 sub-categories
The tablet will only show the main categories
(family reasons, study reasons, etc.) and will
open subcategories when one picked
Up to 2 picks (subcategories)

OVERLAP with reasons in B5:



"The reasons for migrating are
frequently much more complex than
any label we can give. So could you
explain me, now in your own
words…"



If interviewer already explained a bit
or at length his/her reasons in B5
(more likely if only 1 migratory
experience): after the intro summarize
what he/she said before and ask for
confirmation: "would this be it or would
you like to elaborate more / add
something else?"
The device will show the answer given
in B5 for interviewer's reference
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-

Interviewers to avoid general answers
(roughly corresponding to the main
categories): kindly prompt the respondent if
needed to be more specific, in order to pick
a proper sub-category.

-

If the respondent's answer contains various
possible sub-categories, inquire to find out
which (2) sub-categories were more relevant

-

If unsure about how to properly code the
answer, the interviewer should tick at least
one likely/possible sub-category and enter a
COMMENT typing the literal answer or a
reasonable summary of it

-

Each main category has an "Other" option,
so at least the main category will be
identified.

-

End of work contract vs Lack of employment
Other categories explained?

B25. Satisfaction with decision
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Read options and pick from short list

B26. Intended duration
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from short list
If respondent doubts, read options

-



Frequently, migrants do not have a clear
idea of how long will they be staying in
destination, since this will depend on many
factors. But even in these cases people also
frequently have some idea or intended
horizon. If the initial answer emphasizes
uncertainty about duration or lack of plans,
interviewers should still gently insist on
whether there was any time horizon at all.
 E.g. "No fixed plans, I was going to try
for a while to see what happened" 
"And did you give yourself some time
to try out? How much time?”
If the respondent makes it then clear that
there was no time horizon at all, then pick
option 5. I had no plan or idea

B27. Decision-makers
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

"Others" might potentially include: household
members, other family or friends, but also
other people (employer, religious leader…)

-

Interviewer to make clear that "you alone"
refers to the person alone.

Read options and pick from short list
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*B29 & B30. Close persons and relatives living in CoS at the time of return
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

Fulfill the sequence *B29-B30 for each of the
categories of friends and relatives shown by
the device

-

-

For each of the categories: pick from short
list (Yes or No)

-

-



E.g. if it was a decision taken with the
spouse, the answer should be 3. By
both me and others, and not 1.
Entirely by me

We want to find out if the respondent had or
not some of these relatives or friends living in
CoS and/or LDC at the time of return.
Keep in mind it is possible to have a "Yes"
for both variables:
 E.g. One sibling living in LDC, and
another one living in CoS
d. Minor children = biologically or adopted
children who were under 18 at the time of
the last return

B31. Pioneer EU returnee
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list

We refer here only to people with whom the
respondent has (or had at the time) a close
relationship: e.g. friends who are best
friends/like family, family members with
whom they are close…

** (RE)MIGRATION INTENTIONS **


B32. Wish to migrate (again)
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

When discussing about "intentions" it is
important to distinguish between:
a) the personal wish or desire to do
something
b) the real-life circumstances that may push
to do something, or prevent something
from happening, regardless of the
person's subjective personal wishes

-

This questions refers only to the personal
desire or wish to migrate, regardless of
anything else.
 E.g. "I would love so, but I can't leave
my family right now" = Yes
 E.g. "Not really, but since my spouse is
likely to go I would then come along"
= No

Pick from short list
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B33 & 34. Likelihood of (re)migrating in 6 months / 2 years
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

When discussing about "intentions" it is
important to distinguish between:
c) the subjective wish or desire to do
something
d) the real-life circumstances that may push
to do something, or prevent something
from happening, regardless of the
person's subjective personal wishes

-

This questions refers to the actual likelihood
that migration will happen.
 E.g. "I would love so, but I can't leave
my family right now" = Unlikely
 E.g. "Not really, but since my spouse is
likely to go I would then come along"
= Likely

B35 & B36. Reasons why unlikely / likely to (re)migrate
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Interviewers to avoid general answers
(roughly corresponding to the main
categories): kindly prompt the respondent if
needed to be more specific, in order to pick
a proper sub-category.

-

If the respondent's answer contains various
possible sub-categories, inquire to find out
which (2) sub-categories were more relevant

-

If unsure about how to properly code the
answer, the interviewer should tick at least
one likely/possible sub-category and enter a
COMMENT typing the literal answer or a
reasonable summary of it

-

Each main category has an "Other" option,
so at least the main category will be
identified.

-

End of work contract vs Lack of employment
Other categories explained?

-



Read options & Pick from short list

Spontaneous answer and Pick from not-soshort list.
 IMPORTANT: interviewers to learn
well and practice the list
 To facilitate this, the list is organized
into 7 broad categories, each with 613 sub-categories
The tablet will only show the main categories
(family reasons, study reasons, etc.) and will
open subcategories when one picked
Up to 2 picks (subcategories)

B37. Intended destination
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

Spontaneous answer & Pick from short list
If 2. Another country: start typing to browse
list

-

-

We are asking for one specific country.
But if the respondent has no specific country
(or region in mind), pick 0. Undecided
If the person has one region in mind (e.g.
"anywhere or somewhere in Europe"), or

-
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doubts between 2 or more countries (within
some specific region), pick the corresponding
region
If the person doubts between destinations in
different regions, ask to prioritize one (the
one more likely; alternatively, the one
preferred)

B38. Intended duration
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from short list
If respondent doubts, read options

-

Frequently, migrants do not have a clear
idea of how long will they be staying in
destination, since this will depend on many
factors. But even in these cases people also
frequently have some idea or intended
horizon. If the initial answer emphasizes
uncertainty about duration or lack of plans,
interviewers should still gently insist on
whether there was any time horizon at all.
 E.g. "No fixed plans, I was going to try
for a while to see what happened" 
"And did you give yourself some time
to try out? How much time?”
If the respondent makes it then clear that
there was no time horizon at all, then pick
option 5. I have no plan or idea

MODULE C. PARTNERS (AND CHILDREN) HISTORY

** CURRENT PARTNER **






C1. Whether has a current partner
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list

If the respondent declares various partners
(e.g. one married at origin, living with
another one in destination), ask to choose just
one as the main partner

C2a & b. Whether has lived together and has got married with current partner
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list

C3a & b. Year of marriage and start of cohabitation
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We'll only discuss partners with whom the
respondent has lived together or got married
with. If the partner mentioned does not meet
one of these conditions, the device will
eliminate the record and continue with former
partners







Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Manually enter the answer
Or pick 0. Same year if same year

If the respondent has been in an intermittent
relationship with his/her current partner, i.e.
they were together in different periods, take
note here only of the current period (if they
have got married or lived together in the
current period)

C4. Chosen start
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Not to be asked neither shown by the device

The earliest date between C2-C4 will be
considered by the device as the start of this
relationship period (for internal reference for
other questions below)

C5. Current partner's country of birth
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list
If 1. Another country: start typing to browse
list

C6. Current partner's country of residence when relationship started
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list
If 1. Another country: start typing to browse
list

-

Note that "Chosen start" in C4 is just an
internal variable, not to be used or
mentioned to the interviewee.
In this question we are rather referring the
actual start of the relationship, whenever
the respondent considers this happened.
(Usually the start of the relationship occurs
between the moment they meet and the
moment they start cohabiting or get married,
although in some cases this sequence does
not apply)




E.g. couples who meet (for instance in
a return visit) and then follow the
person (and only then start living
together or get married)

C7. Whether any children with current partner
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list

-

-
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We only ask about children who are still
alive.
If the respondent mentions some adopted
children, we will also take note of this child
then. The issue is not to be raised by the
interviewer. Only if the respondent mentions
it.
If the respondent had some child with his/her
current partner in a previous period, they
can also be annotated here









C8. How many in total
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Manually enter answer

We only ask about children who are still
alive.

C9. Name/nickname of child
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Manually enter the answer

Only to facilitate the identification of
different children during the rest of the
interview

C10. Child's sex
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list

C11. Child’s year of birth
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Manually enter the answer
If the person doesn't remember the year,
current child's AGE (at his/her last birthday)
can be introduced instead (the tablet will
calculate year)

** FORMER PARTNERS **


C12. Number of former partners
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Manually enter the answer

-





Proceed by partner, repeating the sequence for each of them *C12-C25
In principle: start with the most recent partner, and proceed backwards. This is to
provide a criterion that may help the respondent's remembrance. But we don't need to
be accurate on this order (as long as we get the dates). So interviewers are to be
flexible and not impose (but simply suggest) a specific order might make the
respondent more uncomfortable.

*C13. Interview sequence
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Automatically fulfilled by tablet.

*C14. Name/nickname
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Only for internal purposes (keep track of Nr
of former partners)









Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Only to facilitate the identification of
different partners during the rest of the
interview

-

If this partner has already been mentioned
(intermittent relationships) note as
SAME_NAME: e.g. ANA  SAME_ANA

-

If it's a different partner but with the same
name, note NAME2: e.g. ANA  ANA2

Manually enter the answer

*C15a & b. Year of marriage and start of cohabitation
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Manually enter the answer
Or pick 0. Same year if same year

If the respondent has been in an intermittent
relationship with this former partner, i.e.
they were together in different periods, take
note of the different periods separately

*C16. Chosen start
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Not to be asked neither shown by the device

The earliest date between C2-C4 will be
considered by the device as the start of this
relationship period (for internal reference for
other questions below)

*C17. Former partner's country of birth
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list
If 1. Another country: start typing to browse
list

*C18. Former partner's country of residence when relationship started
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list
If 1. Another country: start typing to browse
list

-

Note that "Chosen start" in C4 is just an
internal variable, not to be used or
mentioned to the interviewee.
In this question we are rather referring the
actual start of the relationship, whenever
the respondent considers this happened.
(Usually the start of the relationship occurs
between the moment they meet and the
moment they start cohabiting or get married,
although in some cases this sequence does
not apply)




*C19. How did relationship ended
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E.g. couples who meet (for instance in
a return visit) and then follow the
person (and only then start living
together or get married)





Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from short list

*C20. Year relationship ended
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Manually enter the answer

*C21. Whether any children with current partner
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list

-

-



*C22. How many in total
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list

-







We only ask about children who are still
alive.
If the respondent mentions some adopted
children, we will also take note of this child
then. The issue is not to be raised by the
interviewer. Only if the respondent mentions
it.
If the respondent had some child with his/her
current partner in a previous period, they
can also be annotated here

We only ask about children who are still
alive.
If the respondent had some child with this
former partner in a previous period, they can
also be annotated here

*C23. Name/nickname of child
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Manually enter the answer

Only to facilitate the identification of
different children during the rest of the
interview

*C24. Child's sex
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list

*C25. Child’s year of birth
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Manually enter the answer
If the person doesn't remember the year,
current child's AGE (at his/her last birthday)
can be introduced instead (the tablet will
calculate year)
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** OTHER CHILDREN **


C26. Number of children born to partners not mentioned
Mechanics
-







Clarifications

Manually enter the answer

C27. Name/nickname of child
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Manually enter the answer

Only to facilitate the identification of
different children during the rest of the
interview

C28. Child's sex
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list

C29. Child’s year of birth
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Manually enter the answer
If the person doesn't remember the year,
current child's AGE (at his/her last birthday)
can be introduced instead (the tablet will
calculate year)

MODULE D. ACTIVITY PERIODS
This module is undoubtedly the most complex (and long) one. Please, do take some time to
read this part of the manual and explore the draft.
ALL instructions to fulfill the tables in this module (history and job details) are to be applied
with FLEXIBILITY to self-adjust to the narrative / way of presenting events of ego. The script in
this module is to be learned in detail, so that the logic and the targeted contents become clear
for interviewers. But then they should be adapted to the actual questioning/data input order
based on each particular interview.



-

The module is organized around two main types of activity: study and work (or the
absence or combination of these)
The information on activity periods will be captured following country stays (based on
the information provided on the residential history): each country stay will be
registered as at least one independent activity period.
We start at the time when the respondent of 15
We ask about the main activity, start and end point of that activity. Then we proceed
to make specific questions depending on the type of activity.
The process is repeated until reaching the respondent’s current activity
28



D1. Type of activity
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Read options &
pick from short list

-

We are asking for the MAIN activity in different periods of the
respondent’s life.
Since it is not rare that people combine different activities in their lives
(e.g. take care of home, work, study...) this means:
 The respondent will have to choose which was his/her main
activity in different periods of his/her life.
 Interviewers must explain that the main activity is usually the one
taking the most time. But since time intensity can vary across
time, and two activities (or more) can take a similar amount of
time, we leave it up to the respondent to select his/her main
activity.
 Only in the case that the respondent combined WORK + STUDIES
and he/she insists or explains that both work and studies were
similarly important the option 4. Working and studying should be
picked. This option should not be mentioned to the respondent in
advance.
 There might be some overlaps when the activity (e.g. studies
during college) continues but a second activity becomes more
important (e.g. a job which is combined with finishing up the
studies). Whenever these overlaps happen, the end of the period
(and start of a new one) should be noted at moment when the
MAIN activity changes.
 An overlap is particularly likely to occur in the 1st period of
activity (starting at age 15): we will likely find persons who were
studying at that age, and at some point also start combining their
studies with some job. So it is important to warn the respondent
(“If you started working before finishing your studies and this
became your main activity at the time, then this is what we will
note”) or be careful to identify if this may have actually
happened.

-

WORKING = production of services or good for the market, and it can
be of different types:
 performed for others or independently (self-employment)
 paid or unpaid
 formal or informal
 performed at home or somewhere else

-

STUDYING = any type of studies, provided that they amount to the
person's main activity at the time, which requires a certain level of
dedication
How to categorize..?
 Pre and post-doc activities = Let the respondent decide what
he/she considers more appropriate (work or studies). If the
respondent doubts or doesn’t know:
A. pre-doc = STUDY
B. post-doc = WORK


Internships
A. Within official study programs (during or at the end of study
periods) = STUDY
B. Other internships / training periods = WORK



Periods of study to pass exams for public servants = STUDY
(even if receiving an unemployment benefit at the time)
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Periods of (formal) study to pass professional qualifications =
STUDY (e.g. lawyers bar, Spanish MIR and FIR for doctors and
pharmacists)
Military service = INACTIVE

D2. Start time
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

Manually enter answer

-

-

If the person doesn't remember the year,
AGE can be introduced instead (the tablet
will calculate year)

-

MONTH: optional
If they respondent doesn’t remember the
month, the interviewer will suggest seasons
instead, and then pick middle month
 Spring: April
 Summer: July
 Autumn: October
 Winter: January

When the main activity is WORKING we will
be noting the start and end of the period
based on jobs. Everytime there is a change
in the job, we will close and open a new
working period.
 It is likely there will be overlaps
between jobs when these are parttime, per-hour or simply odd jobs. In
this case we will subsume all of these
jobs into one single period (we will ask
how many employers the respondent
had in that period in D9, and then
refer D13-D18 to the most
representative of these jobs.

-

When the main activity is WORKING and
STUDYING (i.e. the respondent has
insisted/explained these were equally
important): we will follow the job periods.
Be aware in many cases there will be no
correspondence betwee the studies and jobs
periods. E.g. it might be a long job period,
with studies undertaken only at a certain
point, not for the whole period. And vice
versa.

-

MONTHS are collected optionally, with the
only purpose of helping establish a correct
sequence and avoiding confusions regarding
overlaps or imperfect flows (with a couple of
months of difference). We do not aspire to
accuracy, but simply to assist the robustness
in the narrative.

D3. End time
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

Manually enter answer

-

-

If the person doesn't remember the year,
AGE can be introduced instead (the tablet
will calculate year)

Do not ask “until which year” (but simply until
when): it will be odd if it’s within the same
year, and we expect to capture the month as
well is possible.

-

MONTH: optional
If they respondent doesn’t remember the
month, the interviewer will suggest seasons
instead, and then pick middle month
 Spring: April
 Summer: July
 Autumn: October
 Winter: January

Encourage answers like «when my child was
born », for instance, followed by
confirmation « when was that ? »

-

MONTHS are collected optionally, with the
only purpose of helping establish a correct
sequence and avoiding confusions regarding
overlaps or imperfect flows (with a couple of
months of difference). We do not aspire to
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-

-

DURATION: if the respondent can’t
remember dates (or age). The tablet will
calculate year based on this
For the current period of activity (at the time
of interview) pick option 0. CURRENT. The
device will not allow to continue to the next
question (it will keep showing a new period
to fulfill) until this option is picked. The device
will stop showing new periods once the
option "current" is picked.

accuracy, but simply to assist the robustness
in the narrative.
-

The last activity period recorded must be the
current one (whatever the respondent is
currently doing)

-

When the main activity is WORKING we will
be noting the start and end of the period
based on jobs. Everytime there is a change
in the job, we will close and open a new
working period.

-
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Job change. It is not always simple to
establish when there is a job change.
E.g. the employer changes (for
instance as a result of the firm being
sold), but the job keeps being the
same
E.g. job conditions, job tasks or
responsibilities change in a
substantial manner (for instance,
transitioning from an internship to a
regular contract) even while working
for the same employer.
For all these reasons, we will leave it
up to the respondent to decide what
he/she consideres a new job. If the
respondent doubts: “A change of job is
usually given by a change in the
employer, on your main tasks or
level of responsibility (which
sometimes happen also with the same
employer).



It is likely there will be overlaps
between jobs when these are parttime, per-hour or simply odd jobs. In
this case we will subsume all of these
jobs into one single period (we will ask
how many employers the respondent
had in that period in D9, and then
refer D13-D18 to the most
representative of these jobs.

When the main activity is WORKING and
STUDYING (i.e. the respondent has
insisted/explained these were equally
important): we will follow the job periods.
Be aware in many cases there will be no
correspondence betwee the studies and jobs
periods. E.g. it might be a long job period,
with studies undertaken only at a certain
point, not for the whole period. And vice
versa.

** STUDY PERIODS **


D4. Educational levels attended
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Insist on starting with the very first level
attended in the whole period, and then
check whether more levels if given only
one.
 Particularly important for the1st
activity period (starting at 15). So
if they say e.g. “university”, check
whether secondary studies as well,
or even primary

-

10. OTHER DIPLOMAS OUTSIDE
OFFICIAL CURRICULA = this can include,
for instance…
 A stay abroad for a language
course
 A period devoted to obtaining the
driving license

-



Spontaneous answer & pick from short
list
Pick as many times as levels mentioned

D5. Sources of personal income
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For periods in which tertiary education,
Masters or PhD levels studied

-

-

For each of the levels shown by the
device: Read options and pick from short
list.
Pick as many times as sources of income
mentioned

-

** WORKING (JOB) PERIODS **


D6. Occupation
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

This is a key question for the survey and
module. Interviewers need to try to
obtain relatively detailed answers
describing the specific job. If the initial
answer is too simple and broad, probe
with the following:

TITLE OF THE JOB. “How would
you name the post?”. If the
informant has doubts on the
meaning of this question,
examples may be offered, like:
bus driver, construction worker,
university professor…
 TASKS. “Can you summarize in a
few words what your main tasks
were? ”

-

Respondents will frequently provide
additional information (e.g. on the
employer, on their hierarchical

Manually enter answer
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position…) that we are expected to
capture in other questions below (D7D16). Do not discourage this. Any such
information obtained here should be
used to fill as many of the coming
questions as possible. When doing this:
 If the answer is self-obvious or
absolutely clear from the
information already provided: do
not ask the questions again and
simply pick the correct answer.
 Otherwise: check and verify the
information just given (e.g. “So
you were working as a skilled
worker, right?”)
-



There might be inconsistencies between
the actual/real nature of the job (as
performed by the respondent) and its
formal/legal definition and
circumstances. In these cases we are
always need to capture the actual
tasks/job that the respondent did:
 E.g1 someone who is hired as a
skilled intern, but carries out petty
tasks only = UNSKILLED
 E.g.2 someone who is formally
hired within a low-skilled
category (e.g. clerk in a
pharmaceutical) in order to pay
less, but actually undertakes highskilled tasks (e.g. quality
supervision) = SKILLED NONMANUAL

D7. Type of occupation
Mechanics
-

Clarifications

Read options & pick from short list
-
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There might be inconsistencies between
the actual/real nature of the job (as
performed by the respondent) and its
formal/legal definition and
circumstances. In these cases we are
always need to capture the actual
tasks/job that the respondent did:
 E.g1 someone who is hired as a
skilled intern, but carries out petty
tasks only = UNSKILLED
 E.g.2 someone who is formally
hired within a low-skilled
category (e.g. clerk in a
pharmaceutical) in order to pay
less, but actually undertakes highskilled tasks (e.g. quality
supervision) = SKILLED NONMANUAL



D8. Professional situation
Mechanics
-







Clarifications

Read options & pick from short list

-

5. ASSISTANCE IN FAMILY BUSINESS
OR FARM = referred only to
businesses/farms run by respondents'
family members

-

We leave it up to the respondent to
define his/her professional situation, and
explain the categories only if in doubt ?
 « False » self-employed (de
facto working for someone, but
legally registered as selfemployed rather than as a
worker : leave it up to the
respondent to decide

-

There might be inconsistencies between
the actual nature of the job as
performed by the respondent and its
formal definition and circumstances. In
these cases we are always need to
capture the actual tasks/job that the
respondent did:
 E.g the respondent was hired
under the condition of becoming
self-employed (i.e. legal status of
sub-contractor). As a result, the
self-employed person has a single
client (who is in reality his/her
employer, but not legally).

D9. Number of employees
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those who were employers at the time

-

-

Spontaneous answer & pick from short
list

If this changed across the period, refer
to time when left job/changed activity
(or currently if present job)

D10. Workers under supervision
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those who were working for one
employer

-

-

Pick from short list

If this changed across the period, refer
to time when left job/changed activity
(or currently if present job)

D11. Number of employers
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those who were working for various
employers during this period

-

-

Spontaneous answer & pick from short
list
If respondent doubts, read options

-
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If this changed across the period, refer
to time when left job/changed activity
(or currently if present job)





D12. Regular salary
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those who working as family aids or
trainees

-

-

Spontaneous answer & pick from short
list

The question refers to the arrangement
(between the employer and the
employee) to have a regular reception
of salary
 Quantities may have varied
across time
 The reception may have been
irregular (e.g. there were
delays or no salary at all some
months)

-

If this changed across the period, refer
to time when left job/changed activity
(or currently if present job)

D13. Full-time or part-time
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those working for someone else

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from short
list
If the answer is “part-time” without
spontaneously commenting the number of
hours, probe: “for more or less than 20h
per week”?

-



D14. Main employer
Mechanics
-



Clarifications

Spontaneous answer and pick from short
list

-

1. A FAMILY BUSINESS/MEMBER =
referred only to businesses run by
respondents' family members

D15. Formal contract
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

-



If 20h exactly = 2. Part-time
(=>20h/week)

Spontaneous answer and pick from short
list
If the answer is “Yes” without further
spefication, probe: “for the whole
period”?

Sometimes formal contracts do not fully
reflect the real working conditions (e.g.
number of hours). We are not
considering this situation here: just
interested on whether there was a
formal contract or not.

D16. Fixed-term or indefinite contract
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from short
list
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D17. Correspondence with educational level
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Read options & pick from short list
If the answer is “No” without further
spefication, probe: “Was it below or
above your educational level”?

If this changed across the period, refer
to time when left job/changed activity
(or currently if present job)

D18a, D18b & D18c. Satisfaction with job
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

SALARY. This encompasses the level of
the salary, its regularity, etc.

-

RELATIONS WITH BOSS. Refer to the
immediate boss (there might be various,
and might be different from the
employer)

-

OTHER JOB CONDITIONS. Anything else
is encompassed here. We expect the
interviewer to consider all aspects that
made him/her happy or unhappy about
the job.

-

If this changed across the period, refer
to time when left job/changed activity
(or currently if present job)

For each of the categories shown by the
device: Read options and pick from short
list

** INACTIVE PERIODS **


D19. Type of inactivity
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

Read options & pick from short list

-

If the respondent has already provided
information relative to the period do not
read the options that do not apply for
sure (e.g. retired or disabled)
 E.g. If respondent has explained: “I
stopped working when I had my
baby” DO NOT READ the options
1.Retired and 2. Permanently
disabled; READ ONLY options 3-6.

-
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If the type of inactivity changed during
the mentioned period:
 E.g1. from a maternity leave to
quitting the job to take care of
family
 E.g2. from a maternity leave to
being fired (unemployment)
A different period should be created.
Proceed by going backwards to correct
the end date adn then continue. In the
transition to the next period:
 E.g.1 “so then you quit the job to
stay at home taking care of the
baby...”
 E.g.2 “so then you became
unemployed...”
Proceed with the end date of this period,
and when coming back to this questions
reconfirm the correct answer if needed.





D20. Reason why not working
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those taking care of home/family or
“Other” situations (excluding those unable to
work, or looking for a job)

-

-

Read options & pick from short list

D21. Sources of personal income
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Read options & pick from short list
Pick as many times as sources of income
mentioned

** SELF-EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITIES **




D22. Type of place where carried out
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

The goal of this question is to have
an approximate idea of what type
of activity, and in which conditions,
was the person conducting.
 E.g. a watch’ seller: does
he/she have a proper shop? Is
he/she rather selling on the
streets or in street markets?
So we don’t aim at being
completely exhaustive and accurate
about which places/premises were
used (there might be various).

-

3. AT HOME. This can be literally the
respondent’s home, but it would
include also answers like: "At my
parent's", or at "some friend's or
family member's place"

-

If this changed across the period,
refer to time when left
job/changed activity (or currently if
present job)

Spontaneous answer & pick from short list
If respondent doubts, read options

D23. Funding sources
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Spontaneous answer & pick from short list
If respondent doubts, read options
Pick as many times as sources of funding
mentioned
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This includes the money for starting
the business and/or the money used
to develop it further (other than the
activity’s benefits explicitly)



D24. Licence, permit or registration
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Read options & pick from short list

If this changed across the period,
refer to time when left
job/changed activity (or currently if
present job)

-









D25. Reason to become self-employed/employer
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Spontaneous answer & pick from short list
If respondent doubts, read options
Pick as many times as reasons mentioned

D26. Reason to stop activity
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For former (not current) activities

-

-

Spontaneous answer & pick from short list
Pick as many times as reasons mentioned

D27. Correspondence with educational level
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Read options & pick from short list
If the answer is “No” without further
spefication, probe: “Was it below or above
your educational level”?

If this changed across the period,
refer to time when left
job/changed activity (or currently if
present job)

D28a & D18b. Satisfaction with activity
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

INCOME. This encompasses the level
of benefits/income, its regularity,
etc.

-

OTHER JOB CONDITIONS. Anything
else is encompassed here. We
expect the interviewer to consider
all aspects that made him/her
happy or unhappy about the
activity.

-

If this changed across the period,
refer to time when left
job/changed activity (or currently if
present job)

For each of the categories shown by the
device: Read options and pick from short list
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MODULE E. SKILLS










E1. Type of skills acquired abroad
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Read each skill category together with the
examples and for each of them: pick from
short list (yes/no)

E2. Languages learned or improved abroad
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those who improved language skills

-

-

Start typing the answer to browse list
Pick as many times as languages mentioned

E3. Acquired skills have been useful to find a job/build own business upon return
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those who acquired skills

-

-

Pick from short list

Make it clear that we don’t refer
only to the last category of skills
mentioned (languages) but to all the
categories that the respondent may
have mentioned

E4. Which skills in particular
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those who acquired skills and found them
useful upon return

-

-

Read each skill category shown by device
and for each of them: pick from short list
(yes/no)

E5. Why not
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those who acquired skills but did not find
them useful upon return

-

-

Read options & check all that apply
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MODULE F. INVESTMENTS
** BUSINESSES **



There is an overlap between self-employment activities and businesses (and, potentially,
real state properties that are business premises). Some self-employment activities amount
to businesses, others not. And the other way around (see diagram below). To deal with this
overlap, we are excluding in this module any self-employment activities (amounting to
businesses) which are already discussed in the Activity module. Here we only have
businesses that they own or invest in, and in which they were not actively working (selfemployed). We have replicated any relevant questions that we would miss otherwise in
the Activity module. This way, we will collect the same information for both selfemployment activities (potentially amounting to businesses) and other ego-controlled
businesses (Investment).

Investor
Web designer with own ICT
firm, renting premises

business
(ownership, with
investments)

Web designer with a ICT
firm, and own premises
Person doing braids
who owns little storage
place

Investor2

selfemployment
(activity)

1. Web designer working at home with personal Pc
2. Person doing braids on the beach





premises
(ownership)
Renting
premises

F1. Business experience before last return
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list

F1a. In which country/countries
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those with pre-return business experience

-

-

Start typing the answer to browse lists
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This refers to the location of the
business (where did it run)
 One same business may have

-





Pick as many times as countries mentioned

run in different countries at the
same time, or at different time
points (following shifting
business strategies or personal
circumstances)
 The respondent may have also
had different businesses in
different countries
The list of country names covers all
of these, providing a simple list of
countries where the respondent has
had some business experience
(without any more details)

F1b. Some business running in CoS at the moment of last return
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those with pre-return business experience

-

-

Pick from short list

“At the time of your return” =
when the respondent arrived in CoS

F2. Has started or invested in a business after last return
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list

** POST-RETURN BUSINESSES **


F3. Sector of activity
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

If this changed across the period, refer
to time when left job/changed activity
(or currently if present job)

-

If employer was a household, pick T Activities of households as employers

Pick from short-list

-





F4. Start year
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Manually enter answer

F5. Current or former business
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short-list
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F5a. End year
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For former (not current) businesses

-

-

Manually enter answer

F6. In which country
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short-list
If 0. Another country: start typing to
browse list

F7. Type of place where carried out
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

The goal of this question is to have an
approximate idea of what main type of
activity did the business consist of, and
in which conditions. Since owning or
investing in a business does not require
the respondent’s presence, and may
involve some decentralization of
activities (e.g. accountability vs core
business activity). So we don’t aim at
being completely exhaustive and
accurate about which places/premises
were used (there might be various).

-

3. AT HOME. This can be literally the
respondent’s home, but it would include
also answers like: "At my parent's", or at
"some friend's or family member's
place"

-

If this changed across the period, refer
to time when left job/changed activity
(or currently if present job)

Spontaneous answer & pick from short list
If respondent doubts, read options

F8. Number of employees
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

The number of employees:
 Excludes the respondent
 Includes family members (paid and
unpaid)

-

If this changed across the period, refer
to time when left job/changed activity
(or currently if present job)

Spontaneous answer & pick from short list
If respondent doubts, read options
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F9. Funding sources
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Spontaneous answer & pick from short list
If respondent doubts, read options
Pick as many times as sources of funding
mentioned

This includes the money for starting
the business and/or the money used
to develop it further (other than the
activity’s benefits explicitly)

F10. Licence, permit or registration
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Read options & pick from short list

If this changed across the period,
refer to time when left
job/changed activity (or currently if
present job)

-



F11. Reasons to stop (involvement with) this business
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For former (not current) activities

-

-

Spontaneous answer & pick from short list
Pick as many times as reasons mentioned

** LAND **


F12. Whether had some land (owned or with inheritance rights) before 1st migration
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list

This is intended to establish the
respondent’s background situation
(before 1st migration). We are interested
in both in any actual legal properties the
respondent may have had, and other
properties with clear inheritance rights
(which might also be de facto his/her
property but still not legally)


For this reason, avoid if possible the
term “own” or any other that might
denote legal possession (to avoid
the respondent thinking exclusively in
terms of legal ownership)



Since we give a very specific time
reference (“At the moment of
migrating”), this would by itself
leave out the existence of land
properties that may have been sold
at some point earlier to finance the
migration. It is absolutely necessary
then to make the following remark:
“Include also any land that you or
your family may have sold to finance
your migration”
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* Pre-migration land *






F13. How much land in total
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those with land before 1st migration

-

-

Manually enter answer

F14. Whether has personally invested in it
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Investments: mechanization, irrigation
system, level terrain, enlargement, pay
someone to take care…

Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those who invested in these premigration properties

-

-

Manually enter answer
Enter as many answers as moments of
investment mentioned
Pick (additionally) 0. Continuously or
periodically, if the respondent has been
investing (at some point) in a more
sustained manner

Investments typically happen in two
different manners: relatively large
investments in specific moments (e.g. set
up an irrigation system) or with lesser
intensity but more prolongued in time
 The option YEAR is to be used when
the respondent mentions some specific
investment in some particular moment
 The option 0. CONTINUOUSLY OR
PERIODICALLY is to be used when the
respondent raises by himself/herself
such circumstance.
 Both options can be combined: e.g.
“We set up the irrigation system in
1999, and ever since we keep taking
care of renewing the machinery, buying
everything we need...” = YEAR + 0.
CONTINUOUSLY OF PERIODICALLY

F15. Current or former property
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

-



Spontaneous anser & Pick from short list

F14a. Timing of investments

-



This is the total size adding up all
landplots

Spontaneous answer & pick from short
list
If the answer is simply “Yes” or “No”,
probe: “All of it?”

Respondent or family

F15a. End time
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For former (not current) properties

-

-

Manually enter answer
Enter as many answers as moments of
mentioned
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Different landplots and landpieces may
have been given up/sold/lost at
different time points



F16. Whether has personally acquired some land after 1st migration
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

-

Spontaneous answer & pick from short
list
If the answer is simply “Yes”, probe:
“Once or more than once?”

* Post-migration land *






F17. Year of acquisition
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

F18. In which country
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-





Pick from short-list
If 0. Another country: start typing to
browse list

F19. Funding sources
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

-



Manually enter the answer

Spontaneous answer & pick from short
list
If respondent doubts, read options
Pick as many times as sources of funding
mentioned

This includes the money for acquiring the
land only (unlike business above)

F20. Current or former property
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short-list

F20a. End year
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For former (not current) properties

-

-

Manually enter answer
Enter as many answers as moments of
mentioned

Different landplots and landpieces may
have been given up/sold/lost at
different time points

F21. What is/was land used for
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Read options & pick from short list
Pick as many times as uses mentioned
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respondent personally or household
members (NOT other family members)





F22. Whether has personally invested in it after acquisition
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list

Investments: mechanization, irrigation
system, level terrain, enlargement, pay
someone to take care…

F22a. Timing of investments
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those who invested in these postmigration properties

-

-

Manually enter answer
Enter as many answers as moments of
investment mentioned
Pick (additionally) 0. Continuously or
periodically, if the respondent has been
investing (at some point) in a more
sustained manner

-

Investments typically happen in two
different manners: relatively large
investments in specific moments (e.g. set
up an irrigation system) or with lesser
intensity but more prolongued in time
 The option YEAR is to be used when
the respondent mentions some specific
investment in some particular moment
 The option 0. CONTINUOUSLY OR
PERIODICALLY is to be used when the
respondent raises by himself/herself
such circumstance.
 Both options can be combined: e.g.
“We set up the irrigation system in
1999, and ever since we keep taking
care of renewing the machinery, buying
everything we need...”

** REAL ESTATE PROPERTY **


F23. Whether had some REP (owned or with clear inheritance rights) before 1 st migration
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

For each category of REP shown by the
device: Manually enter answer, or pick 0.
None

This is intended to establish the
respondent’s background situation
(before 1st migration). We are
interested in both in any actual legal
properties the respondent may have
had, and other properties with clear
inheritance rights (which might also
be de facto his/her property but still
not legally)
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Since we give a very specific
time reference (“At the moment
of migrating”), this would by
itself leave out the existence of
land properties that may have
been sold at some point earlier
to finance the migration. It is
absolutely necessary then to
make the following remark:
“Include also any land that you or
your family may have sold to
finance your migration”

* Pre-migration REP *




F24. Whether has personally invested in it
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-



Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those who invested in these pre-migration
properties

-

-

Manually enter answer
Enter as many answers as moments of
investment mentioned
Pick (additionally) 0. Continuously or
periodically, if the respondent has been
investing (at some point) in a more sustained
manner

Investments typically happen in two
different manners: relatively large
investments in specific moments
(e.g. build a new roof) or with lesser
intensity but more prolongued in
time
 The option YEAR is to be used
when the respondent mentions
some specific investment in some
particular moment
 The option 0. CONTINUOUSLY
OR PERIODICALLY is to be used
when the respondent raises by
himself/herself such circumstance.
 Both options can be combined:
e.g. “We built a new roof in
1999, and ever since we keep
making improvements little by
little...” = YEAR + 0.
CONTINUOUSLY OF
PERIODICALLY

F25. Current or former property
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Spontaneous answer & pick from short list
If the answer is simply “Yes” or “No”, probe:
“All of them?”

Respondent or family

F25a. End time
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For former (not current) properties

-

-

Pick the appropriate category (following the
respondent’s narrative) and then manually
enter tye year
Pick as many categories (and repeat) as
lost/given up properties mentioned

-



Investments: refurbish house; build
new parts; repairs; appliances …

F24a. Timing of investments

-



Spontaneous anser & Pick from short list

F26. Whether has personally acquired some other REP after 1st migration
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Spontaneous answer & pick from short list
If the answer is simply “Yes”, probe: “Once
or more than once?”
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* Post-migration REP *


F27. Type of REP
Mechanics
-

Clarifications

Read options & Pick from short list
-













SET OF... Do not read since this will
be extremely rare, odd for most
respondents, and will be likely
spontaneously mentioned by
respondents with such type of
property

F28. Year of acquisition
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Manually enter the answer

F29. In which country
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short-list
If 0. Another country: start typing to browse
list

F30. Funding sources
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Spontaneous answer & pick from short list
If respondent doubts, read options
Pick as many times as sources of funding
mentioned

This includes the money for
acquiring the land only (unlike
business above)

F31. Current or former property
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short-list

F31a. End year
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For former (not current) properties

-

-

Manually enter answer

F32. What was/is REP used for
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Read options & pick from short list
Pick as many times as uses mentioned
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If renting to family members, then
RENTING





F33. Whether has personally invested in it after acquisition
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list

Investments: refurbish house; build
new parts; repairs; appliances …

F33a. Timing of investments
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those who invested in these post-migration
properties

-

-

Manually enter answer
Enter as many answers as moments of
investment mentioned
Pick (additionally) 0. Continuously or
periodically, if the respondent has been
investing (at some point) in a more sustained
manner

-

Investments typically happen in two
different manners: relatively large
investments in specific moments
(e.g. build a new roof) or with lesser
intensity but more prolongued in
time
 The option YEAR is to be used
when the respondent mentions
some specific investment in some
particular moment
 The option 0. CONTINUOUSLY
OR PERIODICALLY is to be used
when the respondent raises by
himself/herself such circumstance.
 Both options can be combined:
e.g. “We built a new roof in
1999, and ever since we keep
making improvements little by
little...” = YEAR + 0.
CONTINUOUSLY OF
PERIODICALLY

MODULE G. PARTNERS
** CURRENT PARTNER **




G1. Year of birth
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Manually input the answer.
If the respondent doesn't remember the year,
AGE at the time of marriage/cohabitation
can be introduced instead (the tablet will
calculate year)

G2. Current nationality/nationalities
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Start typing the answer to browse lists
Browse up to 2 nationalities
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If the respondent has more
nationalities and needs to choose:
 Always capture CoS
 Then prioritize other EU
nationalities
 Among EU nationalities:



G3. Year of nationalities acquisition
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

-













For each of the nationalities mentioned in
G2:
If it’s his/her birth nationality: pick 0. At
birth
If it was acquired after birth: manually enter
the YEAR
 If the respondent doesn’t know the
year, probe whether this was BEFORE
or AFTER the event shown by the
device (marriage or cohabitation):
pick

G4. Educational level when got married/started cohabiting
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from short list

Highest level attended (it might not
be completed)

G4a. Current educational level
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from short list
Pick 0. Same if the answer is “same as in
G4”

Highest level attended (it might not
be completed)

G5. Had ever worked before got married/started cohabiting
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list

G6. Whether worked during respondent’s last migration
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those current partners who were so already
during last migration

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from short list
If answer is simply "Yes", probe: "All of the
time?"

It is irrelevant where the partner
was during that time (CoS, LDC or
elsewhere)

G7. Current main activity
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list

G8. Professional situation
Mechanics
-

For those partners currently working

-

Read options & pick from short list

Clarifications
-
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5. ASSISTANCE IN FAMILY
BUSINESS OR FARM = referred
only to businesses/farms run by
respondents' family members



G9. Type of occupation
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those partners currently working

-

Read options & pick from short list

-





We leave it up to the respondent to
define the skill levels, and explain
the categories only if in doubt ?

G10. Whether has ever worked after respondent’s last return
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those partners currently NOT working

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from short list
If answer is simply "Yes", probe: "All of the
time?"

G11. Whether ever lived outside CoS (for 3 months or more)
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For partners who were living in CoS at the
beginning of the relationship

-

-

Pick from short list (yes/no)

** CURRENT PARTNER'S MIGRATORY TRAJECTORY **




G12. Order
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Automatically fulfilled by tablet
It can be manually corrected by interviewer
if the respondent makes a mistake in the
stays sequence initially

This variable is for internal
purposes only, helping us
ensure that we capture the
correct sequence of moves

G13. Country
Mechanics

Clarifications

1st stay/
row

-

Automatically fulfilled by tablet
(= country at start of
relationship)

-

Rest of
stays/
rows

-

Spontaneous answer & pick from
short list.

-

If 1. Another country: start
typing to browse list
If the respondent states that they
have always migrated together
from that point onwards: Pick
"Same as respondent" and the
device will fulfill the rest of the
table automatically

-

-

If 9. Repeated sequence: start
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REPEATED SEQUENCE = Back-and-

typing to browse list and pick 2
countries





forth movements repeated every
year or almost between two (main)
countries.
 E.g. Stays in LDC <1 year
repeated every 1-2 years
for a period of 5 years
 We include here (do not
discard) cycles in which
some intermediate stay may
exist, but will not take note
of this ‘extra leg’

G14. Year and month of arrival
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

Manually enter answer

-

-

If the person doesn't remember the
year, (respondent's) AGE at the time
can be introduced instead. The tablet
will calculate year.

-

MONTH: optional
If they respondent doesn’t remember
the month, the interviewer will suggest
seasons instead, and then pick middle
month
 Spring: April
 Summer: July
 Autumn: October
 Winter: January

-

Additionally pick option “current” for
the last stay. The device will not allow
to continue to the next question (it will
keep showing a new period to fulfill)
until this option is not picked. The
device will stop showing new periods
once the option "current" is picked.

-

If 9. Repeated sequence: start typing
to browse list and pick 2 countries

MONTHS are collected optionally, with
the only purpose of helping establish a
correct sequence and avoiding
confusions regarding overlaps or
imperfect flows (with a couple of
months of difference). We do not
aspire to accuracy, but simply to assist
the robustness in the narrative.

REPEATED SEQUENCE = Back-and-forth
movements repeated every year or almost
between two (main) countries.
 E.g. Stays in LDC <1 year
repeated every 1-2 years for a
period of 5 years
 We include here (do not discard)
cycles in which some intermediate
stay may exist, but will not take
note of this ‘extra leg’

G15. Reasons why did not go to LDC during respondent’s last migration
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For current partners who never lived (for
3 months or more) in LDC during the
respondent's last stay there

-

-

Spontaneous answer and Pick from not-

Interviewers to avoid general answers:
kindly prompt the respondent if needed
to be more specific, in order to pick a
proper sub-category.
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-



-

If the respondent's answer contains
various possible sub-categories, inquire
to find out which (2) sub-categories were
more relevant

-

If unsure about how to properly code the
answer, the interviewer should tick at
least one likely/possible sub-category
and enter a COMMENT typing the literal
answer or a reasonable summary of it

-

G16. Reasons why current partner left LDC before respondent
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For current partners who lived (for 3
months or more) in LDC during the
respondent's last stay there, but left earlier

-

BE AWARE: the partner might have not
returned to CoS, the only condition is that
he/she left LDC earlier than the
respondent

-

Spontaneous answer and Pick from notso-short list.
 IMPORTANT: interviewers to
learn well and practice the list
 To facilitate this, the list is
organized into 5 broad
categories, each with 1-4 subcategories
The tablet will only show the main
categories and will open subcategories
when one picked
Pick up to 2 subcategories in total

-

Interviewers to avoid general answers:
kindly prompt the respondent if needed
to be more specific, in order to pick a
proper sub-category.

-

If the respondent's answer contains
various possible sub-categories, inquire
to find out which (2) sub-categories were
more relevant

-

If unsure about how to properly code the
answer, the interviewer should tick at
least one likely/possible sub-category
and enter a COMMENT typing the literal
answer or a reasonable summary of it

-



so-short list.
 IMPORTANT: interviewers to
learn well and practice the list
 To facilitate this, the list is
organized into 5 broad
categories, each with 1-4 subcategories
The tablet will only show the main
categories and will open subcategories
when one picked
Pick up to 2 subcategories in total

G17. Reasons why current partner stayed in LDC after respondent’s last return
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

BE AWARE: the partner may have
always lived in, or migrated earlier than
the respondent to, LDC

-

Interviewers to avoid general answers:
kindly prompt the respondent if needed
to be more specific, in order to pick a
proper sub-category.

-

If the respondent's answer contains
various possible sub-categories, inquire
to find out which (2) sub-categories were
more relevant

-

If unsure about how to properly code the
answer, the interviewer should tick at
least one likely/possible sub-category
and enter a COMMENT typing the literal
answer or a reasonable summary of it

-

-

For current partners who lived (for 3
months or more) in LDC during the
respondent's last stay there, and stayed
there longer than the respondent (or still
there)
Spontaneous answer and Pick from notso-short list.
 IMPORTANT: interviewers to
learn well and practice the list
 To facilitate this, the list is
organized into 5 broad
categories, each with 1-4 subcategories
The tablet will only show the main
categories and will open subcategories
when one picked
Pick up to 2 subcategories in total
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** FORMER PARTNERS **










G18. Year of birth
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

G19. Nationality/nationalities when got married/started cohabiting
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Start typing the answer to browse lists
Browse up to 2 nationalities

If the respondent has more nationalities
and needs to choose:
 Always capture CoS
 Then prioritize other EU
nationalities
 Among EU nationalities:

G20. Educational level when got married/started cohabiting
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from short
list

Highest level attended (it might not be
completed)

G21. Had ever worked before got married/started cohabiting
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list

G22. Whether worked during respondent’s last migration
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those former partners who were so
during last migration

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from short
list
If answer is simply "Yes", probe: "All of
the time?"

-



Manually input the answer.
If the respondent doesn't remember the
year, AGE at the time of
marriage/cohabitation can be
introduced instead (the tablet will
calculate year)

It is irrelevant where the partner was
during that time (CoS, LDC or
elsewhere)

G23. Whether ever worked after respondent’s last return
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those former partners who were so at
the time of last return or later

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from short
list
If answer is simply "Yes", probe: "All of
the time?"
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G24. Whether ever lived outside CoS (for 3 months or more)
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For partners who were living in CoS at the
beginning of the relationship

-

-

Pick from short list (yes/no)

** FORMER PARTNER'S MIGRATORY TRAJECTORY **




G25. Order
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Automatically fulfilled by tablet
It can be manually corrected by interviewer
if the respondent makes a mistake in the
stays sequence initially

G26. Country
Mechanics

Clarifications

1st stay/
row

-

Automatically fulfilled by
tablet (= country at start of
relationship)

-

Rest of
stays/
rows

-

Spontaneous answer & pick
from short list.

-

If 1. Another country: start
typing to browse list
If the respondent states that
they have always migrated
together from that point
onwards: Pick "Same as
respondent" and the device
will fulfill the rest of the table
automatically

-

-



This variable is for internal
purposes only, helping us
ensure that we capture the
correct sequence of moves

If 9. Repeated sequence: start
typing to browse list and pick
2 countries

REPEATED SEQUENCE = Backand-forth movements repeated
every year or almost between
two (main) countries.
 E.g. Stays in LDC <1 year
repeated every 1-2 years
for a period of 5 years
 We include here (do not
discard) cycles in which
some intermediate stay
may exist, but will not take
note of this ‘extra leg’

G27. Year and month of arrival
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

Manually enter answer

-

-

If the person doesn't remember the
year, (respondent's) AGE at the time
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MONTHS are collected optionally,
with the only purpose of helping
establish a correct sequence and
avoiding confusions regarding

can be introduced instead. The
tablet will calculate year.



-

MONTH: optional
If they respondent doesn’t
remember the month, the
interviewer will suggest seasons
instead, and then pick middle month
 Spring: April
 Summer: July
 Autumn: October
 Winter: January

-

The device will not allow introducing
dates (and stays) beyond the year
when the relationship ended.

-

If 9. Repeated sequence: start
typing to browse list and pick 2
countries

overlaps or imperfect flows (with a
couple of months of difference). We
do not aspire to accuracy, but
simply to assist the robustness in the
narrative.

REPEATED SEQUENCE = Back-and-forth
movements repeated every year or
almost between two (main) countries.
 E.g. Stays in LDC <1 year
repeated every 1-2 years for a
period of 5 years
 We include here (do not
discard) cycles in which some
intermediate stay may exist, but
will not take note of this ‘extra
leg’

G28. Reasons why did not go to LDC during respondent’s last migration
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For former partners who never lived (for 3
months or more) in LDC during the
respondent's last stay there

-

-

Spontaneous answer and Pick from not-soshort list.
 IMPORTANT: interviewers to learn
well and practice the list
 To facilitate this, the list is organized
into 5 broad categories, each with 14 sub-categories
The tablet will only show the main categories
and will open subcategories when one
picked
Pick up to 2 subcategories in total

Interviewers to avoid general
answers: kindly prompt the
respondent if needed to be more
specific, in order to pick a proper
sub-category.

-

If the respondent's answer contains
various possible sub-categories,
inquire to find out which (2) subcategories were more relevant

-

If unsure about how to properly
code the answer, the interviewer
should tick at least one
likely/possible sub-category and
enter a COMMENT typing the literal
answer or a reasonable summary of
it

-

-



G29. Reasons why current partner left LDC before respondent
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

For former partners who lived (for 3 months
or more) in LDC during the respondent's last
stay there, but left earlier
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BE AWARE: the partner might have
not returned to CoS, the only
condition is that he/she left LDC
earlier than the respondent

-

-

Spontaneous answer and Pick from not-soshort list.
 IMPORTANT: interviewers to learn
well and practice the list
 To facilitate this, the list is organized
into 5 broad categories, each with 14 sub-categories
The tablet will only show the main categories
and will open subcategories when one
picked
Pick up to 2 subcategories in total

-

Interviewers to avoid general
answers: kindly prompt the
respondent if needed to be more
specific, in order to pick a proper
sub-category.

-

If the respondent's answer contains
various possible sub-categories,
inquire to find out which (2) subcategories were more relevant

-

If unsure about how to properly
code the answer, the interviewer
should tick at least one
likely/possible sub-category and
enter a COMMENT typing the literal
answer or a reasonable summary of
it

-



G30. Reasons why current partner stayed in LDC after respondent’s last return
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For former partners who lived (for 3 months
or more) in LDC during the respondent's last
stay there, and stayed there longer than the
respondent (or still there)

-

BE AWARE: the partner may have
always lived in, or migrated earlier
than the respondent to, LDC

-

Spontaneous answer and Pick from not-soshort list.
 IMPORTANT: interviewers to learn
well and practice the list
 To facilitate this, the list is organized
into 5 broad categories, each with 14 sub-categories
The tablet will only show the main categories
and will open subcategories when one
picked
Pick up to 2 subcategories in total

Interviewers to avoid general
answers: kindly prompt the
respondent if needed to be more
specific, in order to pick a proper
sub-category.

-

If the respondent's answer contains
various possible sub-categories,
inquire to find out which (2) subcategories were more relevant

-

If unsure about how to properly
code the answer, the interviewer
should tick at least one
likely/possible sub-category and
enter a COMMENT typing the literal
answer or a reasonable summary of
it

-

-
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MODULE H. CHILDREN






H1. Country of birth
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

H2. Current nationality/ies
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-





If the respondent has more
nationalities and needs to choose:
 Always capture CoS
 Then prioritize other EU
nationalities
 Among EU nationalities:

Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

-



Start typing the answer to browse list
Browse up to 2 nationalities

H2a. Year of acquisition

-



Pick from short list
If 3. Another country: start typing to browse
list

For each of the nationalities mentioned in
G2:
If it’s his/her birth nationality: pick 0. At
birth
If it was acquired after birth: manually enter
the YEAR

H3. Whether currently studying
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list

H4. Level currently attended
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For children who are currently studying

-

-

Spontaneous answer and Pick from short list

Level currently attended (not
necessarily completed)

H5. Highest level attended
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For children who are NOT currently studying

-

-

Spontaneous answer and Pick from short list

Highest level attended (not
necessarily completed)

H6. Ever lived in LDC during respondent’s last migration
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For children who were minors during
respondent's last migration

-

-

Pick from short list (yes/no)
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H6a. When arrived in LDC (during respondent's last migration)
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For children who were minors during
respondent's last migration and lived there at
that time (for 3 months or more)

-

-

Manually enter the year
If the respondent doesn't remember the
year, the child's AGE at the time can be
introduced instead, and the tablet will
calculate the year
9. As an adult (over 18): if it is stated
(otherwise the tablet will activate it
automatically after introducing the year)

-



H7. Reasons why never lived in LDC during respondent’s last migration
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For children who were minors during
respondent's last migration and did NOT live
there during that time

-

-

Spontaneous answer and Pick from not-soshort list.
 IMPORTANT: interviewers to learn
well and practice the list
 To facilitate this, the list is organized
into 5 broad categories, each with 24 sub-categories
The tablet will only show the main categories
and will open subcategories when one
picked
Pick up to 2 subcategories in total

Some options do not specify the
subject: the subject might be the
respondent, the partner, other family
members or any combination of
these. We therefore do not dig into
who “brought/imposed” this reason,
just about the actual reason.
 e.g.: 1.1. Did not want to
disrupt (his/her) life there
(e.g. school, friends…)

-

Interviewers to avoid general
answers: kindly prompt the
respondent if needed to be more
specific, in order to pick a proper
sub-category.

-

If the respondent's answer contains
various possible sub-categories,
inquire to find out which (2) subcategories were more relevant

-

If unsure about how to properly
code the answer, the interviewer
should tick at least one
likely/possible sub-category and
enter a COMMENT typing the literal
answer or a reasonable summary of
it

-

-



H8. Current country of residence
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Pick from short list
If 3. Another country: start typing to browse
list
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H8a. Since when
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Manually enter the year
If the respondent doesn't remember the
year, the child's AGE at the time can be
introduced instead, and the tablet will
calculate the year

If the child has had different stays
(of 3 months or more) in the
country, refer to the last stay

H9. Reasons why not living in CoS
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Interviewers to avoid general
answers: kindly prompt the
respondent if needed to be more
specific, in order to pick a proper
sub-category.

-

If the respondent's answer contains
various possible sub-categories,
inquire to find out which (2) subcategories were more relevant

-

If unsure about how to properly
code the answer, the interviewer
should tick at least one
likely/possible sub-category and
enter a COMMENT typing the literal
answer or a reasonable summary of
it

-

Spontaneous answer and Pick from not-soshort list.
 IMPORTANT: interviewers to learn
well and practice the list
 To facilitate this, the list is organized
into 5 broad categories, each with 14 sub-categories
The tablet will only show the main categories
and will open subcategories when one
picked
Pick up to 2 subcategories in total

-

MODULE I. RETURNEES
** LAST MIGRATION: DOCUMENTS **


I1. Documents at arrival
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

Read options and pick from short list
Pick as many times as documents
mentioned

-

-

If all previous items get a negative
answer, probe: “Did you not require a
visa to enter LDC/the EU?”. It would be
more accurate to refer to the Schengen
zone than to the EU, but this might
confuse some people.

This question refers only to the documents
held at the moment of entering LDC. If
the respondent obtained the actual
document (e.g. family visa or residence
permit) we will take note separately of
this

-

3. PASSPORT OF ANOTHER EU
COUNTRY. Refers to an EU country at
the time. We can't expect the
respondent to know which countries were
EU members at each specific year. But
those who entered the destination
country as EU citizens will most likely
know. If the respondent doubts, help
clarify by asking: "Did you have a
passport that allowed you at the time




NO = 6. NONE OF THESE (NOT
NEEDED, VISA FREE)
YES = 7. NONE OF THESE
(IRREGULAR OR ASYLUM SEEKER)
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entering the country as a EU citizen? This
would have meant you did not need a
residence permit to stay in LDC"



5. VISA OR RESIDENCE PERMIT FOR
MORE THAN 3 MONTHS. This
visa/permit might be for another EU
country as well within the Schengen
space

Clarifications

-

-

For those who entered with long-term or
short-term visas
For those who obtained documents to stay
in the country afterwards
Spontaneous answer and pick from
short list (only once)
 IMPORTANT: interviewers to
learn well and practice the list
 To facilitate this, the list is
organized into 5 broad
categories, with sub-categories
(the device will show both)

The question refers to the official
(formal, legal) grounds on which the
document was issued. This can
frequently differ from the actual
purpose or use of the document.

-

I3, I8, I11 & I15. Initial duration of permit/long visa
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from
short-list
If respondent doubts, read options

I4, I6, I12 & I16. Whether authorized to work
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

-



-

Mechanics

-



4. VISA OF 3 MONTHS OR LESS. This
visa might be for another EU country as
well within the Schengen space.

I2, I5, I10 & I14. Grounds for permit/visa at arrival

-



-

Spontaneous answer and pick from
short-list
If the answer is simply “Yes”, probe:
“With any restrictions on where you
could work or which type of

I7, I9 & I13. Obtained documents allowing stay for more than 3 months
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those who entered with short visa, or
without documents (visa-free, irregular or
asylum seeker)

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from
short-list (yes/no)
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I7a, I9 & I13a. In what year obtained
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Manually enter year

I17. Ever without a residence permit (I) in last stay in LDC
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

This would include situations of expired
and not renewed documents

-

Referred only to last stay in LDC

Spontaneous answer and pick from
short-list (yes/no)

I17a. For how long without a residence permit
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those who have experienced lack of
residence permit at some point

-

-

Manually enter answer
 If => year = NR YEARS
 If < year = NR MONTHS

I18. Ever without work authorization
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Whether the respondent intended to
work or not is irrelevant. The question is
referred to legal status only.

-

3. NO, I DID NOT NEED ONE TO WORK
= the respondent did not require a work
authorization to work legally (regardless
of whether the respondent intended to
work or not)

Spontaneous answer and pick from
short-list (yes/no)

I18a. For how long without work authorization
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those who have experienced lack of
work authorization at some point

-

-

Manually enter answer
 If => year = NR YEARS
 If < year = NR MONTHS

I19. Document allowing re-entry in LDC when left
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

Except for those with EU nationality

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from
short-list
If respondent doubts, read options

-
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I20. Whether included work authorization
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those with documents allowing them to
re-enter when they left LDC

-

Whether the respondent intended to
work or not is irrelevant. The question is
referred to legal status only.

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from
short-list (yes/no)

-

3. NO, I DID NOT NEED ONE TO WORK
= the respondent did not require a work
authorization to work legally (regardless
of whether the respondent intended to
work or not)

** TIES WITH WELFARE STATE IN LDC **
For respondents who have worked at some point in LDC (in the last or previous stays)


I21a-I21b & I21d-I21d. Contributions to social security during last migration / previous LDC stays
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

The situations we are likely to find in the LDCs
considered are:

-

For those who worked in LDC during their
last stay
For those who worked in LDC in previous
stays

-

People working without formal
contract. Without a formal contract there
cannot be contributions = NO / NO
 The respondent might have
found alternative ways to
make his/her own
contributions social security
(e.g. with a false formal
contract) = YES (myself) / NO
(employer)

-

People working as employees with
formal contract(s). Contributions to the
social security are usually paid by both
employers (usually a larger share) and
employees.
 The respondent might be unsure
because of a lack of knowlege
(how the system works) and
invisibility of these issues (usually
dealt with in the contract directly
by employer).
 The respondent might also be
unsure or even mistaken (when
saying “Yes”) about the
employers’ contributions if the
respondent has not confirmed
with the social security that these
payments have been done.
 In case of doubt, if the
respondent has had one or
more formal contracts and has
no indication of employers’
lack of payment = YES / YES
 If the respondent states that the
employer did not meet the

For each category shown by device
(“Myself” and “Employers”):
spontaneous answer and pick from short
list (yes/no)
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obligation to contribute (despite
having a formal contract) = NO
/ NO
-



I22. Whether transferred rights acquired
Mechanics
-



People working as self-employed. No
contributions from (inexistent) employers.
So only possible to have made
contributions directly by the respondent.

Clarifications

For those with contributions to social
security in LDC at some point

-

UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS. These can
be sometimes cashed out as part of
return programs

-

OTHER = e.g.widow or disability
pensions

-

If the respondent has transferred/tried
to transfer more than one, with different
results, refer to the one with best
outcome: 1 > 2 > 3 > 4 > 5

Spontaneous answer and pick from short
list

I23. Benefits or subsidies received during last migration & previous stays
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

-

For each of the categories shown by the
device:
Read the category with the examples
Spontaneous answer and pick from short
list (yes/no)

** LAST MIGRATION: SOCIAL TIES WITH ORIGIN **


I24. Whether received financial support from family in CoS
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

1. YES, REGULARLY = regularity does
not require a high frequency, it could
mean for instance sending some amount
once a year. But if frequence is lower
than once a year, code rather as
“occassionally”.

-

2. YES, OCCASIONALLY (NOT
REGULARLY) = this means there is no
regularity. For instance, if sending “when
there was some specific need”, “when
asked”, “just when I had enough money”.
It could still happen with relative
frequency.

Read options and pick from short list
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I25. Number of visits to CoS
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

-









Spontaneous answer and pick from
short-list
If respondent doubts, read options

I26. How frequently in contact with family members or friends in CoS during last stay
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Read options and pick from short list

I27. Whether sent remittances
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

1. YES, REGULARLY = regularity does
not require a high frequency, it could
mean for instance sending some amount
once a year. But if frequence is lower
than once a year, code rather as
“occassionally”.

-

2. YES, OCCASIONALLY (NOT
REGULARLY) = this means there is no
regularity. For instance, if sending “when
there was some specific need”, “when
asked”, “just when I had enough money”.
It could still happen with relative
frequency.

Read options and pick from short list

I28. How frequently
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those sending regularly

-

-

Read options and pick from short list

I29. How important were these remittances to recipients
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those sending (regularly or
occasionally)

-

-

Read options and pick from short list

If the respondent was sending to multiple
receivers, and the importance of these
remittances varied among them, refer to
the main recipients; if this is unclear,
refer to those for whom it was most
important

-

77. NOT APPLICABLE (THE MONEY WAS
SENT FOR RESPONDENT’S USE ONLY).
E.g. money deposited in personal
account; or used to buy a
house/furniture/etc. for the respondent,
etc… This means there were no receivers
(except maybe someone in charge of
dealing with the practical details)
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** 1st EU and 1st LDC MIGRATIONS: DOCUMENTS **


I30, I31, I32 & I33. Ever without a residence permit (II) in 1st LDC / 1st EU migration
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

This would include situations of expired
and not renewed documents

-

Referred only to 1st stay in LDC and/or
1st stay in EU (if the country was other
than LDC)

Spontaneous answer and pick from
short-list (yes/no)

** LAST RETURN: VOLUNTARINESS & PREPAREDNESS **






I34. Voluntariness of last return
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Read options and pick from short list

I35a. Return scenarios (I): wish to return
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Read options and pick from short list
Pick as many as mentioned by the
respondent

This question inquires about the
respondent’s desire to return (regardless
of whether there were also circumstance
pushing him/her to return or not)

I35b. Return scenarios (II): circumstance pushing for return
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

This question inquires about the existence
of circumstances that “pushed” the
respondent to return (regardless of
whether he/she wanted to return or not)

-

1. DEPORTED / EXPELLED. This implies
action by the authorities to remove the
person. If the respondent had an order
of expulsion, but just left on his/her own
do not apply. Apply option 2 instead.

-

2. HAD TO RETURN FOR OTHER
REASONS. Practical circumstances that
significantly alter the costs and benefits
of staying versus returning. For
instance, financial difficulties in LDC, an
expired permit or expulsion order, an
expiring job opportunity in CoS, etc.

-

3. FELT COMPELLED TO RETURN. In the
absence of forced return or pressing
circumstances, persons still may feel
“pushed” to return by moral or social
issues.

Read options and pick from short list
Pick as many as mentioned by the
respondent
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E.g1. to meet family expectations




-



E.g2. to attain family reunification
because other family members
won’t migrate
E.g3. “nobody forced me, I
wanted to do it, but I felt a moral
to go back and take care of my
parents”

4. THE PURPOSE OF MY TRIP WAS
COMPLETE. Sometimes the return is
perceived as a natural or even
programmed endpoint of the migration.
So once the objectives of the migration
have been achieved (whichever they
were), and if circumstances haven’t
changed, return is simply perceived as
the normal course of events.

I36. Preparedness of last return
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from
short-list



I37 & I37a. Preparations for last return
Mechanics

Clarifications

For each category shown by the device:

-

-

Read the category with the examples
If picked, sub-categories will be shown
by device: spontaneous answer and pick
from short list (as many sub-categories
as mentioned)

** LAST RETURN: RETURN PROGRAMS **




I38. Whether in a return program
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from
short-list (yes/no)

I39. Name of return program
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those who participated in return
program

-

-

Manually enter the literal answer
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I40. Country running the return program
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those who participated in return
program

-

-

Read options and pick from short list

I41. Type of support in the return program
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those who participated in return
program

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from short
list
Pick as many as types of support
mentioned

-





I42. Whether applied to any return program
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those who did NOT participate in
return program

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from short
list (yes/no)

I43. Why did not benefit from it
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those who did NOT participate in
return program but DID apply

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from short
list
Pick as many as reasons mentioned



I44. Why did not apply
Mechanics
-

For those who did NOT participate in
return program but DID apply

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from short
list
Pick as many as reasons mentioned



Clarifications
3. I DID NOT QUALIFY = includes any
exclusion criteria (e.g. age, migrant
status, nationality, family status, labour
status, income level, etc.)

I45. Financial support for return from family members or friends
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from short
list (yes/no)

This includes the return trip and the
reintegration process
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I46. Other types of assistance for return from family members or friends
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

-









Spontaneous answer and pick from short
list (yes/no)
If the respondent answered positively to
I45 but now becomes obvious that
he/she meant this type of direct help
(rather than financial support), the
interviewer will correct I45 (=NO) and
pick here = YES

I47. Who provided this assistance
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

For those who had financial support or
direct help from family or friends

-

-

Read options and pick from short list
Pick as many as apply

I48. Emotional support for return from family members and friends in CoS
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Read options and pick from short list

I49. Household’s financial situation when arrived in CoS
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Read options and pick from short list

This question is referred to the household
level to take into account any persons
that may be sharing the same budget. If
the person lived alone (one-person
household) and without dependents, the
question refers de facto to him/her only

I50. Impact of return on household’s financial capacity
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Read options and pick from short list

If respondent answers "both positive
and negative"
 the interviewer should kindly
insist on weighting positive
against negative effects (or vice
versa) to provide an overall
evaluation.
 But this combination of effects
should NOT be understood as
3. No effect.
 Once positive and negative
effects have been mentioned, if
the respondent can’t or refuses
to pick between the two,
interviewer to pick 99. Don’t
know instead
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I51. Impact of return on other household capacities
Mechanics

Clarifications

For each of the categories shown by the
device: Read options and pick from short-list

-

-



I52. Plans or goals upon return
Mechanics
-



Manually enter the literal answer

Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Spontaneous answer and pick from
short-list
If respondent doubts, read options

I54. Number of visits (of less 3 months) to LDC after last return
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

-



Clarifications

I53. How frequently is in contact (currently) with people in LDC

-



The capacity to cover or provide for all
these needs is the result of both
individual factors (e.g. being physically
close, having more time, having more
income…) and contextual factors (e.g.
positive impact on ability to provide for
educational needs because access to
better schools in Senegal than the one
they were going to in Italy)
The question refers to the ultimate effect
of return, regardless of which
individual and contextual factors
produce this effect

Spontaneous answer and pick from
short-list
If respondent doubts, read options

I55. Household’s current financial situation
Mechanics

Clarifications

-

-

Read options and pick from short list

This question is referred to the household
level to take into account any persons
that may be sharing the same budget. If
the person lives alone (one-person
household) and without dependents, the
question is referred to him/her only
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